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Abstract 


A multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication system has the potential to 

provide reliable transmissions at high data rates. However, the computational cost of 

achieving this promising performance can be quite substantial. With an emphasis on 

practical implementations, the MIMO systems employing the low cost linear receivers 

are studied in this thesis. The optimum space-time block codes (STBC) that enable 

a linear receiver to achieve its best possible performance are proposed for various 

MIMO systems. These codes satisfy an intra and inter orthogonality property, and 

are called unitary trace-orthogonal codes. In addition, several novel transmission 

schemes are specially designed for linear receivers with the use of the proposed code 

structure. The applications of the unitary trace-orthogonal code are not restricted to 

systems employing linear receivers. The proposed code structure can be also applied 

to the systems employing other types of receivers where several originally intractable 

code design problems are successfully solved. 

The communication schemes presented in this thesis are outlined as follows: 

• 	 For a MIMO system with N 2: M, where Mand N are the number of trans

mitter and receiver antennas, respectively, the optimal full rate linear STBC 

for linear receivers is proposed and named unitary trace-orthogonal code. The 

proposed code structure is proved to be necessary and sufficient to achieve the 

minimum detection error probability for the system. 
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• 	 When applied to a multiple input single output (MISO) communication sys

tem, a special linear unitary trace-orthogonal code, named the Toeplitz STBC, 

is proposed. The code enables a linear receiver to provide full diversity and to 

achieve the optimal tradeoff between the detection error and the data transmis

sion rate. This is, thus far, the first code that possesses such properties for an 

arbitrary MISO system that employs a linear receiver. 

• In 	MIMO systems in which N 2": M and the signals are transmitted at full 

symbol rate, the highest diversity gain achievable by linear receivers is analyzed 

and shown to be N - M + 1. To improve the performance of a linear receiver, 

a multi-block transmission scheme is proposed, in which signals are coded so 

that they span multiple independent channel realizations. An optimal full rate 

linear STBC for this system that minimizes the detection error probability is 

presented. The code is named multi-block unitary trace-orthogonal code. The 

resulting system has an improved diversity gain. Furthermore, by relaxing the 

code from the full symbol rate constraint, a special multi-block transmission 

scheme is proposed. This scheme achieves a much improved diversity gain than 

those with full symbol rate. 

• 	 The unitary trace-orthogonal code can also be applied to a system that employs 

a maximum-likelihood (ML) receiver rather than the simple linear receiver. For 

such a system, a systematic design of full diversity unitary trace-orthogonal 

code is presented for an arbitrary data transmission rate. 

In summary, when a simple linear receiver is employed, unitary trace-orthogonal 

codes and their optimality properties are exploited for various multiple antenna com

munication systems. Some members from this code family can also enable an optimal 

performance of ML detection. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 MIMO Communication System 

In conventional wireless communication systems, the transmitter and receiver each 

have a single antenna, and such systems are often referred to as single input single 

output (SISO) systems. In a typical wireless environment, the presence of reflectors 

creates multiple propagation paths from the transmitter to the receiver, as depicted 

in Fig. 1.1. As a result, the receiver sees multiple copies of the transmitted signal, 

each experiencing different attenuation, delay and phase shift while travelling from 

transmitter. This can result in destructive interference at the receiver. Strong de

structive interference is frequently referred to as a deep fade and may result in the 

failure of communication due to poor channel signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

One way in which more reliable communication can be achieved is by introducing 

multiple antennas at the receiver end. The resulting system is called a single input 

multiple output (SIMO) system, as shown in Fig. 1.2. In such a system, multiple 

copies of the transmitted signal are gathered at the receiver using different anten

nas. Usually, it is desirable to separate the multiple receiver antennas with sufficient 
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Decoding 

Figure 1.1: A SISO communication system with multipath propagation. 

ReceiverTransmitter 

l7 Antenna 1 

l7 Antenna2 

hN 

l7 Antenna N 

Figure 1.2: A SIMO communication system having N receiver antennas. 

distance so that the fading paths seen by different antennas are approximately inde

pendent. In this case, the probability that all the paths are in a deep fade is small, 

and this facilitates a reliable transmission of the original signal. The gain obtained 

here is called diversity gain. Compared to the single antenna system, a lower error 

probability can be achieved with a SIMO system at the same SNR. 

Similarly, a multiple input single output (MISO) system has multiple antennas at 

the transmitter side, which is shown in Fig. 1.3. When the transmitter antennas are 

located sufficiently far apart, diversity can be obtained by transmitting signals over 

the multiple independent fading paths between the transmitter and receiver antennas. 

One of the most significant recent developments in wireless communications is the 
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Figure 1.3: A MISO communication system having M receiver antennas. 
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Figure 1.4: A MIMO communication system having multiple antennas at both ends. 

multiple input multiple output (MIMO) systems, in which there are multiple antennas 

at both ends of the link as shown in Fig. 1.4. The multiple antennas provide the 

potential to achieve both high rate and reliable transmission for information signals. 

It has been shown [27, 92] that in a rich scattering environment, a MIMO system 

enables substantially increased capacity over the other systems mentioned above. 

Due to the advantages a MIMO system possesses, the analysis and designs for such 

communication systems is the main focus of this thesis. In the following, the channel 

models and related assumptions that will be used in this thesis will be introduced. 

They have been widely employed in the literature of MIMO communications. 

• Channel knowledge: The fading channels are modelled by random variables. 

3 
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The receiver is assumed to know the realizations perfectly, while the transmitter 

knows only the statistical characteristics of the random channel. Channel state 

information can be obtained at the receiver by sending known training signals, 

and its accuracy depends on the received SNR and coherence time. Here, the 

channel is assumed to vary slowly enough to enable perfect estimation of the 

channel to be assumed. The characteristics of the class of fading channels that 

will be considered are discussed as follows. 

• 	 Flat fading: When the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is sufficiently nar

row, or the symbol period is sufficiently longer than the essential duration of the 

channel impulse response, all frequency components of the signal will experi

ence the same fading. In that case, the wireless link between the pair transceiver 

antennas can be simply modelled by a complex scalar, called a fading coefficient. 

• 	 Rayleigh fading: When there are many scatters in the environment, the signals 

experience rich scattering. Based on central limit theory [74], each fading co

efficient can be well-modelled by a Gaussian random variable. If there is no 

specular component, then each such a variable will have zero mean and phase 

uniformly distributed between 0 and 27T radians. The envelope of each channel 

fading coefficient will therefore be Rayleigh distributed. 

• 	 Spatially IID: In a rich scattering environment, the transmitter and receiver 

antennas are assumed to be located with sufficient distances for the channel fad

ing coefficients to be modelled as being independent and identically distributed 

(IID) in space. 

• 	 Block fading: The time varying nature of the channel is modelled as block 

fading. That is, the channel is assumed to remain fixed for a certain duration, 

called the coherence time, and then may change to another independent state. 
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Figure 1.5: A MIMO communication system. 

In reality, independence of the fading blocks can be realized by interleaving, 

where the symbols to be transmitted in each block are interleaved and spaced 

sufficiently far apart in time. 

Based on the above assumptions, a mathematical description of a MIMO commu

nication system will now be established. Consider a typical MIMO system with M 

transmitter and N receiver antennas, cf. Fig. 1.5. Based on the flat fading assump

tion, the fading coefficient between the mth transmitter and the nth receiver antennas 

is denoted by a complex scalar, hnm· Altogether, MN fading coefficients constitute 

the N x M channel matrix, denoted by H, with hnm being the nmth entry. At a 

given time slot, M signal symbols (x1 , · · · , XM) with constrained (total) power are 

transmitted, one from each of the M transmitter antennas. A linear combination 

of the M symbols will be received by each of the N receiver antennas, along with 

5 
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additive noise. The input-output relation is, therefore, 

y=~Hx+w (1.1) 

where xis the M x 1 input signal vector, y is the corresponding N x 1 received signal 

vector, w is the additive noise which is assumed to be of IID Gaussian distribution 

with zero mean and unit variance, and p is the SNR per receiver antenna. 

Under the block fading assumption, the channel condition is fixed for certain time 

period, say T time slots. Then, T signal vectors can be transmitted under the same 

channel conditions. We stack the transmitted T signal vectors as the columns of a 

M x T matrix X, and correspondingly define a N x T received signal matrix Y. This 

results in the following block transmission system model 

Y=~HX+W (1.2) 

Each entry of X can be an original message symbol, but more generally, it can be 

thought of as a (matrix) codeword. For notation clarity, we write X = X(s), where 

s is the vector of original message symbols to be transmitted in the block, and is 

assumed to have zero mean and normalized (unit) variance. The codeword X(s) is 

distributed among M transmitter antennas in space and across T slots in time, and 

is transmitted block by block. Hence, the set of codewords { X (s)} s is said to be a 

Space-Time Block Code (STBC). 

1.2 Motivation 

In the past decade, intensive research on STBC design has been carried out with the 

aim of improving the system error performance under different types of detection al

gorithms. Most of this effort has focused on systems in which the maximum-likelihood 
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(ML) detector is employed, due to its superior performance to other available detec

tors. In designing a reliable transmission scheme for a given rate, the code should 

be chosen to minimize the error probability in the detection of the signals. However, 

when an ML detector is employed, the detection error probability is difficult to for

mulate in general. Hence, the design efforts have mainly focused on the high SNR 

performance, where the error probability is dominated by diversity gain. Mathemati

cally, diversity gain describes how fast the error probability decays with SNR at high 

SNR. As a result, maximizing diversity gain has become one of the most important 

criteria [91, 20] in designing STBC for ML detectors. 

The simplest STBC is Alamouti's code [1], which was invented in 1998 for a two 

transmitter antenna system. This 2 x 2 code matrix has an orthogonal structure and 

belongs to the family of orthogonal STBCs [90,88,52,101,51]. In a system employing 

an orthogonal STBC, the maximum diversity gain can be achieved. In addition, the 

orthogonality property reduces the computational cost of ML detection to that of 

linear detection. This advantage holds for any type of input signal. Unfortunately, 

orthogonality also restrains the highest achievable symbol transmission rate to be less 

than one. As an example [51], for a MIMO system having M 2:: 3, the highest achiev

able symbol rate by orthogonal codes is only ~ symbols per channel use. (Actually, 

there is a fundamental tradeoff [114] between the diversity gain and a measure of the 

rate that can be achieved by a STBC.) 

Efforts to achieve both high rate and good error performance were taken in [37], 

where the objective of the STBC design is to maximize the Gaussian mutual infor

mation. However, the presented codes do not guarantee the maximum diversity gain. 

Another approach is to design a STBC that has full symbol rate and achieves full 

diversity (FRFD) [39, 17, 22, 64] when ML detection is employed. Full symbol rate 

is achieved when the average symbol transmission rate equals min{ M, N} symbols 
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per channel use. Full diversity gain can be achieved when the total spatial degrees 

of freedom offered by a MIMO system are utilized for diversity purposes. In general, 

the design of the FRFD codes depends on the properties of the input signals and 

the available FRFD codes only render full diversity gain for certain structured input 

signals. Further research in STBC design has led to the FRFD codes that have non

vanishing determinant [107, 28, 5, 79, 48, 24, 73], where the minimum distance between 

two different code words has been maximized, which has further improved the system 

performance. However, the superior performance is only applicable to certain types of 

signals, and is only achieved by using ML detection, which has a high computational 

cost. 

As has been discussed above, numerous STBCs have been proposed to achieve 

reliable communication with the optimality in certain aspect. However, in general, 

the structure that a good STBC should possess has not yet been resolved. 

It should be noted that detection of a MIMO system demands much higher compu

tational cost compared to a single antenna system in general. Despite the advantages 

that the optimal ML detector possesses in the system performance perspective, its 

application is restricted to systems having a small number of antennas. The sub

optimal detection architecture based on decision feedback equalization (DFE) is less 

costly, but suffers from error propagation. On the other hand, a linear receiver is 

practically attractive for its simplicity. However, the desirable properties of a STBC 

for a system with a linear receiver have yet to be established, possibly due to the 

complicated mathematical formulations and moderate achievable performance com

pared to the system that employs ML detection. The problems of determining the 

optimal code for a linear receiver and determining the performance limits for such a 

system have been left open. 
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1.3 Contribution and Thesis Outline 

In this thesis, the design of STBCs for the MIMO systems that employ linear receivers 

is studied. A family of STBCs, named unitary trace-orthogonal codes, is presented. 

These codes are optimal in the sense that they minimizes the detection error prob

ability for a linear receiver [61, 55] when the MIMO system satisfies N ~ M and 

the signals are transmitted at full symbol rate. Applying the optimal code struc

ture to such a system, the maximum diversity gain achievable by a linear receiver is 

analyzed and proved. Several transmission schemes are proposed for improving the 

diversity gain for linear receivers. Specifically, when a MISO communication system 

is considered, a special unitary trace-orthogonal code is presented as the first non

orthogonal full diversity STBC for linear receivers. Further analysis reveals that the 

code can enable a linear receiver to approach the optimal diversity v.s. multiplexing 

gain tradeoff that was previously only achievable with the use of more sophisticated 

detectors. The code structure is also successfully applied in solving several previously 

intractable problems for MIMO systems that employ an ML detector. 

Some theoretical background on the MIMO communication systems considered in 

this thesis is provided in Chapter 2. The unitary trace-orthogonal code [61,55] is also 

introduced in that chapter, along with its optimality properties when applied to the 

MIMO (N ~ M) systems that employ linear receivers. 

The contributions of this thesis are provided through Chapters 3-6, and are out

lined below: 

• 	 Chapter 3: Unitary Trace-orthogonal code in a MISO system [60] 

In this chapter, the problem of designing full diversity STBCs for a MISO com

munication system that has a linear receiver is examined. The chapter begins 

by establishing a mathematical system model for a MISO channel. Based on 
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that, a condition on STBCs that ensures full diversity when the code is detected 

by linear receivers is proposed and proved. This is, thus far, the first condition 

for achieving full diversity by a linear receiver. 

Applying the proposed design condition, a Toeplitz STBC is proposed which 

is 	a member of unitary trace-orthogonal family. This code is the first non

orthogonal code that enables a linear receiver to achieve full diversity gain. 

Analysis shows that the symbol rate associated with this code asymptotically 

approaches unity (i.e., full symbol rate for a MISO system), which is higher 

than the rates achievable by orthogonal codes when M ;::: 3. In addition, the 

code is proved to achieve the optimal Diversity v.s. Multiplexing gain tradeoff 

for certain signalling schemes. This is the first code that we are aware of to en

able a linear receiver to achieve the optimal tradeoff for a MISO system having 

arbitrary number of transmitter antennas. 

In 	the rest of the chapter, the Toeplitz STBC is applied to a MISO system in 

which the channel fading coefficients are spatially correlated and ML detection 

is employed. The beamforming matrix that minimizes the pairwise error prob

ability is designed for such a system. It is shown that by exploiting the special 

properties of the Toeplitz code, the complicated optimization design problem 

can be transformed into a convex problem. Several numerical examples are 

provided in the end of the chapter to support the theoretical analysis. 

• 	 Chapter 4: Diversity analysis and multi-block transmission [56] 

In this chapter, the spacial diversity gain achievable by a linear receiver is ana

lyzed. This is followed by the introduction of a multi-block transmission scheme 

that improves the diversity gain of a linear receiver. 

The inferior error performance of a linear receiver to that of an ML receiver 
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has previously been shown by numerical experiments. Theoretically, the per

formance gap between these two receivers is still unknown. One way to carry 

out a theoretical comparison is to analyze the maximum diversity gain achiev

able by each receiver. When an ML receiver is employed, the full diversity gain 

(MN) of a MIMO system can be exploited. On the other hand, the perfor

mance limit for a linear receiver has yet not been analyzed. In [61], unitary 

trace-orthogonal code is proposed which provides the best performance of a 

linear receiver. Therefore, the diversity gain of a system with a unitary trace

orthogonal code and a linear receiver must be the maximum gain achievable by 

a linear receiver. In this chapter, by examining the minimum bit error proba

bility (BEP) associated with the unitary trace-orthogonal code, the maximum 

diversity for a linear receiver is analyzed and shown to be equal to N - M + 1 

for N 2: M. This result provides a theoretical measure of the performance gap 

between a linear and an ML receivers. 

In the second part of this chapter, a multi-block transmission scheme is pre

sented for improving the system performance of a linear receiver. In this scheme, 

the signals are coded over several independent channel realizations. By taking 

advantage of time diversity, each signal symbol may experience an increased 

number of path gains. As a result, the impact of a particular deep fading path 

can be reduced. For such a system, the optimal code that minimizes the detec

tion error probability of a linear receiver is proposed, and this code structure 

is proved to be both necessary and sufficient in achieving the optimality. The 

code is a generalized version of unitary trace-orthogonal code and is named 

multi-block unitary trace-orthogonal code. Through both theoretical analysis 

and numerical experiments, it is shown that the system performance can be sig

nificantly improved. The combination of multi-block transmission and a linear 
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receiver can thus enjoy a high diversity gain with a relatively low computational 

cost. This system may outperform those systems employing an ML receiver and 

single block STBCs in the cases when a large number of transmitter antennas 

is involved, or when the signals are picked from higher order constellations. 

• 	 Chapter 5: A multi-block transmission for linear receivers [58] 

A transmission scheme specially designed for a linear receiver is proposed in this 

chapter. This scheme takes greater advantage of time diversity. In particular, 

the achievable diversity gain increases linearly with the number independent 

blocks over which a code spans. The idea originates from the observation that 

the diversity gain of a linear receiver is determined by the difference between 

the number of transceiver antennas, ( N - M). This implies that a taller channel 

matrix renders higher diversity gain. In the proposed multi-block transmission 

scheme, the channel matrices corresponding to different realizations are stacked 

up, resulting in a tall equivalent channel. Simulations show a significantly im

proved performance for the proposed system. The complexity involved with the 

linear equalizer remains the same as that for the single block transmission. 

• 	 Chapter 6: Unitary trace-orthogonality and ML detection [113] 

The importance of unitary trace-orthogonal codes is not constrained to their ap

plications to linear receivers. In this chapter, a system employing an ML receiver 

is investigated and the problem of designing full diversity STBCs is examined. 

This problem is generally difficult due to the existence of a large number of 

unknown parameters. In this chapter, by constraining the design parameters 

within the family of unitary trace-orthogonal codes, the design problem can 

be simplified. As a result, a systematic construction of full diversity STBCs is 

presented based on number theory. 
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The work presented in this thesis is concluded in Chapter 7, along with a discussion 

on future work. 

1.4 Publication 

The contributions of this thesis have been published or submitted in four jour

nal papers [61, 113, 60, 56], one book chapter [112], and eight conference papers 

[54, 109, 110, 53, 111, 57, 58, 59]. Two full journal papers [61, 113] have been pub

lished in IEEE Transactions on Signal Processing, and [61] received the 2001 Young 

Author Best Paper Award from IEEE Signal Processing Society. The work on the 

Toeplitz STBC [60] has been accepted for publication as a full paper in the journal 

of IEEE Transactions on Information Theory. The work on diversity analysis and 

multi-block transmission has been submitted [56] to the same journal with a length of 

35 pages, and it is currently under the second round of revision. Parts of the results 

have also been presented at several international conferences, including 2008 Inter

national Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing at Las Vegas, 2006 

IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory at Seattle, and 2005 IEEE 

International Symposium on Information Theory at Adelaide, Australia. The results 

on linear dispersion codes for ML detection has also appeared in Chapter 5 of the 

book "Space-Time Processing for MIMO Communications", jointly edited by A. B. 

Gershman and N. D. Sidiropoulos, 2005. 
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Chapter 2 

Theoretical Background 

The design of Space-Time block codes is the main focus of this thesis. In order to sim

plify the exposition of the proposed design techniques, some theoretical background 

will be introduced in this chapter. The chapter begins with a discussion of the MIMO 

communication system model upon which the designs are performed. This discussion 

includes a brief review of the channel capacity, followed by a discussion of several 

performance measures for STBC designs, including diversity gain and a fundamental 

tradeoff in the system performance. A brief review of some detection architectures for 

MIMO systems is also provided. Finally, two commonly employed classes of STBC 

are discussed, and this leads to the introduction of the unitary trace-orthogonal code 

and a discussion of its properties. 

2.1 MIMO Communication System and STBC 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the output of a MIMO communication system that has a 

flat fading channel can be expressed as follows 

(2.1)y= [l;Hx+w 
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Based on the assumptions provided in Chapter 1, the N x M complex channel matrix 

H is random and has IID circularly symmetric complex Gaussian entries with zero 

mean and unit variance. It is also assumed that perfect knowledge of the channel 

state information is available at the receiver side and that the transmitter only knows 

the distribution of the channel. At each signally instant, an M x 1 signal vector x is 

transmitted through the channel, and received as an N x 1 vector y. The signal vector 

x is assumed to have zero mean and a normalized (unit) variance. The receiver also 

sees additive white Gaussian noise w, of which the elements are circularly symmetric 

complex Gaussian having zero mean and unit variance. The SNR at each receiver is 

denoted by p. 

The signal vector x may be the original signal s, or may be part of a codeword 

representing s. Hence, it is more precise to write x = x(s). Suppose the channel 

remains constant for a period of time, say T time slots. Then during this time, there 

are T vectors of x(s) that can be transmitted, and these vectors can be represented 

by the columns of an M x T matrix X (s). Thus, the following block transmission 

model can be obtained 

Y = fltHX(s) + W (2.2) 

The matrix X (s) is a codeword for a STBC and the design of such codes is the 

main focus of this thesis. Before a discussion is provided on that topic, some related 

background about MIMO communication systems will be introduced in the following. 
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2.2 Channel Capacity for Fading MIMO Systems 

The channel capacity for a MIMO system that has a random flat fading channel will 

be discussed in this section. We examine the following MIMO communication model 

(2.3) 


where the channel realization is available at the receiver, but the transmitter only 

knows its distribution. Then, the mutual information between the input and output 

is [11,92] 

I(x; y, H) = H(yjH) - H(yjx, H) (2.4) 

where I(·) and H(·) stand for "mutual information" and "entropy", respectively. 

The mutual information in Eq. (2.4) is a function of the random channel, and 

hence it is also a random variable. Depending on the latency requirement, different 

measures on the distribution of the mutual information yield appropriate notions of 

reliable communication. For the MIMO systems that we will consider, there are two 

relevant capacity definitions, namely, ergodic capacity and capacity versus outage. 

2.2.1 Ergodic Capacity 

When the transmission time is sufficient long and the channel fading process is as

sumed to be an ergodic process, the fundamental limit on the rate of reliable com

munication is the ergodic capacity, 

max: EH {I(x; y, H)} (2.5)
p(:v) 

where EH denotes the expectation over the random channel H, and p(x) is the 

distribution of the input x. The input distribution that achieves this maximum is a 
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circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance 

Q. This leads to the following expression of the ergodic capacity [92] 

(2.6) 


where I denotes the identity matrix. In the case of IID fading described in Chapter 1, 

the optimal transmit covariance Q is a scaled identity matrix, and the capacity can 

be written as [92], 

C =EH {log2 det (1 + ;HHH)} (2.7) 

The quantity in Eq. (2.7) is a constant positive number. Hence, the ergodic 

capacity is a capacity with classical meaning, i.e., when the transmission data rate 

is lower than the capacity, there exists a code such that the error probability is 

exponentially decaying with the transmission length, and at rates above the capacity, 

it is impossible to have reliable data transmission. 

2.2.2 Outage Capacity 

In applications in which low latency is required, such as interactive communications, 

the ergodicity requirement that the transmission time is sufficiently long will be vio

lated. The instantaneous channel capacity is a random variable and it depends on the 

particular realization of the channel parameters. When the channel realization is not 

available at the transmitter, it is possible that the transmission data rate exceeds the 

instantaneous mutual information no matter how low the rate may be. Therefore, the 

error probability does not exponentially decay with the increase of the transmission 

length. The wireless link in this case is said to be in an outage state. In this case, 

one can talk about the relation between outage probability and the supportable rate. 
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Given a transmission data rate R, the outage probability is defined as [92] 

Poutage(R) = igf: Prob { log2 det (I+ ;HQHH) < R} (2.8) 

The capacity in this case does not have the classical meaning. Accordingly, an outage 

capacity is defined as the maximum data rate that can be supported by a MIMO 

channel for a prescribed outage probability. 

Since the channel capacity describes the amount of information that can be reli

ably transmitted through a communication system, capacity based criteria are widely 

employed in the design of STBCs [92, 37, 113]. 

2.3 Performance Measures 

The discussion in the previous section was focused on the achievable information 

rate of a MIMO communication system. In the design of STBCs, systems having a 

fixed transmission data rate are frequently considered. For such systems, the design 

of STBCs is usually aimed at achieving low probability of error. In this section, 

two commonly employed criteria for the design of STBCs which are based on error 

probability will be discussed. 

2.3.1 Error Performance: Diversity Gain 

In Chapter 1, it has been discussed that the reliability of wireless communications 

very much depends on the path SNR. When a transmission path suffers from a deep 

fade, errors are likely to occur. A simple way to combat this is to transmit information 

signals through multiple independent paths so that the probability that these paths 

are simultaneously in deep fades is exponentially decreased. The performance of 

the transmissions can therefore be dramatically improved. This technique is called 
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diversity. 

Diversity can be realized in a variety of ways. For multiple antenna systems, 

space diversity can be realized by spacing the antennas sufficiently so that the fading 

paths between the transmitter and receiver are statistically independent. When the 

channel is of the fast fading type, signals can be coded or interleaved to achieve time 

diversity. The information symbols are dispersed over several coherence intervals, 

and they experience independent channel states. Similarly, frequency diversity can 

be exploited in frequency selective channels. 

To obtain further insights on how diversity influences on the reliability of a com

munication system, we take a simple example here. Consider a fiat fading SIMO 

channel that has N receiver antennas. The single transmitter antenna is fed with 

a symbol x at an instant of time. Correspondingly, the signals at the N receiver 

antennas can be written in the following vector form 

y=JPhx+w (2.9) 

where h and w are statistically independent, and they have IID Gaussian elements 

distributed as CN(O, 1). In detecting x, a sufficient statistic of y can be obtained in 

a scalar form as 

(2.10) 


where the noise f:i w is CN(O, 1). The accuracy ofdetecting xis determined by the 
1 1 

received SNR, i.e., Pilhll 2 
. A detection error is likely to occur when Pilhll 2 is a small 

quantity. The probability of this event is 

(2.11) 


where Eis a small positive constant. Under the assumption that the channel coefficient 

his circularly symmetric complex IID Gaussian, the random variable llhll 2 is thus the 
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Figure 2.1: Probability for a SIMO channel in deep fading. 

sum of 2N independent real Gaussian random variables. Hence, it has a Chi-square 

distribution [72] with 2N degrees of freedom. The probability density function (PDF) 

of zh ~ l/hll 2 is [72] 

(2.12) 


When Zh is small, 

(2.13) 


Now if we apply Eq. (2.13) to Eq. (2.11), the probability in Eq. (2.11) can be written 

as 

(2.14) 

The probability in Eq. (2.14) is plotted in Fig. 2.1 for various values of N. We observe 

that the probability of the channel being in a deep fade is exponentially decaying with 

N, the number of receiver antennas. This is shown in the figure by the slope of the 

probability curve. This gain is obtained by diversity, and is called diversity gain. 
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2.3.1.1 Definition 

In general, diversity gain describes how fast the error probability Pe decays with the 

increase of SNR. Mathematically, it is defined as the negative power of SNR in the 

expression of Pe at high SNRs, i.e., [96], 

d = - lim log Pe (2.15) 
p->oo log p 

We note that diversity gain is defined at high SNR. This is because only when SNR 

goes to infinity, the remaining factors in the error probability become negligible. 

Hence, the diversity gain is the gain that dominates the high SNR performance of 

a communication system. The definition provided in Eq.(2.15) is applicable to any 

communication system. For a given system, the value of diversity gain d depends on 

the transmission strategy, the channel model, and the receiver architecture. In the 

following, the diversity gain for a system having an ML receiver will be derived. 

2.3.1.2 Diversity gain for ML detectors 

MIMO communication systems with ML detection have been widely studied, due to 

their optimum performance. However, for such a system, an expression for the exact 

error probability is hard to obtain, due to the mathematical complexity. For that 

reason, the pairwise error probability (PEP) is commonly considered in analyzing 

the performance of an ML detector. The pairwise error probability refers to the 

probability of transmitting a symbol vector s that is detected as s'. When white 

Gaussian noise is encountered, this probability is controlled by the Euclidean distance 

between the two symbol vectors {s, s'}. For a MIMO system transmitting a coded 

signal X (s), the distance between the two points is measured by the Frobenius norm 

of the matrix Z(e) = X(s)-X(s'), withe= s-s'. Since Gaussian noise is assumed, 

the PEP for a given channel realization can be mathematically described using the 
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Q-function [77]. Note that the channel is random with IID Gaussian entries, and we 

are interested in the PEP averaged over all the realizations of the random channel H. 

This results in the following expression of the PEP as a function of the STBC (91]: 

p 	(s-* s') = _!_ r/2 	 de (2.16) 
7r Jo det (! + 8Msin20Z(e)ZH(e))N 

Using the fact that sin2 e~ 1, an upper bound on Eq. (2.16) can be obtained as 

(2.17) 

where r (~ M) is the rank of Z(e)ZH(e), and {Am},m = 1,· ··,rare its non-zero 

eigenvalues. To realize low error rate transmission, it is desirable to keep the upper 

bound in Eq. (2.17) low. In the following, we examine the two factors in Eq. (2.17): 

• 	 The Rank Factor r: At high SNR, the first term in Eq. (2.17) dominates, and 

therefore we should make the exponent, r N, known as the diversity gain, as 

large as possible. For full diversity, the minimum rank of Z(e) taken over all 

distinct pairs {s,s'} should be maximized, i.e., the matrix Z(e)ZH(e) should 

be of full rank, resulting in full diversity being equal to MN. 

• 	 The Determinant Factor (IT~=l Am): The second term consists of the product of 

the non-zero eigenvalues of Z(e)ZH(e). The minimum value of (IT~=l Am)l/r, 

taken over all distinct symbol vector pairs { s, s'}, is called the coding gain and 

should be made large. 
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The rank factor and the determinant factor are frequently employed as design criteria 

for STBCs that are to be used in systems equipped with an ML detector. From the 

above derivations, it is clear that maximizing these two factors are necessary for the 

minimization of PEP. 

From the discussions in this subsection, we observe that by applying the general 

definition of diversity gain in Eq. (2.15) to a system with a STBC, an IID Rayleigh 

channel and an ML receiver, a expression that is specialized for such a system is 

obtained, and this expression is dependent on the rank of the code matrix. This 

illustrates the fact that for different communication systems, the expression for the 

diversity gain may appear in special forms. 

2.3.2 Diversity v.s. Multiplexing tradeoff 

2.3.2.1 Multiplexing Gain 

For a communication system operating at high SNRs, diversity gain ensures that 

the error probability decreases rapidly with SNR. However, achieving diversity gain 

occupies some of the degrees of freedom offered by the system, such as those provided 

by the presence of multiple antennas. These degrees of freedom could also to used 

to provide higher rate of transmission. For example, in a MIMO system having M 

transmitter antennas, the symbol transmission data rate could be M symbols per 

channel use (pcu) if an independent symbol is transmitted from each antenna. This 

suggests that there may be a quantified trade-off between transmission data rate and 

diversity gain. To explore that possibility, we first define a notion of multiplexing 

gain that is compatible with the notion of diversity gain. 

Firstly, we observe that channel capacity is an increasing function of SNR. Hence 

we will consider a transmission scheme with supportable rate that increases as SNR. 
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We consider a family of codes with one at each SNR level. The achievable rate by this 

scheme is denoted by R(p). The multiplexing gain g is defined to reflect the change 

of this rate at high SNRs, i.e. [96], 

g = lim log R(p) (2.18) 
p->oo log p 

2.3.2.2 M x N MIMO channel 

Diversity gain and multiplexing gain are two benefits offered by a MIMO system. 

These dual benefits are captured by a fundamental tradeoff of the two gains - the 

diversity v.s. multiplexing gain tradeoff [114]. Consider an IID Rayleigh fading 

MIMO channel having T 2: M + N - 1. Then the optimal tradeoff between (g, d) is 

a piece-wise linear curve joining the points [114]: 

(k, (M - k)(N - k)), k = 0 · · · min{M N} (2.19)
' ' ' 

as shown in Fig. 2.2. When g ---+ 0, e.g., the transmission rate is fixed and finite, 

the maximum diversity gain MN is achievable as shown in Fig. 2.2. When g = 

min{M, N}, the full degrees of freedom are exploited for rate gain and we have no 

spacial diversity gain. The diversity v.s. multiplexing gain tradeoff bridges the two 

extreme cases and provides a more general picture of the performance capability of a 

MIMO system. 

2.3.2.3 M x 1 MISO channel 

As a special case of Section 2.3.2.2, the diversity v.s. multiplexing gain tradeoff for 

a MISO communication system is provided in the following. This tradeoff curve will 

be employed later in Chapter 3 in designing STBC for such a system. 

Consider an IID Rayleigh fading MISO system having M transmitter antennas, 
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Figure 2.2: Diversity v.s. multiplexing gain tradeoff curve 

and the relation of the optimal diversity and multiplexing gain is described by [96] 

d = M(l- g) O~g~l (2.20) 

as shown in Fig. 2.3. Eq. (2.20) indicates that a MISO system provides an M-fold 

increase of diversity gain for all multiplexing gain. 

2.4 Detection 

For a MIMO communication system with perfect channel knowledge at the receiver, 

there are several detection architectures, including maximum likelihood detection, 

detection involving decision feedback equalization, and detection including linear pre

processing. In this section, we focus on describing the simple linear receiver, including 

its Zero-Forcing (ZF) and Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) versions, and the 

maximum likelihood receiver. These receivers will be the employed throughout the 

thesis. 
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Figure 2.3: Diversity v.s. multiplexing gain tradeoff curve for a MISO system. 

2.4.1 Linear ZF Receiver 

Consider the signal transmitted through a MIMO channel at a particular time instant, 

(2.21) 


where we have the following assumptions: i) x is the input signal vector that has 

independently elements and satifies E{ xxH} = I; ii) w has zero mean and unit 

variance; iii) x and w are independent; and iv) H has full column rank (which 

implies N ~ M). The M independent elements contained in x are each fed to 

one of the M transmitter antennas. Now, let us consider the detection of the mth 

element, Xm, which passes through N fading paths between the mth transmitter and 

all the receiver antennas. The receiver therefore sees N copies of Xm, which can be 

mathematically described as H(:, m)xm, where H(:, m) denotes the mth column of 

H. Additionally, the received signal y also contains the signals transmitted through 

other transmitter antennas, L,~l,k=Jm H (:, k )xk, which constitute interference in the 
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detection of the desired mth symbol Xm. 

One way of detecting Xm is to completely remove the interference from y, normalize 

the resulting symbol, and detect it independently from the other symbols. This 

can be realized by projecting the received signal y onto the direction orthogonal to 

interference space spanned by {H(:,k),k = 1,··· ,M,k =f. m}. As a result, when 

the noise is circularly symmetric white Gaussian with zero mean, the detection error 

will be orthogonal to the desired signal. A projector is a linear processor, and can be 

denoted by a matrix G. Hence, the received signal yin Eq. (2.21) is processed as 

x.fr:.Gy=ff;GHx+Gw (2.22) 

where x denotes the equalized signal. To cancel the interferences for all Xm, m = 

1, · · · , M, G should be chosen in the way that the detection error is uncorrelated to 

the input signals, i.e., 

(2.23) 


where e = x - x. Now, substituting Eq. (2.22) into Eq. (2.23) results in 

E{exH} = E { (ff; G H - I) xxH + GwxH} 
(ff; GH - I) E {xxH} = O (2.24) 

The last step is obtained under the assumption that x is independent with the noise 

that has a zero mean. Eq. (2.24) gives rise to 

ff; GH=l (2.25) 

The solution to Eq. (2.25) is 

(2.26) 
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where Ht is the Pseudo Inverse [34] of H. This processor removes all the interferences 

and is called a Zero-Forcing equalizer. A subscript ZF is added to GZF for notational 

clarity. As a result, the equalized signals have the following form 

x=x+GZFw (2.27) 

The transmission model in Eq. (2.27) is now equivalent to M parallel scalar channels. 

Detection for that model can be simply carried out by employing a scalar symbol by 

symbol threshold detector on each channel. The receiver having a linear ZF equalizer 

followed by a threshold detector is called a linear ZF receiver. 

A linear ZF receiver performs well for a system having either at high SNRs or with 

a well conditioned channel matrix. The performance will deteriorate when neither of 

these conditions are satisfied. 

2.4.2 Linear MMSE Receiver 

A linear MMSE equalizer is a linear processor that minimizes the averaged detection 

error, i.e., min: E{\\e\\ 2 = \\x - xJJ 2 }. A linear MMSE equalizer satisfies [38]: 

(2.28) 

Substituting Eq. (2.22) into Eq. (2.28), we have 

(2.29) 

where we have used the assumption that E{xxH} =IM and E{wwH} =IN. The 

expression of an MMSE equalizer GMMSE can be obtained from Eq. (2.29) as 

fp H( H)-lp
GMMsE=yNJH I+MHH (2.30) 
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or 

fM (M )-1 

GMMsE= yr; P I+HHH HH (2.31) 

where the equivalency of the two expressions of GMMSE can be simply proved by 

employing the matrix inversion lemma. In analyzing the system performance when 

a linear equalizer is employed, the error covariance matrix £ £ E{eeH} is frequently 

considered. Here, when a linear MMSE equalizer is considered, the error covariance 

of the system can be found as [55] 

H ( p H )-leMMSE = E{ee } = I + M H H (2.32) 

The mth diagonal element of £ corresponds to the variance of the detection error for 

the mth symbol Xm· Therefore, taking trace of Eq. (2.32) results in the mean square 

error (MSE) of the system. After the linear equalization, the interference to the 

desired symbol is treated as noise. Then, the equalized signal x with an appropriate 

scaling can be detected by a symbol-by-symbol threshold detector. A receiver having 

such architecture is called a linear MMSE receiver. 

It should be noted that the MMSE equalizer approaches the ZF equalizer at high 

SNR. Refer to Eq.(2.31), when p-+ oo, the identity matrix is negligible, and we have 

{M ( H )-1 Hvp p-+ 00 (2.33)GMMSE ~ H H H ' 

The matrix part in Eq.(2.33) is the pseudo inverse of H that is assumed to have 

full column rank, and therefore it is a ZF equalizer according to Eq. (2.26). Now we 

calculate the error covariance for a ZF equalizer, 

H H} M ( H )-1EzF = E { GZFww GzF = - H H (2.34) 
p 

where we have used the assumption E(wwH) =I, and have employed (HHH)-1 
HH 

as the pseudo inverse of H. From Eqs. (2.34) and (2.32), it is clear that both equalizers 

have the same error covariance at high SNR. 
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However, at low SNR, an MMSE equalizer is more robust than a ZF equalizer. 

Consider the error covariance associated with a ZF equalizer in Eq. (2.34). If the 

channel matrix is ill-conditioned, taking the inverse such a matrix will cause a large 

error to the system. However for an MMSE equalizer, the identity matrix in Eq. (2.32) 

bounds the diagonal entries of the error covariance matrix to be no greater than one. 

The linear ZF /MMSE receiver has a reasonably low computational cost. The cost 

is dominated by the matrix inversion involved in the equalization, which is of order M 3 

for an M x M matrix. It should be noted that the complexity of the linear processing 

component of a linear receiver is independent of the type of signalling. Therefore, a 

linear receiver is practically attractive especially for higher order constellations. In the 

case of block transmission where MT symbols are jointly transmitted and detected, 

the computational cost in detecting these symbols by employing a linear receiver has 

terms that are O(M3), O(M2T), and O(MTµ), where µ is the cardinality of the 

signal constellation. 

2.4.3 ML Detector 

The maximum likelihood detector is a non-linear detector. It detects the signals 

jointly by choosing the symbol vector that is most likely to have been transmitted. 

Therefore, we consider the conditional probability density function p(yjs) withs and 

y being the transmitted and received signal vectors respectively. The method of max

imum likelihood is to estimate the parameter s such that the associated conditional 

PDF p(yjs) is at the maximum. Hence we write p(yjs) as a function of s, called the 

likelihood function, i.e., 

l(s) = p(yjs) 
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which is to be maximized in detecting s. When the signal vector s is equally likely 

picked from its constellation, the maximum likelihood detection is theoretically opti

mal in minimizing the probability of vector decision error. 

Despite the optimality of an ML detector, its computational complexity makes 

it infeasible in MIMO systems having a large number of transmitter antennas. For 

example, consider the block fading MIMO system where the input data sequences 

are transmitted and received in blocks. When MT signal symbols are processed per 

block, the computational complexity of detecting these symbols by employing ML 

detection is O(µMT) [77]. In comparison to that of a linear receiver, ML detection 

incurs higher costs when either a high order signal constellation is employed, or a 

large number of symbols are processed per block. 

2.5 Classes of STBC 

We now turn our attention onto the design of STBC. We begin by describing several 

classes of STBC considered in this thesis. 

2.5.1 Linear STBC 

A linear STBC is a code in which each codeword X (s) is constructed as the linear 

combination of a set of code matrices, 

K 

X(s) = LskCk (2.35) 
k=l 

where Ck is the M x T code matrix associated with the symbol sk· It satisfies the 

power constraint that 

(2.36) 
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i.e., the codes maintain the same transmission power as that of the original signal 

s. Here, K is the total number of symbols transmitted per block (in T time slots). 

For a full symbol rate transmission, K = min{M, N}T. For a linear code defined in 

Eq. (2.35), the design target is on the structure of Ck. We observe that the code 

matrix Ck may span all the transmitter antennas in space (column dimension of the 

code is M) and all the time slots in time (row dimension of the code is T). Therefore 

in transmitting each symbol of s, such a code provides the possibility for the system 

to take advantage of all the degrees of freedom offered by a fiat fading MIMO channel. 

2.5.2 Linear Dispersion STBC 

When signals are picked from a complex constellation, e.g., a Quadrature Amplitude 

Modulation (QAM) [77] constellation, the real and imaginary parts in each symbol 

typically contain different information. A linear dispersion (LD) code is a STBC 

specially designed for complex signal symbols where for each signal symbol and its 

conjugate, different code matrices are assigned as shown in the following, 

K K 

X(s) = L skAk + L sZBk (2.37) 
k=l k=l 

where Ak and Bk are the M x T code matrices associated with the kth signal symbol 

sk and its conjugate sk respectively. They are constrained so that the total transmis

sion power remains a constant, i.e., 

K (2.38) 


The class of linear dispersion codes is a generalization of the class of linear codes. By 

setting Bk = 0, Eq. (2.37) reduces to Eq. (2.35). 
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2.5.3 Unitary Trace-Orthogonal Code 

As a subset of linear and linear dispersion STBC, unitary trace-orthogonal code has 

some special optimality properties. In the following, the definition and properties of 

the unitary trace-orthogonal code will be provided. 

2.5.3.1 Definition 


Definition 2.1 A linear STEC is said to be unitary trace-orthogonal if [61, 55} 


__!__I· (2.39a)
M' 

8(k - £), k,e = 1, · · · ,K (2.39b) 

where 8 ( ·) is the Kronecker delta function. 

A linear dispersion STEC is said to be unitary trace-orthogonal if {113} 

AkAf +BkBf 

AkBf +BkAf 

tr (AkAf + BkBf) 

tr (AkBf + B kAf) 

-

_!_I 
M 
0 

8(k 

0 

e) 

(2.40a) 

(2.40b) 

(2.40c) 

(2.40d) 

The definition provided here is under the power assumption that 

For a system having different power constraint, the code will be different from the 

definition provided here by a constant scalar. 

The conditions in Eqs. (2.39a), (2.40a), and (2.40b) show the intra-unitary struc

ture for the code associated with each individual symbol, and lead to the term unitary. 

The rest unveil the inter-unitary properties of different code matrices, and lead to the 
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term trace-orthogonal. For a better understanding of the unitary trace-orthogonal 

structure, we vectorize the linear STBC defined in Eq. (2.35) and obtain 

vec(X(s)) ~ (2.41)vec (t,s,c,) ~Cs 
where 

(2.42) 


is the equivalent code matrix having dimension MT x K. In Eq. (2.41), the originally 

mixed code and signals are now separated and represented by individual variables. 

This expression will be frequently employed later on in solving code design problems, 

as it simplifies the analysis in most cases. Now applying Eq. (2.39b) to Eq. (2.41), 

and utilizing the fact that tr (CkCf) = vec(Ce)Hvec(Ck), we obtain that the trace

orthogonal structure defined in Eq. (2.39b) is equivalent to that the matrix C has 

orthonormal column vectors. 

Similarly, consider the linear dispersion code defined in Eq. (2.37) and we have 

vec(X(s))) ( As+13s*) (A 13) (s) (2.43)
( vec(X*(s)) - 13*s+A*s* - 13* A* s* 

where 

A "' (vec(A1) vec(AK)) (2.44a) 

13 A ( vec(B1) vec(BK)) (2.44b) 

If we define 

(2.45) 


and apply Eqs. (2.40c) and (2.40d) , and then we obtain that a linear dispersion 

STBC is trace-orthogonal when :F has orthonormal column vectors. 
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The vectorized code gives rise to a physical interpretation of the unitary trace

orthogonal structure. Here we focus on the linear STBC only and the linear dispersion 

STBC can be dealt with in a similar way. From Eq.(2.41) and (2.42), we observe that 

each column vector of C is associated with one of the signal symbols. That C has 

orthonormal columns (i.e., trace-orthogonal) evenly spreads the K signal symbols 

over the whole space, with each of them having the same transmission power. The 

unitary structure of each Ck further evenly spreads the associated symbol sk over the 

whole space and time slots that a block code spans. 

2.5.3.2 Properties 

We consider the properties of the unitary trace-orthogonal code when it is applied to 

a fiat block fading MIMO channel that has IID fading coefficients and white noise. 

We will show its optimality from the view points of mutual information and detection 

errors. Here we consider linear STBC only. Similar properties also hold for linear 

dispersion code, and the details will be provided in Chapter 6. 

Information Lossless 

Consider a MIMO communication system in which the signals are transmitted 

using a linear STBC, i.e., 

(2.46) 


Here we assume N 2:'.: M and K = MT, i.e., the transmission is of full symbol rate, 

and the signals are IID circularly symmetric complex Gaussian with zero mean and 

unit variance. If we vectorize both sides of Eq. (2.46), the following expression can 

be obtained 

y= ff;(lr®H)Cs+w (2.47) 
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where y and w are the vectorized forms of the received signals and noise, and C is a 

square code matrix defined in Eq. (2.42) with dimension MT x MT. In Eq. (2.47), 

if we define a coded channel as 1ic = (Ir ® H) C, then the system model can be 

written as 

y= j"l;1ics+w (2.48) 

For the system in Eq. (2.48), the Gaussian mutual information between s and y for 

a given coded channel 1ic is (e.g. [92]) 

I( s; yj1ic) = log det (I+ ; 1icH1ic) (2.49) 

Suppose the channel is of the fast fading type, and we consider the averaged behavior. 

By taking the expectation over Eq. (2.49), E{I(y; sl1ic)} is obtained as a function 

with respect to the parameter C. We observe that in Eq. (2.49), the matrix inside 

the parentheses is symmetric positive definite (PD). On the other hand, it is known 

log det( ·) is a concave function [9) over a PD matrix. Hence, for all the possible choices 

of C, there exists at least one that achieves the maximum mutual information. Such 

a code is said to be information lossless. 

In [55), it is shown that E{I(y; sJ1ic)} is maximized if and only if C is a unitary 

matrix, i.e., the code is trace-orthogonal as defined in Eq. (2.39b ). 

Detection Error Minimization 

We now show the optimality of the unitary trace-orthogonal code in its error 

performance. Here we assume that the channel is fiat fading with N ~ M, and a 

linear MMSE receiver is employed. It is also assumed that the signals are transmitted 

at full symbol rate, i.e., K = M (which implies C is a square matrix). If the signals 

are picked from a 4-QAM constellation, then each signal symbol contains two bits. 

For a block code transmitting MT symbols, there are 2MT bits in total. Let /i 

denote the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) associated with the ith bit 
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at the receiver end, then the averaged BEP over the 2MT bits transmitted per block 

is [77,61,55] 

l 2MT 

Pe= 2MT LEH {Q (v'fi)} (2.50) 
i=l 

where [77] Q(z) = vk fz00 
exp(-x2 /2)dx, and 'Yi is a function of Hand C. It can be 

shown [61, 55] that the minimum of Pe in Eq. (2.50) is 

Pe> EH Q -1 (2.51)M 1 )}{(vtr (I+ f,HH H) 

This lower bound is achieved if and only if the linear STBC has unitary and trace

orthogonal structure. This holds true for any range of SNR. 

When the signals are picked from an arbitrary QAM constellation, this optimality 

property holds at high SNR [61]. More generally, when signals are picked from an 

arbitrary constellation, it is difficult to formulate the system BEP. For this reason, 

the performance is analyzed by considering the MSE in detecting the signals, which 

can be obtained by taking the trace of the error covariance matrix. Following this 

idea, by replacing H with 'He in the general expression of the error covariance matrix 

provided in Eq. (2.32), the MSE can be found as follows 

(2.52) 


The MSE in Eq. (2.52) is a function of the code matrix C. In fact, tr( ·)-1 is a convex 

function [9] over a PD matrix. Under the power constraint, the minimum of MSE 

can be achieved if and only if the code is of trace-orthogonal structure [61, 55]. 
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Chapter 3 

Toeplitz STBC: Properties and 

Application to MISO 

Communication Systems 

We start by discussing the application of unitary trace-orthogonal codes in a MISO 

communication system. We will present the first non-orthogonal STBC that enables 

a linear receiver to achieve full diversity gain for the system. 

In this chapter 1
, we consider a system in which signals are detected by a linear 

receiver. We propose a general design criterion for full-diversity STBCs. By applying 

Toeplitz structure into the design of STBC, we obtain a simple full-diversity STBC 

that satisfies this criterion and converts an original MISO flat fading channel into a 

Toeplitz virtual MIMO channel. The code is therefore named Toeplitz STBC. We 

also propose the following important properties of the Toeplitz code: a) The symbol 

transmission rate can approach unity. b) For any signalling scheme, employing the 

1 The work related to this chapter has been accepted as full paper [60] to be published in the 
journal of IEEE Transaction on Information Theory. Part of the work has also been presented in 
ISIT2005 [111], Adelaide, Australia. 
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Toeplitz code results in a non-vanishing determinant. We show that the Toeplitz 

STBC is a member of unitary trace-orthogonal code. 

We examine the performance of the Toeplitz STBC in a MISO system equipped 

with different receivers. When applied in conjunction with a linear ZF or MMSE 

receiver in a MISO system, the Toeplitz STBC can achieve full diversity. In particular, 

if QAM is used as the signalling scheme, then for independent MISO flat fading 

channels, we prove that the Toeplitz codes can approach the optimal diversity v. s. 

multiplexing gain tradeoff with a ZF reveiver when the number of channel uses is 

large. This, so far, is the first STBC proved to achieve the optimal tradeoff curve for 

a linear receiver in an arbitrary MISO communication system. 

On the other hand, when applied to a MISO system fitted with an ML receiver 

and the channel coefficients are independent, the Toeplitz STBC minimizes the worst 

case average pair-wise error probability resulting in the coding gain being maximized. 

If the channel coefficients are correlated, the inherent transmission matrix in the 

Toeplitz STBC can be designed to minimize the average worst case pair-wise error 

probability. In particular, when pair-wise error probability is approximated by the 

Chernoff bound, a closed-form optimal solution is obtained. 

3.1 	 Design Criterion for Full-Diversity STBC with 

Linear Receivers 

Consider a MISO wireless communication system having M transmitter antennas and 

a single receiver antenna. At any time slot (channel use) t, each of the M transmitter 

antennas is fed a coded symbol for transmission. Each of these transmitter antennas 

is linked to the receiver antenna through a channel hm, m = 1, · · · , M. At the 

receiver of such a system, at the end of T time slots (t = 1, · · · ,T), we receive an 
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T-dimensional signal vector y = [y1 y2 · · · yrf which, according to the input-output 

model of the system, can then be written as 

y=Xh+w 	 (3.1) 

where X is the T x M coding matrix, each row of which consists of coded symbols fed 

to the M transmitter antennas during a particular time slot, h is an M x 1 channel 

vector, and w is an T x 1 complex noise vector. Throughout this chapter, we adopt 

the following assumptions: 

a) 	The channel h is circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian distributed, with zero-

mean and positive definite covariance matrix :E; 

b) 	w is a circularly-symmetric complex Gaussian noise vector with covariance a-2 IN. 

Through the MISO system, we transmit signals coded with a linear STBC 

(3.2) 


where Ck is the T x M code matrix associated with the kth transmitted symbol 

sk, and K is the total number of symbols to be transmitted per block (K = T for 

a rate-one system). Write the symbols to be transmitted as a vector and define a 

code-channel as 

(3.3) 

and then the received signal vector can be written as 

y = 'Hs+w 	 (3.4) 

In the following, we will derive a condition on the equivalent channel 'H that renders 

full-diversity when the signals are received by a linear receiver. First, we present the 

following properties of the equivalent channel matrix 1-£: 
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Property 3.1 Suppose the equivalent channel 1i in Eq. (3.3) satisfies that the matrix 

1iH1i is non-singular for any nonzero h. Then we have the following inequality: 

(3.5) 


where ¢min and <Pmax are positive constants independent of h. • 

Proof. Since his nonzero, we normalize the K x K matrix 1iH1i by dividing each 

of its elements with llhll 2 
, i.e., 1iH1i = llhll 2IHI, where IHI is the normalized matrix 

with the ijth element being equal to 

i,j=l,2,···,K 

The determinant of positive semi-definite (PSD) matrix IHI is continuous in a closed 

bounded feasible set {Ji : llhll 2 = 1} where h ~ ~ . It has the maximum and11 11 
minimum values that are denoted by ¢max and ¢min respectively. Now, since 1iH1i 

is non-singular for any nonzero h, its determinant is positive. Therefore, 0 < ¢min ~ 

</>max and Eq. (3.5) holds. D 

We provide a specific example in the following to illustrate the logic in developing 

the proof. 

Example 3.1 Consider the following channel matrix 

(3.6) 


The determinant of matrix 1-lH1i can be written as 

(3.7) 
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lh11 2 lh212 
_ d h d fi lh11 _ e d &i _ · eObserve t hat llhll2 + llhll 2 - 1, an ence, we can e ne W - cos , an llhll - sm , 

and Eq. (3. 7) becomes 

det(1-lH1-l) = llh/1 4 (1-sin2 Bcos2 B) = llhll 4 (1- ~sin2 (2B)) 

It is obvious that the function f(B) = 1- i sin2 (2B) is continuous in a closed bounded 

set. The minimum and maximum of it can be easily obtained, i.e., 

3 
</>min = 4; </Jma:x = 1 

Both values are constants, independent of the random channel. Thus, the determinant 

of the channel matrix is bounded as 

(3.8) 


Property 3.2 If 1-lH1-l is non-singular for any nonzero h, then we have 

(3.9) 


fork= 1, 2, · · · , K where ¢0 is a constant independent of h. • 

Proof. From the matrix inversion algorithm, we have 

[ (1-lH1-lr1rl = det (1!-H1!-) (3.10) 
kk det ( 1-l~1-lk) 

where 'flk is the matrix obtained by deleting the k the column vector, Ckh, from 

1-l. We notice that the matrix fl~'flk is still PSD and therefore satisfies the right 

side inequality of Eq. (3.5) having an upper bound denoted by ¢kmaxllhll 2(K-l)_ Ap

plying the lower bound of Eq. (3.5) to the numerator and the upper bound to the 

denominator of Eq. (3.10), we obtain 
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where </Jo= </>min/¢kmax, with ¢kmax = max{</>kmax, k = 1, 2, · · · , K}. 	 D 

Now, we are ready to discuss the condition on 1l for which full-diversity is achieved 

by a linear receiver for a MISO system. To do this, we need only to consider the system 

equipped with a linear ZF receiver. The same condition automatically extends to 

systems with linear MMSE receivers or other more sophisticated receivers such as 

decision feedback (DFE) or ML receivers. To analyze the diversity gain achieved 

by the system, we consider the symbol error probability when signals are of: 1) 

square QAM, 2) PAM and 3) PSK constellations respectively and let µ denote the 

cardinality. Firstly, we summarize the definition of some common parameters which 

govern the performance of the linear (ZF and MMSE) detectors under these three 

signalling schemes. We use the index i = 1, 2, 3 to denote parameters associated 

with the three signalling schemes as ordered above. Let Esi, i = 1, 2, 3, denote the 

respective average symbol energy in each of the above signalling schemes, and let rJ2 

be the noise variance at the receiver antenna. Therefore, the SNR for each symbol at 

the receiver is given by 

Pi= Es;/rJ2
; i = 1, 2, 3 (3.11) 

We note that rJ 2 [1lH1l]k1 is in fact the noise power at the output of the ZF equalizer 

for the kth symbol. 

3.1.1 Symbol Error Probability of Various Signalling Schemes 

We now summarize the symbol error probability (SEP) when a MISO communication 

system transmits signals using the above three signalling schemes and a ZF receiver. 

1. 	 PAM signals: The SEP of the ZF receiver for a µ-ary PAM signal sk is given 

by [87] 

P,(h, Bk)= 2(µ; l)Q ( (3.12) 
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We use the following alternative expressions for the Q- and Q2-functions [12, 75, 

102, 87] 

117r/2 ( z2 )Q(z) - exp - . 2 de 	 (3.13) 
Jr 	 0 2sm e 

4 
117r/ ( z2 )Q2(z) - exp - . 2 de 	 (3.14) 
Jr 0 2 sm e 

Now, using the expression of the Q-function in Eq. (3.13) and noting that by 

putting sine= 1 in the integral, we have Q(z) ::::; exp(-z2
) for z 2::: 0. Hence, we 

arrive at an upper bound of Eq. (3.12), i.e., 

3
P2(h, sk) ::::; _µ_-_l exp (------E_s_	 (3.15)2 --~-) 

µ 2(µ2 - 1)0"2 [(1-£H1-£)-1] kk 

2. 	 Square QAM signals: The SEP of a ZF receiver for the square QAM signal sk 

is [87] 

(3.16) 

Substituting Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) into Eq. (3.16) and after a little manipulation, 

we obtain 

4 1 1~ ( 3~ )= 	 -(1 - -) exp - -1 de+ 
Jr fo 0 4(µ - 1)172 [ (1iH1i) Lk sin2 e 

4 1 17r1
2 

( 	 3E )-(1- -) exp sl de (3.17) 
Jr fo fo 7r/4 4(µ - 1)172 [ ('J-lH'J-l)-l] kk sin2 e 
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We can obtain an upper bound for Eq. (3.17) by putting sine = 1 in the two 

integrals, and this easily simplifies to 

(3.18) 

3. 	 PSK signals: The SEP of a ZF receiver for the PSK signal Sk is given by [87] 

11(µ-l)n/µ ( Es3sin2 (n/µ) ) dB
P3(h, sk) 	= - exp - _ (3.19)

1 
n o 20"2 [(1lH1l) Lk sin2 0 


which, similar to the PAM signal, can be upper bounded by 


(3.20) 

3.1.2 	 Design Criterion for Full-Diversity STBC Applied to a 

MISO System with Linear Receivers 

We now examine the diversity gain [91, 114] achieved by a MISO system. From the 

expression of SEP, we examine the diversity gain for a MISO system having a linear 

receiver. The result is provided by the following theorem: 

Theorem 3.1 For a MISO system employing a square QAM, PAM, or PSK sig

nalling scheme of cardinality µ in the transmission, a linear (ZF/MMSE) receiver 

achieves full diversity when 'HH'H is non-singular for any nonzero h. • 
Proof. From Eqs. (3.18), (3.15), and (3.20), we can arrive at a generalized upper 

bound on the symbol error probability for the µ-ary QAM, PAM, and PSK signals 

such that 

i = 1, 2, 	 3 (3.21)P,(h, s,) S µ: 1 
exp 	(- [{1iH".;;i-iJJ , 
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ai = 3/[4(µ - 1)], a2 = 3/[2(µ 2 
- 1)], and a3 = sin2 (7r/µ)/2 (3.22) 

Since 1-lH?-l is non-singular for any nonzero h, we can apply Eq. (3.9) to Eq. (3.21). 

Here, we see that the SEP of all the three signalling schemes have a general upper 

bound given by 

Now, his assumed to be Gaussian with zero mean and covariance matrix :E. There

fore, averaging the exponential part of the right side of Eq. (3.23) over the density 

function of h yields 

(3.24) 

Substituting Eq. (3.24) into Eq. (3.23), we establish the following inequalities: 

E [R(h)] < µ -
1 

det(J + aipi</>o:E)-1 

µ 

< (µ: 1 
det(¢o:E)-1ai-M) Pi-M, i = 1,2,3 (3.25) 

The power of Pi in Eq. (3.25) indicates that the upper bound of the SEP using the 

three signalling schemes and a ZF receiver in a MISO system indeed achieves full 

diversity for non-singular 1-lH?-l. D 

Remarks on Theorem 1: 

a) 	 Although the proof provided here is for square QAM, PAM and PSK signallings, 

Theorem 3.1 can be shown to be valid for any signal constellation. 
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b) Since the condition provided here is sufficient for a linear receiver to achieve full 

diversity, the same condition naturally yields full diversity for more sophisticated 

receivers such as MMSE/ZF-DFE or ML receivers. 

Corollary 3.1 In a MISO system having a linear receiver, a STEC X(s) achieves 

full diversity if X H ( s )X(s) is non-singular for any non-zero s. 

Proof: Corollary 3.1 can be proved by showing the equivalency of the following two 

statements: 

1) XH (s)X(s) is non-singular for any nonzero s; and 

2) HHHis non-singular for any nonzero h. 

We will show 2) =} 1), and the reverse can be similarly proved. From the devel

opment of Eq. (3.4), we have X(s)h = 1-ls. Now, if 1-lH1-l is non-singular for any 

nonzero h, then 1-l has full column rank, and hence 1-ls =f. 0 for any s =f. 0. Therefore 

X(s)h =f. 0 for any s =f. 0, h =f. 0. This implies full column rank of matrix X(s), and 

hence X H ( s)X (s) is non-singular for any nonzero s. 

Remark on Corollary 3.1: 

The condition provided here enables full diversity for a linear receiver, and hence 

it is also valid for more sophisticated types of receivers. Corollary 3.1 provides a 

criterion in designing full diversity STBC in a MISO system having a linear receiver. 

Thus, the design of a STBC should aim at making X H ( s )X(s) full-rank for any 

nonzero s. 

In the following, we present a special code, the Toeplitz STEC, which has a simple 

structure and satisfies the full-rank condition in Theorem 3.1, and is therefore a full

diversity STBC. We will first introduce the definition and properties of the Toeplitz 

STBC. This is then followed by its performance analysis when the signals are detected 
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by both linear receivers and ML receivers. The symbol transmission rate of Toeplitz 

STBC is shown to be less than, but asymptotically approaching, rate one. The 

design of a STBC which simultaneously achieves rate one and full diversity for a 

linear receiver is still an open problem. 

3.2 	 Toeplitz Space-Time Block Codes and Their 

Properties 

3.2.1 	 Toeplitz STBC for a MISO System 

Let us now introduce the Toeplitz space-time block code [111] to the MISO system. 

Let o = [o:1 o:2 · · · o:KJI'- Then, a (K + J - 1) x J Toeplitz matrix generated by 

O'. and a positive integer J, denoted by T(o, K, J), is defined as 

if i 2 j 	and i - j < K
[T(n, K, J)]i

1 
= { o:i-j+i, (3.26) 

0, otherwise 

which can be explicitly written as 

(3.27) 

0 

T(o, K, J) = o:K 

0 0 O'.K 
(K+J-l)xJ 

If we replace n by s, the information symbols to be transmitted, then a Toeplitz 

STBC matrix XB(s) is defined as 

XB(s) = T(s,K, J) · B (3.28) 
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where, for J ~ M, Bis a J x M matrix of rank J, and is placed in the coding matrix 

to allow for the flexibility of facilitating the transmitter antennas with beamforming 

capability. 

The Toeplitz STBC T(s, K, J) is a member of of unitary trace-orthogonal code. 

This can be observed by writing T(s, K, J) in the form of a linear STBC, 

K 

T(s, K, J) = L skCk (3.29) 
k=l 

with 

k= 1,··· ,K (3.30) 

where 

p = (O(r-1)x1 1 ) 

J(T-1) 01x(T-l) 

is a row permutation matrix and is unitary, and 

Co= IK ) 
( O(J-1)xJ 

is a tall matrix. For example, when K = 2, J = 2, the two linear codes are 

1 0 0 0 

C1 = 0 1 C2 = 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

The unitary property of the code can be shown as follows 

H H ( H )k-1 HCk Ck= C 0 P P C 0 = C 0 C 0 =I 

To show the trace-orthogonality, we consider 

(3.31) 
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When k = €, there is 

tr (CfCc)= tr (C~Co) = K (3.32) 

which is a constant. If k =/= €, then 

(3.33) 


Now 

(3.34) 


of which the non-zero elements are located only on the diagonal. The row permutation 

operated by pR-k will move the non-zero entries off the diagonal. This results in a 

zero trace. Hence we conclude tr (CfCc) = K 5 (k, €). 

At time slot t, the tth row of the T x M matrix X B(s) is fed to the M transmitter 

antennas for transmission. Apply the Toeplitz space-time block coding matrix to the 

MISO system described in Eq. (3.1), and we have 

y = T(h, K, J) s + w (3.35) 

where h = Bh, and K = T- J + 1. T(h, K, J) can be viewed as the overall channel 

matrix of the MISO system. 

Example 3.2 For K = M = J = 2, T = K + J - 1=3, and B = 12, the codeword 

matrix and channel matrix are, respectively, 

hi 0 

X12 (s) = 

S1 0 

T(h, 2, 2) = h2 hiS2 S1 ' 

0 h2 

For this code, there are K = 2 symbols to be transmitted in T = 3 channel uses. 

Therefore, the symbol transmission rate of this system is Rs = ~ symbols per channel 

use. 

0 82 
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Remarks on Toeplitz STBC: 

a) 	 It can be seen that in Eq. (3.35), the original MISO channel is transformed into a 

Toeplitz virtual MIMO channel. Such a channel is a special intersymbol interfer

ence channel for block transmission with zero-padding. Thus, we can utilize the 

efficient Viterbi algorithm [98] to detect the signal s if perfect channel knowledge 

is available at the receiver. 

b) 	 We can make use of the second order statistics of the received signal to blindly 

identify the channel when channel coefficients are not known at the receiver [95,82]. 

c) 	 When the Toeplitz STBC is applied to a MISO system, the space diversity has 

been transformed into delay (time) diversity. This is realized by transforming the 

flat fading channel into a frequency selective channel with zero-padding. This 

technique is parallel to that employed in [103]. In [103], only a ML detector is 

considered whereas here, achieving full diversity by the detection of Toeplitz STBC 

using a linear receiver is proved, as well as an additional design parameter B for 

ML detection is incorporated. Also in [103], performance analysis is carried out 

under the assumption that for independent channels, only one bit error occurs 

with the signals being restricted to a BPSK constellation, whereas here, all the 

possible error events for different signal constellations with the channel being either 

independent or dependent are considered. 

d) 	 When B = I, a Toeplitz STBC is reminiscent of a delay diversity code (DDC). 

In general, a DDC [84, 36] is applied with the use of outer channel coding and 

ML detectors to achieve the full diversity gain. However, a Toeplitz STBC owns 

special properties that enable full space diversity even with the use of the simple 

linear receiver and the signals can be of any type. 
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e) 	 Toeplitz STBC is the first non-orthogonal STBC that has non-vanishing deter

minant regardless of the signalling. Hence according to Corollary 3.1, the code 

achieves full diversity with the use of a linear receiver. For the full diversity ML 

STBC (e.g., [18, 86, 89, 25]), since they only preserve non-vanishing determinant 

for certain types of signalling, the full diversity gain is not necessarily guaranteed 

with the use of a linear receiver. 

3.2.2 Properties of Toeplitz STBC 

We now examine some important properties of the Toeplitz space-time block codes 

introduced in the previous subsection. These properties will be useful in performance 

analysis and code designs in the ensuing sections. 

Property 3.3 The definition of the Toeplitz space-time code shows that the symbol 

transmission rate is Rs = If. = T-~+I symbols per channel use when J ::::; M. There

fore, for a fixed M, the transmission rate R can approach unity if the number of 

channel uses is sufficiently large. 

Property 3.4 For any nonzero vector a, there exists 0 < ¢Tmin ::::; ¢rmax ::::; 1, and 

the matrix (TH (a, K, J)T(a, K, J)) satisfies the following inequality, 

¢Tminllal/ 2
J::::; det (TH (a, K, J)T(a, K, J)) ::::; ¢rmaxJlaJ/ 2

J (3.36) 

Proof. By letting a= h in Eq. (3.3) and choosing 

k = 1,- · · , K 

as shown in Eq. (3.30), we obtain an equivalent channel 1i of the same structure 

as T(a, K, J). Hence, T(a, K, J) is a special case of 1i. Thus, from Property 

3.1, there exist ¢rmin and ¢rmax for which Eq. (3.36) holds. Now, we note that 
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the diagonal entries of the matrix TH(a, K, J)T(a, K, J) are all the same and are 

equal to [TH (a, K, J)T(a, K, J)Li = llall2
, j = 1, · · · , J. By applying Hadamard's 

inequality [43], we arrive at: 

det (TH(a, K, J)T(a, K, J)) ~ iiaii21 
~ </>rma.x ~ 1 (3.37) 

Furthermore, since a is nonzero, we can assume, without loss of generality, that the 

first element o:1 =/. 0. (Otherwise, we can always permute the nonzero element to the 

first position.) The T x J "tall" matrix, T(a, K, J), can be partitioned into a top 

J x J matrix 0 1 , and a bottom matrix 0 2 containing the rest of T(a, K, J), i.e., 

0 0 

0 

T(a, K, J) = a1+i a 1 

We note that 0 1 is a lower triangular matrix having equal diagonal elements o:1 =f. 0. 

(Here, we assume that J ~ K. The proof is equally valid if K ~ J by exchanging 

the roles of Kand J). Since TH(a,K,J)T(a,K,J) = 0 1Ho1 +02Ho2, using a 

standard result [43, p. 484] on the determinant of the sum of a positive definite and 
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a positive semi-definite matrix we have 

det(TH(a,K,J)T(a,K,J)) > det(OiHOi)+det(!12H02) 

> det(niHOi) = /ai/2
J (3.38) 

Since ai i= 0, det (TH (a, K, J)T(a, K, J)) is nonzero for any nonzero a and thus 

we have 

</>Tmin > 0 (3.39) 

The conclusions in Eqs. (3.37) and (3.39) complete the proof of the property. 

We see that Tis non-singular by Property 3.4, then using the fact that T as a special 

case of 1i in Property 3.2, we have: 

Property 3.5 

H )-i]-i /2 (3.40)[(T (a, K, J)T(a, K, J) jj 2': </>Tminl/a / for j = 1, 2, · · · , J 

where the existence of </>Tmin > 0 is shown in Property 3.4, holds. • 
We now introduce the following definition related to the measure in a signal con

stellation S: 

Definition 3.1 For s, s' E S, the minimum distance of the signal constellation is 

defined as 

dmin(S) =min /Is - s'I/ (3.41)
sojs' 

If I/ s - s' I/ = dmin (S), we say that s and s' are neighbours. 

From the definition of the coding matrix X in Eq. (3.28) with B = IM, we can 

now establish a lower bound for a metric between X1M(s) and X1M(s') in dmin(S). 

Let e = (s - s'). For notational convenience, we let X1M(e, {ii, i2, · · · , im}) denote 

the matrix consisting of m of the columns of X IM ( e) indexed by {ii, i2, · · · , im} where 

ii < i2 <, · · · , < im and these columns are not necessarily consecutively chosen. Then, 

we have 
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Property 3.6 Fors-/= s' E SK, where SK= S x S · · · x S, and any nonzero vector 

e = (s - s'), we have 

(3.42) 

form= 0, 1, · · · , M-1, where the equality holds if and only ifs ands' are neighbours, 

i.e., ijf llell = dmin(S). • 
Proof. The proof of this property is similar to that of Property 3.4. As in Prop

erty 3.4, without loss of generality, we can always assume that e1 -/= 0 with e1 being 

the first element of e. Thus, X 1M ( e) can be written as 

XrM(e) = 

ei 0 0 

e2 ei 0 

e2 

eM 

eM (3.43) 

eK 

0 

0 
TxM 

An important observation in Eq. (3.43) is that the top submatrix consisting of the 

first M rows of XrM(e) is a M x M lower triangular matrix with nonzero diagonal 

entries and therefore, nonzero determinant. We can also see that the submatrix 

X1M(e, {i1,i2, · · · ,im}) preserves the same property because by permuting its rows 

and columns, an m x m lower triangular matrix can always be formed as its top part, 

i.e., XrM(e, {i1,i2, · · · ,im}) can be expressed as 
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where Ili and Il2 denote the T x T and m x m permutation matrices, respectively, Oi 

contains the first m rows of XIM ( e, {ii, i2, · · · , im}) and hence is lower triangular, and 

!12 denotes the remaining submatrix of X IM (e, {ii, i2, · · · , im} ). Since the permuta

tion of the rows and columns of XIM ( e, {ii, i2, · · · , im}) does not change the deter

minant of its autocorrelation matrix XfM (e, {ii, i2, · · · , im} )XIM(e, {ii, i2, · · · , im} ), 

therefore, as in Property 3.4, we arrive at 

det [XfM(e,{ii,i2, ... ,im})XIM(e,{ii,i2, ... ,im})] 

2:: det(niHOi) + det(n2H!12) 2:: d!%(S) 

where the equality holds iff 0 2 is a zero matrix, i.e., iff s and s' are neighbouring 

points. D 

We can establish another useful property on the metric between XIM ( s) and 

X IM (s') by first recalling an important property in matrix algebra [49]: 

The characteristic polynomial of an M x M matrix A is the polynomial whose roots 

are the eigenvalues of A. Mathematically, it can be re-written as 

h(v) !::_ det (I+ vA) = l/M + Cil/M-i + ... +CM-ii/+ CM (3.44) 

such that (3.45) 
{) 

where Ai1 , ... ,im denotes the principal submatrix obtained by deleting the rows and 

columns of A except the ii th, the i2th, · · ·, and the imth ones, and {) denotes the 

combination set of ii,··· ,im. We note, in particular, Ci= tr (A) and CM= det(A). 

Now, the following property provides us with another lower bound on the metric 

between XIM(s) and XIM(s') in relation to dmin(S). 

Property 3. 7 Let d = diag(Ji, 52, · · · , JM) with 5m > 0 form= 1, 2, · · · , M. Then, 

for any nonzero vector e, the following inequality holds 
M 

det (d + XfM(e)XIM(e)) 2:: IT (5m + d!;n(S)) (3.46) 
m=i 
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with equality holding if and only ifs and s' are neighbours. • 
Proof. Let us first rewrite the left side of Eq. (3.46) as 

det (A+ XfM(e)XrM(e)) 

= det(A) det ( l + (XrM(e)A-1l2
)H X1M(e)A-1l2

) (3.47) 

Now, let A= (XrM(e)A-1l 2)H X 1M(e)A-1l 2 , then Eqs. (3.44) and (3.45) becomes 

M 

det [1 + (XrM(e)A-1l2
)H XrM(e)A-112

] = 1 + Lcm, (3.48) 
m=l 

where 

m 

Cm= L det [XfM(e, {i1, i2, .. · , im} )XrM(e, {i1, i2, · · · , im} )] IT 8i~ 1 (3.49) 
{) 

Using Eq. (3.42) in Property 3.6 on the right side of Eq. (3.49), we have 

Cm 2 d~7n(S) L II 
m 

Die 
1 (3.50) 

{) l=l 

where 2={) n;:l 8~1 denotes the sum of the combination of the product of 8i£ taken 

m at a time. Equality in Eq. (3.50) holds if and only if s and s' are neighbours. 

Combining Eqs. (3.48) and (3.50) results in 
M m 

det [1 + (XrM(e)A-1l2
)H XrM(e)A-112

] > 1+L d~n(S)LIT 8ie1(3.51a) 
m=l {) l=l 

M

II (1+8;;/d~in(S)) (3.51b) 
m=l 

where in the second step, we recognize that the right side of Eq. (3.51a) is the eigen 

polynomial of the matrix d~inA which, in turn, equals det(l + d~inA) and hence 

Eq. (3.51b). Combining Eqs. (3.51b) and (3.47), we complete the proof of Prop

erty 3.7. D 
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3.3 	 Toeplitz STBC Applied to a MISO System 

with a Linear Receiver 

We now apply the Toeplitz STBC to the MISO communication system using the 

properties presented in Section 3.2.2. From Property 3.3 and 3.4 in Section 3.2.2 

and Corollary 3.1 in Section 3.1.2, we can see that the Toeplitz STBC can approach 

unit-rate as well as full diversity even if only a linear ZF or linear MMSE receiver is 

used in a MISO system. In the following, we examine the optimal tradeoff between 

diversity gain and multiplexing gain [114] when the Toeplitz STBC is employed in a 

MISO system equipped with a linear receiver. We first make the assumption that the 

channel coefficients are independent, i.e., :E =I. 

Now, our MISO system has M transmitter antennas transmitting a signal vector 

s of length K in T = K + M - 1 time slots. Also, all the above three signalling 

schemes have constellation cardinality µ. Thus, employing any of the three schemes 

described in Section 3.1 in our MISO system will result in a bit transmission data 

rate r given by 

K 
r = T 	log2 µ (3.52) 

Note that r is the bit rate of transmission. The multiplexing gain g, on the other 

hand, is dependent on the scheme and in general, is defined as [114] 

r 
g· -	 (3.53) 

i - log
2 

SNR; 

where "SNR/' refers to the general SNR in the received data. Here in our analysis, we 

use the SNR of the received data block for the SNR; and denote this by Pbii, i = 1, 2, 3 

when the ith signalling scheme is employed. Notice that in the MISO system, we 

always have 0 ::::; 9i :::::; 1 V i, since the system has only one receiver antenna. From 

Eqs. (3.52) and (3.53), we can writeµ = p~~dK, which implies that the cardinality 
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of the constellation is increasing with SNR. It has been shown [114] that at high 

SNR, we can trade-off the multiplexing gain for diversity gain and vice versa, and the 

optimum trade-off for our MISO system with M transmitter antennas is given by 

dop = M(l - g) (3.54) 

where d0 P is the optimal diversity gain. Let us examine trade-off of the multiplexing 

gain for diversity gain in the three signalling schemes: 

1. QAM signals: The averaged symbol energy Es for square QAM signal is [77] 

2 
Es1 = -(µ - 1) (3.55)

3 

We note that Es1 increases with the constellation cardinalityµ. From Eq. (3.55), 

the averaged transmission energy per block can be calculated as Ebll = ~ (µ 

l)MK. Given (5
2 being the noise variance at the receiver antenna, the averaged 

noise power per block is (J'~ll = (5 
2T. Therefore, the block SNR is 

2(µ- l)MK 
Phil = 3T(52 

leading to 

2µMK 2MK ~-2 1(]' ~ = --Phil K (3.56)
3TPbll 3T 

where the approximation is under the assumption of large µ, and Eq. (3.53) has 

been used. Therefore, from Eqs. (3.11), (3.22), (3.55) and (3.56), we obtain 

3Es 1 3T 1-Tg 
(3.57)a1p1 = 4(µ - 1)(52 = 2(52 = 4MK Ph11 K 

Now, consider Eq. (3.25) on the upper bound of the SEP for a ZF receiver, i.e., 

(3.58) 
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Substituting Eq. (3.57) into Eq. (3.58), we obtain 

M 	 ( 3T )-M MT g M
E [Pi(h)J :s; CTmin 4MK Piblf{ -	 (3.59) 

Hence, the diversity gain for this scheme, Di, is given by 

di(g) = M ( 1 - ~g) = M(l - g) - t:Mg = dop(g) - t:Mg (3.60) 

where t: = M.Ki 2: 0. From Eq. (3.60), we can see that di(g) :s; d0 p(g). However, we 

can make c; small by choosing K sufficiently large so that di (g) ~ d0 p (g). Hence, 

Di(g) is the t:-approximation of D 0 p(g). We can always choose K = IM£-il + 1, 

where l·l denotes the integer part of a quantity, and therefore, we can say that 

the ZF receiver is able to approach the optimal diversity-multiplexing tradeoff if 

the proposed Toeplitz code is used with a square QAM signalling scheme and the 

cardinality is increasing with SNR at a rate przfi1x. 

If an MMSE receiver is employed, utilizing an expression parallel to Eq. (3.59) 

for the MMSE receiver, we can also show that the optimal diversity-multiplexing 

tradeoff can be asymptotically achieved if the Toeplitz STBC is applied to the 

MISO system in which a square QAM signalling scheme is employed. 

2. 	 PAM signals: We note that the averaged transmission energy Es for µ-ary PAM 

signal is given by [77] Es= i(µ 2 -1). Hence the averaged transmission energy per 

block is Esbl = i(µ 2 - l)MK. Following similar arguments resulting in Eq. (3.56), 

for PAM signals we have, 

µ 2MK MK 2rg_i 
(J 

2 
~ = --Pbl2 K 

6Tpb12 6T 

Also, similarly to Eq. (3.57), we have 
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Therefore, from Eq. (3.25), the upper bound on SEP for PAM signal is 

< -M -M _ (3TCTmin)-M 2~Tg-M
E [P2(h)] 	_ CTmin(a2p2) - MK Pbl2

2


Hence, the diversity order is 


d2(g) = 	M ( 1 - = M (1 - 2g) - 2sMg2:g) 

~ 	M(l - 2g) ~ M(l - g) = d0 µ(g) (3.61) 

Equality in (3.61) holds iff g = 0. Therefore, for finite multiplexing gain, d2(g) 

cannot approach the optimal tradeoff d0 µ(g). 

3. 	 PSK signals: The averaged transmission energy Es for µ-ary PSK signal is [77] 

Es= 1. Hence the averaged transmission energy per block is Esbl =MK. There

fore, we have 

MK2a=-
TPb13 

We also have 


Essin2(rc/µ) rc2 Trc2 _2Tg
1	 (3.62)a3P3 = 2a2 ~ 2a2µ2 = 2MK PbI3 K 

where, the second step comes from the assumption of large µ. Following similar 

arguments as PAM scheme, it can be shown that PSK signalling cannot achieve 

the optimal tradeoff of diversity-multiplexing gains. 

3.4 	 Optimal Toeplitz STBC Design for MISO Sys-

tern with ML Detector 

The previous section shows what could be achieved when the Toeplitz STBC is applied 

to a MISO system equipped with a linear receiver. In this section, we will examine 
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the application of the Toeplitz STBC to a MISO system equipped with a ML detector. 

In particular, we seek for the optimal design of the matrix B inherent in a Toeplitz 

space-time block code Eq. (3.28) so that the worst case pair-wise error probability is 

minimized when a maximum likelihood detector is employed. 

Given a channel realization h and a transmission matrix B, the probability 

P (s-+ s'Jh, B) of transmitting s and deciding in favor of s' f= s with the ML 

detector is given by [26] 

P (s-+ s'Jh, B) = Q ( d(~~s')) (3.63) 

where d(s, s') is the Euclidean distance between the Toeplitz coded signals s and s' 

after being transmitted through the channel, i.e., it is the Euclidean distance between 

XB(s)h and XB(s')h. Because of the relation of Eq. (3.28), we can write: 

d2 (s, s') = (s - s')HTH (h, M, N)T(h, M, N) (s - s') = hHX~(e)XB(e) h (3.64) 

where e = s - s'. By employing the alternative expression of the Q-function in 

Eq. (3.13) and taking the average of Eq. (3.63) over the Gaussian random vector h, 

the average pair-wise error probability can be written as 

11rr/2 
 d(}
P (s-+ s'JB) = - ------------- (3.65) 

7f 0 det (I+ (80"2 sin2 B)-1:EX]f(e)XB(e)) 

with :E being the covariance matrix of h. The design problem can now be stated as: 

Design Problem: For a fixed number M of transmitter antennas, find a J x M, 

(J ~ M), matrix B such that the worst-case average pair-wise error probability 

P(s-+ s'JB) is minimized, subject to the transmission power constraint, tr (BHB) ~ 

1, i.e., 

Bop= arg min 
tr(BHB):S;l 

max P(s-+ s'JB) 
s, s'ESL 

(3.66) 

s'ofs' 
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where SK = S x S · · · x S with S denoting the signal constellation of each element 

of s. 

To solve the above design problem, we not only have to find the optimum B, but 

also have to determine its dimension J. Let us first examine the M x M covariance 

matrix, :E = E[hhH], of the transmission channels h. Suppose we perform an eigen 

decomposition such that :E = V AVH where V is an M x M unitary matrix and 

A= diag(A1,A2 ,··· ,AM) with A1 2 A2 2 ··· 2 AM> 0. The following theorem 

provides us with an optimum design of B: 

Theorem 3.2 Let r = diag(11, 12, · · · , / 1 ), J ~ M, be the singular values of B and 

let G (A1 r, c) denote the integral 

17r/2 J ( EA. 2)-1
G(A1r, c) = _!. IJ 1 + . 32

1
Bi dB for c > 0 (3.67) 

7f o i=l sm 

An optimal r can be obtained by solving the following convex optimization problem:2 

. G (A r d~n(S))r op = arg min J ' 8 2 (3.68)
tr(r)::;i a 

where rop is a J x J diagonal matrix given by rop = diag(/opl, /op2, ... ' /opJ) with 

J being the largest integer for which [rop]ii = /opj > 0, j = 1, 2, · · · , J. Then the 

optimum transmission matrix is given by 

(3.69) 


where VJ is the M x J matrix containing the J eigenvectors corresponding to the 

J largest eigenvalues in the eigen decomposition of :E. Furthermore, the worst case 

2 Note that the work presented here is different from that in [40} in which a precoder matrix 
is designed for a frequency-selective fading channel even though both involve Toeplitz structured 
matrices. Here, the Toeplitz matrix containing B and h is separated from the signal vectors. This, 
by the properties of the Toeplitz STEC shown, transforms the design of B into a convex optimization 
problem. In {40}, however, the design parameter and the signal vector are all parts of the Toeplitz 
structure resulting in a non-convex design problem that can only be solved by numerical method with 
no guarantee for global optimality. 
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pair-wise error probability is lower bounded by 

(3.70) 

Equality in Eq. (3. 70) holds if and only if 

i) /Is - s'll = dmin(S), and 

ii) B =Bop· • 
Proof. We first establish a lower bound on the worst case average pair-wise error 

probability. Let sk and s~ be neighbour symbol vectors differing in only the kth 

symbol, i.e., sk - s~ = ek = [O · · · 0 ek 0 · · · OjT where iekl = dmin(S). Then, we 

can write 

= det(IM + d~in(S) ~BHB)
80"2 sin2 f) 

1 
d2 (S)<Il(l+ min '/A·) (3.71)

- 80"2 sin2 f) J J 
j=l 

where the first step is a result of the structure of ek on the Toeplitz code, and the 

second step is the result of an inequality for the determinant of a matrix [105, 11]. 

Equality in Eq. (3.71) holds if and only if B = B 0 =rV1H, i.e., the singular vectors 

of B are the eigenvectors of~. Substituting the inequality of (3.71) in Eq. (3.65), 

we have P(sk -+ sk'IB) ;:::: G (A1 r, d~;~s)). Since ( max P(s-+ s'IB)) 2 
s,s' ESK ,sf=s' 

P(sk -+ sk'IB), the worst case average pair-wise error probability is lower bounded 

by 

max P(s-+ s'IB) ;:::: G (A1r, d~in~S)) (3.72) 
s,s'ESK,sf=s' 80" 

If we minimize both sides of Eq. (3.72), we can write 

min ( max P(s-+ s'IB)) > G (A r d~in(S)) (3. 73)- J op, 8,.,.2
B s,s' ESK ,sf=s' v 
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where r 0 P is obtained according to Eq. (3.68). 

Let us now establish an upper bound for the worst case average pair-wise error 

probability for the specially structured transmission matrix B 0 above. For any error 

vector e, we have 

1 
det(1M + 

2 
. 28 ~xlf (e)XBJe)\

80" sm 0 
') 

= ( 2 
1
. 2 )Mdet(AJr2)det(A+XfM(e)X1M(e)) (3.74)

80" sm e 
where the special structure of B 0 has been utilized, AJ denotes the diagonal matrix 

containing the largest J positive eigenvalues of~ and A = (80"2 sin2 B)Aj1r-2 . Using 

Eq. (3.74) in Property 3.7, for any nonzero vector e and nonzero B in the interval 

[O, 1r /2], we have 

(3.75) 

where, according to Property 3.7, equality holds if and only ifs ands' are neighbour 

vectors. Eq. (3.74) and Eq. (3.75) together yield 

1 ~xH ( )X ( )) ITM ( d~in(S)rk,\k)det (JM + 2 . 2 LJ B e Bo e ~ 1 + 2 • 2 (} (3.76) 
80" sm e 0 

k=l 80" sm 

Again, substituting Eq. (3. 76) in Eq. (3.65) and using the optimum r op yields 

max P(s --t s'IBop)::; G (AJrop, d~in~S))
s,s'ESK,sios' · 80" 

where equality holds if and only if !Is - s'll = dmin(S). This results in 

min ( max P(s --t s'IB)) :S max P(s --t s'IB0 p)
B s,s'ESK, sios' s,s'ESK, sios' 

< G (A r d~in(S)) (3.77)- J op, 80"2 
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Combining Eq. (3. 77) with Eq. (3. 73) yields 

(3.78) 

Eq. (3.78) holds iff B = I'0 p V~ and /Is - s'I/ = dmin(S). Thus, the proof of Theo

rem 3.2 is complete. 	 D 

Remarks on Theorem 3.2: 

a) Theorem 3.2 shows us that the lower bound of the worst case pair-wise error 

probability can be reached by having B = I'0 P V~. Thus, the design problem in 

Eq. (3.66) becomes finding the optimum I'0 p of Eq. (3.68). 

b) The original non-convex optimization problem has been transformed into the con

vex problem in Eq. (3.68) and can be solved efficiently by interior point methods. 

The convexity of the objective function can be verified by re-writing G(A1 I', c) in 

Eq. (3.67) as 

1 2 
117r/2 ( ( cA·/ ))G(A1I',1:) = - exp - Lin 1 + ~ d(), c>O (3.79) 
7r o i=l sm () 

We notice that - In(·) is a convex function over 1J, and hence their sum is also 


convex over [r{, · · · , 1]]. Now, exp(x) is monotonically increasing with x. By 


composition rule [9] (Page 84), the integrand in Eq. (3. 79) is a convex function 


implying that G(A1I', c) is convex. 


c) 	 ThesolutionofEq. (3.68) yieldsthevaluesofthediagonalelements {lopi, /op2, · · ·, /opM} 

Some of these values may not be positive. We choose all the K positive ones to 

form the singular values of Bop· 

Theorem 3.2 provides us with an efficient scheme to obtain the optimal matrix B 0 P 

by numerically minimizing G(A 1I', E). However, if the Chernoff bound [87] of the 
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pairwise error probability is employed as the objective function for minimization 

instead, a closed-form optimal B can be obtained. This can be shown by setting 

sin2 e = 1 in the pairwise error probability of Eq. (3.65), so that we obtain the 

Chernoff bound as 

(3.80)p (s-+ s'IB) ~ 2det (I+ (8a2)-~~Xlf (e)XB(e)) 

Seeking to minimize the worst case Chernoff bound, and following similar arguments 

which establish the the optimization problem in Eq. (3.68), we arrive at the following 

problem, 

- . 1IIJ (l d~in(S) \ -2)-lr op= arg Il!lll - + 2 /\j"fj (3.81) 
tr(r):::;l 2 j=l 80' 

where r op is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements 1opj. This problem is a relaxed 

form of that in Eq. (3.68) and its solution is provided by the following corollary: 

Corollary 3.2 The solution, r op, for the optimization problem of Eq. (3.81) can be 

obtained by employing the water-filling strategy [11]. The diagonal elements of r op 

are given by 

2[_1 (l + 8a f _!_ ) _ ~i (3.82)'Yopj = 
Mo ~in(S) l=l AR An +' 

j = 1, ... 'J (3.83) 

where notation [x]+ denotes max(x, 0). The optimal choice of J is J = M0 , where 

M0 is the maximum positive integer satisfying 

8a21 ( Mo 1 ) 1 
m = 1,2,· ··,MoM. 1 + <E. (S) L -;x - ~ > 0,

0 mm £=1 t m 

The optimum transmission matrix is thus Bop = ropV1j. 
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Proof. The minimization of the type of problems of Eq. (3.81) has been studied by 

several researchers and the water-filling solution is shown in [11]. D 

Remarks on Corollary 3.2: 

a) 	For the particular case in which the channel coefficients are mutually independent, 

i.e., :E = IM, then any M x M unitary matrix scaled by a factor 1 / VM is a suitable 

choice for Bop· 

b) Since Bop minimizes the Chernoff bound on the worst case PEP, it implicitly 

maximizes the coding gain [91], which is defined to be the normalized minimum 

determinant of X(e)H X(e) for all nonzero e; see Eq. (2.17). 

Remarks on the Optimum Transmission Matrix Design for Linear Receivers: 

• 	 The derivations of Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.2 are based on the consid

eration of using an ML receiver in the MISO system. For the case when the 

system is equipped with a linear ZF (or MMSE) receiver under the environment 

of correlated channels, the problem of obtaining an optimum B becomes very 

complicated. This is because we seek for a matrix B to minimize the respective 

average error probability obtained by averaging the expressions of error prob

ability in Eqs. (3.16), (3.12) and (3.19) for the respective signalling schemes 

over the random channel matrix. This requires the knowledge of the PDF of 

the equivalent channel matrix. However, the equivalent channel matrix in these 

cases is of a Toeplitz structure for which the PDF is unavailable, and therefore, 

the expressions for the average error probability cannot be obtained. (For the 

case of linear MMSE receivers, a similar problem exists). 

• 	 An alternative way to attack the problem in the case when a linear receiver is 

employed is to consider the upper bound on the averaged error probability given 
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in Eq. (3.25). We can minimize this upper bound with respect to B. However, 

this necessitates the knowledge of the value of C0 . From Property 3.4, C0 is 

the minimum value of the determinant of the Toeplitz matrix having its column 

vector belonging to unit ball and this renders the solving of C0 difficult. Thus, 

in this thesis, we are unable to come up with any true optimal B for MISO 

systems equipped with linear receivers. 

3.5 Numerical Experiments 

In this section, we examine the performance of the Toeplitz code in a MISO system. 

We first evaluate the performance of the system equipped with a linear receiver under 

the condition that different parameters are varied. We then evaluate the performance 

of the system employing different beamformers as well as a linear or an ML receiver 

in an environment in which the channels are correlated. We note that for a linear 

receiver, the major computation occurs in the inverse of the Toeplitz matrix for which 

the complexity is of order O(KM) [34], where K is the length of signal vector and 

M is the number of transmitter antennas for the MISO system. On the other hand, 

the complexity using an ML detector for this MISO system transmitting the Toeplitz 

code is of order µM where µ is the constellation cardinality. Thus, for a reasonably 

large constellation and/or a comparatively large number of transmitter antennas, the 

ML receiver is substantially more complex than a linear receiver. Finally, we compare 

the performance of the Toeplitz code with some other known efficient codes. 

Example 1: In this example, we examine the performance of Toeplitz STBC for a 

MISO communication system with independent channel fading, i.e., :E =I. The sys

tem is equipped with a linear ZF detector at the receiver end. For the Toeplitz STBC, 

we choose B =I in Eq. (3.28). The following three experiments are performed: 
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M=4, K=B, Different Signal Constellation 
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Figure 3.1: The average BER performance of the proposed Toeplitz STBC when 

signals are selected from different constellations. 
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Figure 3.2: The average BER performance of the proposed Toeplitz STBC for different 

K. 
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1. 	 We fix the number of transmitter antennas to be M = 4 and the length of 

signal vector s to be K = 8, and the symbol transmission data rate is therefore 

Rs = K /T = 0.7273 symbols pcu. The signals are randomly selected respec

tively from the constellations of 4-QAM, 16-QAM and 64-QAM. The signals 

are transmitted through the MISO system having zero-mean unit-variance i.i.d. 

Gaussian channels and additive white Gaussian noise as described in Section 3.1 

and the BER curves are plotted in Fig.3.1 in which the three different curves 

correspond to the performance of the system using the three signal constella

tions respectively. It should be noted that different constellation size results in 

different transmission bit rates. For the system we examine, the bit rates are 

Rb = 1.4545, 2.9091, and 5.8182 bits pcu corresponding to 4-QAM, 16-QAM 

and 64-QAM respectively. Therefore, for larger constellation size, worse BER 

performance is expected. This is indeed the case as shown by the three BER 

curves plotted in Fig. 3.1 from which it is observed that, for a BER of 10-5 , 

the difference in SNR between 4-QAM and 16-QAM is approximately 3dB and 

that between 16-QAM and 64-QAM is approximately 5 dB. 

2. 	 In this experiment, we fix the signal constellation to be 16-QAM for a four 

transmitter antenna MISO system and perform simulations for different signal 

lengths, K = 4, 8, 16, 32. For different choices of L, the system has differ

ent transmission symbol rates, which are Rs = 0.5714, 0.7273, 0.8421, 0.9143 

symbols pcu, respectively. The channel and noise assumptions are the same as 

those in the previous experiment. The BER curves at different SNR are plotted 

in Fig. 3.2. It can be observed that the longer is the transmitted signal, the 

worse is the system BER performance. Again, this is due to the fact that larger 

K corresponds to higher transmission date rate resulting in worse performance. 
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Figure 3.3: The average BER performance of the proposed Toeplitz STBC for the 

MISO system with different number of transmitter antennas. 

3. 	 In this experiment, we vary the number of the transmitter antennas M. An 

increase in M increases the diversity and decreases the transmission symbol 

rate. Therefore, it is expected that the performance of the system will be 

enhanced with the increase of the number of transmitter antennas. This is 

indeed the case as illustrated in Fig. 3.3 where we compare the performance of 

the MISO systems having M = 2, 4, and 8 antennas with K = 8 in the Toeplitz 

codes and the signals selected from a 16-QAM constellation. 

Example 2: In this example, we test the performance of Toeplitz STBC for correlated 

channels in a MISO system equipped with four transmitter antennas in a linear array 

and the one receiver antenna on the normal to the axis of the transmitter antenna 

array ("broadside"). For small angle spread, the correlation coefficient between the 
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m1th and m2th transmitter antennas is [13, 115] 

2 
[:E]m1m2 

~ 2_ f 7r exp (-j27r(m1 - m2)~ dt sinfJ) df) (3.84)
27f lo <; 

where dt is the antenna spacing, <; is the wavelength of the (narrowband) signal, and 

~ is the angle spread. Here in our simulations, we choose dt = 0.5<; and ~ = 5°. 

We examine the performance of the MISO system transmitting 4-QAM signals in the 

following three cases using Toeplitz STBC having the structures: 

i) 	 B = )Ml. This is an approximately optimal transmission matrix at sufficiently 

high SNR in the minimization of the Chernoff bound under the assumption that 

B is a square matrix. The approximate optimality can shown as follows: For 

Eq. (3.80), under high SNR, we ignore the identity matrix I in the denominator 

and obtain 

I ( 80"2)M 	 (8 2)M 
p 	(8 8 IB) = O" (3 85) 

--t <2 det (:EXJf (e)X 8 ( e)) 2 det(:E) det ( BHTH (e)T(e)B) · 

To minimize the right side of Eq. (3.85), we maximize the second determinant in 

the denominator. We note that 
M 

det (BHTH (e)T(e)B) < det (TH (e)T(e)) IT [BBH]mm 
m=l 

< 	 det (TH (e)T(e)) (~tr (BBH)) M 

1
MM det (TH(e)T(e)) 	 (3.86) 

The first inequality is due to Hadamard Inequality [43] and equality holds iff 

BBH is diagonal. The second inequality is due to geometric mean being no 

larger than arithmetic mean, with equality holding iff BBH has equal diagonal 

elements. Finally, the trace of BBH is equal to unity due to the power constraint. 

Hence, the condition for maximum in Eq. (3.86) is that B is a scaled unitary 

matrix of which B = I is one choice. 
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ii) 	 B = Bop· This is the optimal solution to minimize the worst case PEP derived in 

Theorem 3.2 and can be obtained numerically by solving the convex optimization 

problem of Eq. (3.68) and then using the result in Eq. (3.69). 

iii) 	 B =Bop· This minimizes Chernoff bound on PEP as described in Corollary 3.2. 

In the simulations, the transmitted signal vector is of length K = 10 and each of 

the symbols is randomly selected from the 4-QAM constellation. At the receiver, the 

signals in each of the three cases are detected separately by a linear ZF detector and 

an ML detector and the respective performances of the two detectors are examined. 

(As mentioned in the end of the last section, we cannot obtain an exact optimum 

B for the ZF receiver. Nonetheless, we will employ the two optimum transmission 

matrices derived for the ML receiver Bop and Bop to the case of ZF receiver to see 

how the performance is improved). We note that due to the variation of the channel 

fading, the dimension J of the optimum transmission matrices in Cases ii) and iii) 

change with SNR. For the specific correlated channel described in Eq. (3.84), for Case 

ii), we found that J = 1 when SNR ::; 8dB and J = 2 at higher SNR, whereas for Case 

iii), we found that J = 1 when SNR ::; lOdB and J = 2 at higher SNR. Therefore, 

the transmission data rate for these two cases is R1 = K+1)_ 1 symbols pcu, which is 

higher than R2 = K+~-l for the case of B =IM. For a fair comparison, we choose 

two different structures for B in Case i) in the following experiments: 

1. 	 We maintain the transmission data rate in Case i) the same as that in case 

iii). This is realized by setting B = [ }KI1, O(J,M-J)] in Case i) with J being 
-H-

the dimension of B 
0 
pBop· We evaluated the error performances of the systems 

equipped with different Bin all three cases and the results are shown in Fig. 3.4 

from which the following observations can be made: 

• 	 For the system employing an ML detector, performance of Case ii) and 
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Figure 3.4: The average bit error rate comparison of the proposed Toeplitz STBC 

with i) B = [lJ, 0M-J], ii) B 0 p and iii) Bop· The performances are shown for both 

linear ZF detectors and ML detectors. 
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Figure 3.5: The average bit error rate comparison of the proposed Toeplitz STBC 

with B = IM and Bop· The performances are shown for both linear ZF detectors 

and ML detectors. 
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iii) are superior to that of Case i), confirming the theoretical analyses in 

Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.2. 

• 	 For the system employing an ML detector, the BER performance for Cases 

ii) and iii) employing Bop and Bop respectively are very close. This shows 

that Chernoff bound is tight for this system. Close performance in the two 

cases is also true for the system using a ZF detector. 

• 	 Although Bop and Bop are optimal transmission matrices developed for 

the ML detector, they are equally effective in providing substantial perfor

mance improvement for the same system employing a linear ZF detector. 

• 	 At lower SNR, we have J = 1, i.e., only one transmitter antenna is effective. 

Therefore, given a coded system, linear ZF and ML detectors provide the 

same performance. 

2. 	 In the second part of the experiment, we put B = IM in Case i) and examine 

its performance. The error performance for such a choice is shown in Fig. 3.5. 

Here, the system using B =IM has higher transmission data rate than those 

in Cases ii) and iii). For the sake of comparison, we have re-plotted in Fig. 3.5 

the performance curves from Fig. 3.4 of Case iii) corresponding to the uses of 

Bop as a transmission matrix. (Since the performance of Cases ii) is almost 

the same as that of Case iii), we have omitted here the performance curves 

corresponding to the use of B 0 p)· It should be noted that when the signals 

are detected by an ML detector, the system coded with B = IM has higher 

diversity gain over the system with Bop· This is due to the fact that water-filling 

strategy may not employ all the available transmitter antennas for correlated 

channels. Specifically in this example, the effective number of antennas for 

Bop is J S 2 < 4. However, the optimal coding gain achieved by B0 P with 
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Figure 3.6: The average bit error rate comparison of the proposed Toeplitz STBC 

with other STBC of unit rate. 

ML detectors ensures a better performance. It is also important to note that 

the employments of B = IM and Bop result in a relatively large difference 

in performances, revealing that the upper bound on PEP given in Eq. (3.85) 

is not tight. Thus, even though this bound is quite commonly employed in 

STBC designs for independent channels, the results here show that this relaxed 

bound is a poor design criterion for an environment of highly correlated channel 

coefficients. 

Example 3: In this example, we compare the BER performance of Toeplitz STBC 

with other STBC for independent MISO channels. Here again, we choose B = 

for Toeplitz STBC. The experiments are performed for the two cases in which the 

number of transmitter antennas in the communication system are M = 4 and M = 8 

respectively: 
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1. 	 M = 4 transmitter antennas and a single receiver antenna: We compare BER 

performance of Toeplitz STEC with other rate one STEC [89, 41, 18, 47]: 

• 	 Quasi-orthogonal STEC. The code for four transmitter antennas was pre

sented in [89], and the maximization of its coding gain was subsequently 

shown in [18]. 

• Dense full-diversity STEC [41] 

• Multi-group decodable STEC [47] 

For the Toeplitz STEC, we choose K = 9 for which the symbol transmission 

data rate is Rs = K/T = 3/4 symbols pcu. To achieve a fair comparison, the 

same transmission bit rate is imposed on all the codes such that signals are 

selected from 256-QAM constellation for Toeplitz STEC and from 64-QAM for 

the other full-rate STEC. Therefore, the same transmission bit rate, Rb = 6 

bits pcu, is employed for all the systems. At the receiver, the Toeplitz STEC 

is processed by a linear ZF equalizer followed by a symbol-by-symbol detector. 

For the other full-rate STEC, we examine the two cases in which the signals 

are processed by a) an ML detector and b) a linear ZF receiver. The BER 

curves are plotted in Fig. 3.6. When a linear ZF equalizer and a symbol-by

symbol detector is applied at the receiver, it can be observed that Toeplitz 

STEC outperforms "quasi-orthogonal" STEC and "dense" STEC, and at higher 

SNR, its performance is superior to multi-group code. It is also interesting to 

observe that at higher SNR, for Toeplitz STEC with linear ZF receivers, the 

performance is also superior to that of the Multi-group STEC using an ML 

receiver. In fact, for the range of SNR tested, the slope of its BER curve is the 

same as those of the "dense" STEC and the "quasi-orthogonal" STEC processed 

by ML detectors, indicating they have the same diversity gain. 
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Figure 3. 7: The average bit error rate comparison of the proposed Toeplitz STBC 
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Figure 3.8: The average symbol error rate comparison of the proposed Toeplitz STBC 

with the orthogonal STBC. 
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2. 	 We now consider the system having M = 8 transmitter antennas. For the 

Toeplitz code, we choose K = 35 and therefore, the symbol transmission data 

rate is K/T = 5/6 symbols pcu. We compare the bit error rate performance of 

our Toeplitz code with that of the orthogonal STBC having symbol transmis

sion rate of: 

i) 1/2 symbols pcu [90, 1, 94] and 

ii) 5/8 symbols pcu [63] (this the highest symbol rate achievable by the orthog

onal STBC applied to an eight transmitter antenna system). 

To achieve a fair comparison, the transmitted signals are selected from a 64

QAM constellation for our Toeplitz code, a 256-QAM constellation for the 5/8 

rate orthogonal code and a 1024-QAM constellation for the 1/2 rate orthogonal 

code. Hence, all of the codes have the same transmission data rate in bits, i.e., 

Rb = 5 bits pcu. At the receiver end, the orthogonal STBC is decoded by a 

linear ZF detector for which, because of the orthogonality, the performance is 

the same as that of an ML detector. For Toeplitz STBC, the signals are de

coded separately by a linear ZF receiver and a ZF-DFE receiver.The average 

bit error rate for these codes are plotted Fig. 3.7. It can be observed that the 

performance of the Toeplitz code detected with a linear ZF receiver is superior 

to that of the ~-rate orthogonal STBC when the SNR is less than or equal to 25 

dB. When the Toeplitz STBC is received by a ZF-DFE receiver, its performance 

is significantly better than that of the orthogonal STBC. In Fig. 3. 7 at 10-5 , 

the Toeplitz code with a ZF-DFE receiver outperforms the orthogonal code by 

about 4 dB. 

Here it should be noted that for the Toeplitz code, both linear ZF and ZF-DFE 

receivers can achieve full-diversity. However, this property is not reflected in 

Fig. 3.7 where the BER curves are not parallel. The reason for this is that 
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Figure 3.9: Diversity-multiplexing gain tradeoff curves for the proposed Toeplitz 

STBC and the orthogonal STBCs. 

the employed SNR range is not sufficiently high. To simulate the high SNR 

BER performance in this example demands exhaustive computational costs. 

Therefore, we choose symbol error rate (SER) here to demonstrate the diversity 

gain. To show the diversity gain achieved by the Toeplitz code, we only need to 

compare the SER curve of the Toeplitz code with that of 5/8 orthogonal code 

when both are detected by a linear ZF receiver. The results are provided in 

Fig. 3.8. From the plotting, it is obvious that the curves for the two codes are 

parallel when SNR is above 30dB, indicating the same diversity gain. Hence, 

the Toeplitz code with a linear ZF receiver (and hence any superior detector) 

indeed achieves full diversity. 

To compare the diversity and multiplexing gains achieved by the codes examined 
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in this example, in Fig. 3.9 the tradeoff curves associated with each of the three 

codes are provided. It can be observed that the curve for the Toeplitz STBC is 

closer to the optimal tradeoff curve than the other two. This curve will approach 

the optimal one as K increases. 

3.6 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have presented a general design criterion for full-diversity linear 

STBC when the signals are transmitted through a MISO communication system and 

processed by a linear receiver. This is, to our knowledge, the first design criterion for 

linear receivers to achieve full diversity. Specifically, we proposed a linear Toeplitz 

STBC for a MISO channel which satisfies the criterion and achieves full-diversity. 

We have shown that such a code possesses many interesting properties, two of which 

recapitulated here are of practical importance: 

1. 	 The symbol transmission rate for the code approaches one when the number of 

channel uses (T > M) is large. 

2. 	 Employing the Toeplitz code results in a non-vanishing determinant. 

When employed in a MISO system equipped with a linear receiver (ZF or MMSE), 

the Toeplitz code can provide full diversity. Furthermore, when the number of channel 

uses is large, in an independent MISO flat fading environment, the Toeplitz code can 

approach the Zheng-Tse optimal diversity v.s. multiplexing gain tradeoff. 

When employed in a MISO system equipped with an ML detector, for both in

dependent and correlated channel coefficients, we can design the transmission matrix 

inherent in the proposed Toeplitz STBC to minimize the exact worst case average 

pair-wise error probability resulting in full diversity and optimal coding gain being 
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achieved. In particular, when the design criterion of the worst case average pair-wise 

error probability is approximated by the Chernoff bound, we obtain a closed-form 

optimal solution. 

The use of the Toeplitz STBC (having an identity transmission matrix) in a MISO 

system fitted with a ZF receiver has been shown by simulations to have the' same slope 

of the BER curves to other full rate STBC employing an ML detector, whereas even 

better performance can be achieved by using receivers (such as ZF-DFE) more so

phisticated than the linear ones to detect the Toeplitz code. For correlated channels, 

employing the optimum transmission matrices in the Toeplitz code results in sub

stantial additional improvements in performance to using the identity transmission 

matrix. This substantial improvement of performance is observed in either case for 

which an ML or a ZF receiver is used. 
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Chapter 4 

Diversity Gain Analysis of a Linear 

Receiver and Multiple Block 

Transmission 

In the previous chapter, a special unitary trace-orthogonal code is presented which 

enables a linear receiver to achieve full diversity for a MISO system. More generally, 

for a MIMO system having N 2: M, the highest diversity gain achievable by a linear 

receiver is still unknown. In this chapter1, we examine the maximum diversity gain 

achievable by a linear receiver for such a MIMO system, and we propose a multi-block 

transmission scheme to improve the system performance for a linear receiver. 

Consider a MIMO (N 2: M) communication system where the signals are pro

cessed by a full rate linear STBC and detected by a linear MMSE equalizer followed 

by a symbol-by-symbol threshold detector. From the detection error probability ex

pression, we analyze the maximum diversity gain associated with such a system and 

1The results related to this chapter has been submitted to IEEE Transaction on Information 
Theory, under second round of review. Part of the work has also been presented in ISIT2006 [57] 
at Seattle, July 2006. 
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show that it is given by (N - M + 1) for any square QAM signals. Employing the 

same criterion of minimizing the detection error probability, we extend the optimum 

design of STBC for the MIMO system to systems in which the data span L inde

pendent realizations of a block-static fading channel, and obtained the necessary and 

sufficient structures for the optimality of the code. The new system takes advantage 

of time diversity and the minimum achievable detection error probability is proved 

to be a decreasing function of L. Furthermore, the quantitative increase in diver

sity gain with L can be numerically evaluated, and shown to approach infinity as L 

grows. Thus, by increasing the number of blocks over which the data is transmitted 

and utilizing the time diversity provided, a simple linear MMSE receiver can achieve 

similar or higher diversity gain to that for an ML detector with a STBC designed 

over one block. These codes can be detected with a computational complexity to 

be little more than that for a single-block. Hence, when signals are from dense con

stellations, a simple linear receiver is able to outperform ML detectors that demands 

higher computational costs. A systematic method of generating such optimum codes 

for multi-block data transmission is also presented. The validity of our analysis is 

confirmed by simulation results. 

4 .1 Introduction 

In MIMO communications, the design of STBC for high rate transmission with low 

detection error probability have attracted much of researchers' attention recently 

(e.g., [1, 91, 92, 37, 39, 94, 88, 51, 52, 22, 93]). Diversity gain is a concept central to 

code designs since it is an indication of the rate of decay of the error probability 

with SNR in the range of high SNR. The design of full-rate full-diversity STBC over 

Rayleigh flat fading channels have been proposed in [64, 15] based on the pair-wise 
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error probability for ML detectors. These codes are designed for the transmission of 

a single space-time block of coded data using M transmitter antennas in T time-slots 

and achieve full diversity, i.e., d = MN. However, when the signal constellation 

is large, the detection complexity for these codes is generally too high for practical 

applications. 

A linear MMSE receiver, on the other hand, is simple to implement. The full-rate 

linear STBC that minimize the bit error rate (BER) for a MIMO system employing 

a linear MMSE receiver have been presented in [54, 61, 3]. The proposed codes have 

been shown to provide significantly better BER performance than existing STBC 

with linear receivers, but, due to the simplicity of the linear receivers, the diversity 

provided by a MIMO system cannot be fully exploited. From the expression of the 

minimum detection error probability, we will show in this chapter that the maximum 

diversity gain achieved by a linear receiver for a MIMO system is lower than the full 

diversity MN, resulting in the performance of such systems being inferior to that of 

codes designed for ML detectors. 

Instead of designing the STBC for the transmission of one block of data, by 

assuming that the channel coefficients remain constant for one block and change in

dependently from block to block, the codeword design has been extended [23] to cover 

multiple blocks for MIMO systems employing ML receivers. The code construction 

for this multi-block transmission that achieves the optimal diversity v.s. multiplex

ing gain tradeoff with the use of ML detection was proposed in [62]. Unfortunately, 

the high detection complexity renders the resulting code difficult to implement in 

practice. On the other hand, for such a system employing a linear MMSE receiver, 

experiments have been performed in [33]. The results show that by interchanging 

part of the signals between different blocks, the system error performance may be 

improved. 
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In this chapter, we consider the design of optimum linear STEC covering L blocks 

for a MIMO system equipped with a linear MMSE receiver. The new scheme takes 

advantage of time diversity provided by extra blocks that improves the system per

formance, and at the same time, involves low computational costs by choosing a 

linear receiver. As in [23], we assume that the channel coefficients remain constant 

for one block and may vary independently from block to block. (The independence 

of the channel changes can be made practically feasible by interleaving the trans

mission so that the channel states for one data block are separated by sufficiently 

large time intervals.) For these L -block system, we present necessary and sufficient 

code structures for the minimization of the detection error probability, and show that 

this minimum error probability is a decreasing function of L. We also show that 

for codes with these optimal structures, the normalized detection complexity has the 

same highest order as that of the code designed for a single-block, i.e., O(M3
), with 

the second-order term growing only linearly with L. Furthermore, by evaluating the 

analytic expression of the detection error probability numerically, we show that the 

diversity order grows with L. Hence, a proper choice of L will render the diversity 

gain of such codes comparable to that of FRFD codes designed for a single-block em

ploying an ML detector. For a system in which latency can be accommodated, such 

a scheme would provide high diversity without the high computational complexity 

associated with ML detections. This is especially true when signals are selected from 

denser constellations. 
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4.2 	 Optimal Linear STBC for Single-Block Trans

mission and Performance Analysis 

4.2.1 	 Optimal Linear STBC for Single-Block Transmission 

Consider a MIMO communication system through which one block data is transmit

ted, i.e., 

Y=~HX+W (4.1) 

The transmission code is specified to be a full rate linear STBC 

MT 

X = LsiCi (4.2) 
i=l 

which satisfied the power constraint 

MT 


2.":tr (c~ci) =MT (4.3) 

i=l 

Si are the transmitted symbols selected from a particular constellation. Statistically, 

the symbols si are assumed to be independent with zero mean and unit variance. In 

the case of full-rate single-block transmission, the goal is to design optimal Ci yielding 

minimum detection error probability for a linear MMSE receiver while satisfying 

the power constraint. Several researchers have studied this problem in the past few 

years [37,39,80,3,33,61]. In particular, the following theorem [61] provides necessary 

and sufficient structures for Ci to be optimal in BER for a system with 4-QAM 

signalling and linear MMSE equalization, under the standard approximation [74] [76] 

that the residual inter symbol interference (ISi) is Gaussian: 

Theorem 4.1 Consider a MIMO system transmitting 4-QAM signals using a full

rate linear STEC and a linear MMSE receiver. Under Gaussian approximation of the 
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interference at the detector, the average BER, Pes, has a lower bound given by 

(4.4) 

where EH(·) denotes expectation over the random channels. Equality in Eq. (4.4) 

holds if and only if the code matrices Ci satisfy the following two conditions: 

i) 	Ci is trace-orthogonal, i.e., tr(CiCf) = 5ij for i,j = 1, 2 · · · , MT, where 5ij is 

the Kronecker delta; 

ii) 	Ci is unitary up to a constant, i.e., CiC1/ = kI. • 
Theorem 4.1 states that the jointly unitary and trace-orthogonal code structure is 

necessary and sufficient for minimizing the average BER for 4-QAM signals under 

single-block transmission. These optimality conditions also apply to any square QAM 

constellation at high SNR [61]. They are also optimal in minimizing MSE for other 

mode of signalling. A code satisfying Theorem 4.1 can be systematically generated 

from a normalized DFT matrix [61]. 

4.2.2 Performance Analysis 

For codes designed for single-block transmissions, the minimum BER given by Theo

rem 4.1 is in the form of the expected value of a Q-function over the random channels. 

To gain insight into the role of each parameter in the performance of a system em

ploying such codes, we would like to express the minimum BER in a form independent 

of the random channels. Specifically, we examine the minimum BER at high SNR 

in terms of diversity gain d defined in Eq. (2.15). Therefore, we concentrate on 

the dominant term (the term containing the lowest order of p-1
) in the asymptotic 

performance at high SNR, i.e., 

1Pmin = K- 1
p-d +(terms involving higher order of p- ) 
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where K is the coefficient often referred to as the coding gain [91]. 

Since the channels hnm are assumed to be IID zero-mean Gaussian random vari

ables, the matrix product (HH H) is of Wishart Distribution [72, 78]. Let Am, 

m = 1, · · · , M denote the eigenvalues of (HHH) ordered as A1 > A2 >···>AM> 0. 

(Inequality between adjacent eigenvalues occurs almost surely.) Then [72, 78], the 

joint PDF of the eigenvalues is given by 

p(A1, · · · , AM) = a(M, N) exp (- t, A,) fi Af-M g(A, - A;)2 (4.5) 

where a(M, N) = KM(M-l) /[2MN/2rcM (M) rcM (N)] with re(·) being the Gamma 

function for complex multivariate defined as fcM (v) = 7fM(M-l)/2 f1~1 f (v - i + 1). 

Observe that in Eq. ( 4.4) the random channel appears in the form of matrix HHH 

only, and the trace term in the denominator can be expressed as 

tr(/+ ;HHH)-l = L
M 

(1 + ;Am)-l (4.6) 
m=l 

Using the standard bound on the Q-function [87], 

(4.7) 


and combining Eqs. ( 4.6) and ( 4.7) we have the following upper bound on the mini

mum BER 

Psmin:::;: -v: J···Jexp {--"""'-M_(_M__p__)----..,..._1 } 
2 Um=l 1 + MAm 

where the joint PDF of the eigenvalues p(A1 , · · · , AM) is given by Eq. ( 4.5). For finite 

number of transmission antennas, by evaluating Eq. ( 4.8) and focusing on the factor 

consisting of the lowest order of p-1 , we obtain the following result: 
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Theorem 4.2 For a MIMD system (N ~ M) transmitting 4-QAM signals coded with 

the optimal linear STEC described in Theorem 4.1 at full symbol rate, the diversity 

gain d(N, NI) and coding gain JC(N, M) obtained by employing a linear MMSE receiver 

are respectively given by 

d(N,M) = N -M + 1 	 (4.9a) 
_ a(M, N)2N-Me-(M-l)/2 (N - M)!

1 (4.9b)JC (N, M) = a(M - 1, N + 1) 

Proof. See Appendix A. 	 D 

Remarks: 

1. 	 Although the derivation provided here is for 4-QAM signals only, Theorem 4.2 

can be extended to a general square QAM signalling with 2b bits per symbol, 

where b is a positive integer. In this case, the minimum BER achieved by 

unitary trace-orthogonal code is given by [76, 108, 10, 61] 

P"min ~ E+Q( .iC,((I+ ,g~11Hr'l -1)) 
(4.10)+~Q(3 {,((I+ fi~llHr') - 1))} 

at high SNR, where ( = ;;b~;, fJ = ;;b~~ and rJ = ~·:_b . We observe that (, fJ and1 
rJ are all positive, and Eq. (4.10) is merely a linear transformation of Eq. (4.4) 

with parameters scaled by positive constants. These constants are independent 

of p, and appear as coefficients of the functions of p. Therefore, Eqs. (4.10) and 

(4.4) have the same power of p, i.e., the same diversity order. However, the 

coding gain will be different depending on the signal constellation. 

2. 	 Eq. (4.9a) shows a linear relation between diversity gain and (N - M). This 

implies that increasing the system's degree of freedom (i.e., M and N) cannot 

guarantee an improved diversity gain for a linear receiver. 
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3. 	 It has been shown [104,35,4] that the diversity gain of a MIMO system equipped 

with ZF receivers and transmitting uncoded symbols (i.e., F =I in Eq. (4.15)) 

is also (N - M + 1). Therefore, we conclude that the use of an optimal STBC 

to minimize BER does not increase the diversity gain when a linear receiver is 

employed. The lower BER obtained here is due to the increase in coding gain. 

The diversity achieved in Eq. ( 4.9a) is inferior to the full diversity MN obtainable 

for single-block coded systems employing an ML detector. In the next section, we 

will present a multi-block transmission scheme in order to increase the diversity of a 

MIMO systems with a linear MMSE receiver. 

4.3 	 Optimal Linear STBC for Multi-Block Trans

mission with Linear MMSE Receivers 

In the design of STBC for single-block transmission described in Section 4.2.1, a 

data symbol is distributed among the MT elements of the matrix X and has no 

distribution beyond the signal block to which it belongs. For multi-block transmission, 

the code is designed to have a signal symbol distributed over all the elements of the L 

block signal matrices Xt, £ = 1, · · · , L. Intuitively, the more independent channels 

the same information is transmitted through, the greater is the potential diversity 

advantage. In this section, we examine the design of multi-block linear STBC for use 

with a linear MMSE receiver and show how a substantial increase in diversity can be 

achieved. 

Consider L blocks of transmitted signals to be jointly coded. The channel matrix 

for the £th block is Ht, which is assumed to remain unchanged during the T time slots 

and may vary independently after that interval. For full-rate transmission, we require 
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LMT symbols to be transmitted during these L blocks, i.e., { si}, i = 1, 2, · · · , LMT. 

Each block of coded signal matrix X c is constructed such that 

LMT 

Xt = L siCif, e= 1,2, ... ,L (4.11) 
i=l 

where Ci£ are the M x T matrices to be designed and are constrained to have the 

power evenly allocated over all blocks, 

LMT

L tr{C~Ci£} =MT, ve (4.12) 
i=l 

Using Eq. (4.11), the received signal for each transmitted block is given by 

£= 1,·· · ,L (4.13) 


Since the received signals from each block contain information from all LMT symbols, 

we need to jointly detect the signals from all L blocks at the receiver. Therefore, 

defining the LMT transmitted symbols as a vectors= [s1 · · · S£Mrf and, vectorizing 

each block of received data in Eq. (4.13), writing Ye= vec (Ye) and Wg = vec (We), 

each being of dimension NT x 1, and stacking them up as long vectors, we have 

vec(Cu) ··· vec(C(LMT)1) W1 

(4.14)s+ 

vec (GIL) · · · vec (C(LMT)L) 

F 
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Equivalently, we can write 

y = .[1;1iFs + w (4.15) 

where y and ware LNT x 1 vectors, being respectively the received signal vector and 

the white Gaussian noise, 1i is the equivalent channel matrix of dimension LNT x 

LMT, and Fis the LMT x LMT square coding matrix to be designed. We note that 

the ith column, Ji, of this coding matrix Fis an LMT-dimensional vector containing 

the LMT codes for the ith symbol si in all L blocks, i.e., 

(4.16) 

Now, the signal vector yin Eq. (4.15) undergoes MMSE equalization at the re

ceiver. This is carried out by left multiplying both sides of Eq. (4.15) with an equalizer 

matrix G [83] as shown in Eq. (2.31), i.e., 

G = fp (1 + _f!_pH'fiH1iFt1FH1iH ( 4.17) VM M 

The equalized signal s is obtained as 

s = Gy = .[l;a1iFs + Gw (4.18) 

which is then detected by a symbol-by-symbol detector. The symbol error covariance 

matrix of the input to this detector is given by 

(4.19) 

In order to analyze the bit error probability of the detected symbol, it is necessary 

to specify the mode of modulation of the transmitted signal s, and here we stipulate 

the scheme to be 4-QAM. Writing u = [sre, Sim]r, and iT to be the corresponding 

equalized signal, then the bit error covariance matrix V is given by 

e~E{(a-0-)(a-0-)T}= [1+ ~JHpHi£Hi£FJ]-l (4.20) 
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where it is of dimension 2LNT x 2LMT, F and J are both 2LMT x 2LMT and 

are respectively defined as 

0 ~ b. b. 1 (JLMT jJLMT); J=il~(1i ); F= (F 0) (4.21)1i* 0 F* v'2 ILMT -jILMT0 

The kth element of the signal vector a has its MSE given by the kth diagonal element 

of e. Since J is unitary, an important relationship can be observed directly from 

Eqs. (4.19), (4.20) and (4.21) that 

tr£= 2 tr ese ( 4.22) 

As is in the case of single-block STBC design, the residual ISI from the MMSE 

equalizer can be approximated by zero-mean Gaussian noise, and hence the error. Av

erage error probability for the kth bit can be written as [77] E'H{ Q ( V[e]k~ - 1)}. 

The averaged error probability over the 2LMT bits is therefore 

l 2LMT 

~ ( 4.23) Pem ~ E'H{ 2LMT Q(V[eJk1 -1)} 
The objective here is to obtain the structure of the STBC F such that it is optimal in 

BER performance, i.e., minF: Pem subject to the power constraints in Eq. (4.12). 

The solution to this problem is provided by the following theorem: 

Theorem 4.3 For a MIMO system employing a full-rate linear STEC designed for 

multi-block transmission and equipped with a linear MMSE receiver, under Gaussian 

approximation of the interference at the detector, the average BER Pem has a lower 

bound given by 

_(_LM__ Pmmin (4.24)) -1)} £12:~= 1 tr (I+ f:-iH1/ Her 

where the expectation is taken over the random channels. Equality in (4.24) holds if 

and only if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
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i) Each of the coding sub-matrices Cit formed from the ith column of F as shown 

in Eq. (4.16) is unitary up to a scale, i.e., 

(4.25) 


ii) The LMT x LMT matrix F is unitary, i.e. pHF I. This condition is 

equivalent to: 

L

L tr (C~Cjt) = 8ij· ( 4.26) 
f=l 

Proof. See Appendix B. D 

Remarks on Theorem 4. 3: 

1. 	 Theorem 4.1 is a special case of Theorem 4.3, i.e., for L = 1, the two theorems 

are identical. The code satisfying Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26) is called multi-block 

unitary trace-orthogonal code. 

2. 	 Theorem 4.3 provides a lower bound on the bit error probability when 4-QAM 

signals are transmitted through the multi-block coded MIMO systems equipped 

with a linear MMSE receiver. Following similar arguments as those in [54,55,61], 

the two conditions can be proved to be necessary and sufficient for minimizing 

the BER at high SNR for any square QAM signal constellation, and to be 

optimal in minimizing MSE for a general signalling. 

3. 	 As mentioned before, Cit is the code for the ith symbol transmitted through 

the £th realization of channel. Therefore, the first optimality condition is a con

dition imposed on the ith symbol such that: i) for each given channel state, the 

symbol is distributed evenly over all channels using a unitary coding matrix. ii) 

there is no constraint on the relation between code matrices for different chan

nel realizations, iii) the power allocated to transmit the symbol through each 
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channel realizations is equal. The second optimality condition keeps orthogonal 

relations between different symbols while maintaining equal power allocated to 

these symbols. 

4. 	 Eq. (4.24) shows that Pmmin is a function of L, i.e., Pmmin(L). In the fol

lowing, we will prove that Pmmin(L) > Pmmin(L + 1), i.e., the detection er

ror probability decreases with the increase of L. For notation simplicity, we 

write Pmmin(L) = E{r(±I:f=1 (c)}, where Y(x) £ Q(Jf=l), and (c = 

11 tr (I + -fI H 1/ HR r 1 
. First' we note that y (x) is a convex function w .r.t. x 

when 0 < x::::; 1 (e.g., [61]). Now, consider having (L + 1) independent blocks, 

among which we choose any combination of L different blocks for transmission. 

In total, there are (L + 1) different combinations. For each combination of L 

blocks, we jointly transmit signals coded in the way as described in Theorem 

4.3 and the expected value of the detection error probability over the random 

channels is Pmmin(L). Averaging over all the L + 1 combinations, this value 

remains unchanged, i.e., 

1 	 L ) } 1 L+1 { ( 1 L+1 ) } (4.27)Pmmin (L) = E { y ( L ~ (c = L + 1 ~ E y L R=tt~i (c 

Applying Jensen's inequality [9] to the right side of Eq. ( 4.27) which contains 

the convex function Y(x), we arrive at 

(4.28a) 

(4.28b) 

Equality in Eq. (4.28a) holds iff all the (L + 1) blocks are identical, which 

violates the assumption that each of the L blocks changes independently after 
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T time slots. Therefore, we have strict inequality for independently fading 

channel blocks. 

4.4 	 Performance Analysis: Multi-Block Transmis

sion Using Optimum Code 

In the previous section, we have derived the minimum BER Pmmin for multi-block 

transmission in the form of the expected value of Q-function over random channels. 

We have also proved that Pmmin decreases as L increases. However, to understand 

the roles that each parameter plays, we would like to evaluate the expectation in 

Eq. (4.24). First, by writing Ag = [.An··· A£M], with Alm being the mth eigenvalue 

for Hf Hg, Pmmin can be written as 

P~,.~IfQ( -~-L-~_M_M_(:_+_.1!.._ _A_)_-1 - 1) p(Al,- .. ' AL) 
LA=l L.....m=l M lm 

dA1 · · · dAL (4.29) 

where p(A1, · · · , AL) denotes the joint PDF of all Afm, £ = 1, · · · , L, m = 1, · · · , M. 

Since the channel matrices Hg are statistically independent for different £, we have 

p(A1, · · · , AL) = I1f=1p(At), where each p(At) = p(.An, · · · , AtM) satisfies Eq. ( 4.5). 

Due to the complexity of the Q-function and p(At), the integration in Eq. (4.29) 

is intractable. However, we observe from Eq. (4.29) that Pmmin depends on the 

parameters (M, N), Land p, where (M, N) is introduced by multiple antenna system 

and Lis from multi-block design. To examine the properties of Pmmin in relation to 

multi-block design, in the following, we evaluate numerically Pmrru.n in terms of p, L, 

and (M, N), keeping M = N so that d = 1forL=1. 

A. Finite L: 
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Since the channel eigenvalues are independent from one block to another, the 

evaluation of Eq. ( 4.29) with respect to L is relatively simple. However, the 

channel eigenvalues are not independent within each block, hence this evaluation 

could be quite tedious for large M. The task can be made simpler following the 

general procedure outlined below: 

i) Welet~cm = (l+ttAcm)- 1 ,sothatp~e(~n,··· ,~cM) =p(An,··· ,AcM)/Jic~!~::::;i:~»I· 

ii) Let (c = L~=l ~Cm· Then we can obtain P(t((c) by successive integration such 

that, for f, = 1, 2, · · · , L, 

P(t((c) = !·. ·! p((c - UM-1, UM-1 - UM-2, ... 'U2 - U1, u1) 

du1 · · · duM-1 (4.30) 

where U1 =~CM, U2 = ~C(M-1) +~CM, ... ' UM-1 = ~C2 + ... +~CM· 

iii) Let ( = 2:;=1 (c. Since the random variables (c are independent from block 

to block, we have, 

(4.31) 


where "*" stands for convolution which, again, can be efficiently carried out 

using the FFT algorithm.. 

iv) Let z = 1/(, then p~(~c) = p(() /l~(j and Eq. (4.29) becomes 

Pmmin = j Q ( JLMz -1) Pz(z)dz (4.32) 

For finite L and M, the above procedure yields, numerically, the value of Pmmin, 

from which we can appraise the gain obtained by having multi-block design. In 

the following, we examine the cases for N = M = 1 and N = M = 2. The study 

of these two simple cases helps to illustrate the effects of the multi-block design 

on the system performance: 
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Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 show the variation of 'Pmmin w.r.t. SNR for N = M = 1 and N = 

M = 2 respectively, numerically evaluated using the above procedure. In both 

cases, we vary the values of L. Observations from these figures not only confirm 

that 'Pmmin decreases as L increases, as stated in Remark 4 on Theorem 4.3, it 

also shows numerically how much 'Pmmin decreases with L in these two cases. 

We observed, as expected, the slope of the curve is independent of the value of 

M (= N) for L = 1, i.e, the two cases have identical diversity gains which also 

confirms the result in Theorem 4.2. However, for L > 1, 'Pmmin also varies as the 

value of M(= N) changes. From these figures, it is observed that the diversity 

gain for M = 2 is higher (greater negative slope at high SNR) than that for 

M = 1. Fig. 4.3 shows the performance of the two cases at different SNR with 

increasing L. We observe that at lower SNR, the case of M = N = 1 outperforms 

the case of M = N = 2, and each settles at its respective performance level 

after L > 30. On the other hand, at higher SNR, the performance of the case of 

M = N = 2 is better than that of the case of M = N = 1. For both cases, the 

performance improves with increasing L, as predicted by the analysis in Section 

4.3. The diversity gains of the two cases can be calculated by evaluating the 

negative slope of the graphs in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 at high SNR. The slopes for the 

relatively high SNR of 22dB, are plotted in Fig. 4.4. It is observed here that while 

the diversity gain for M = N = 2 is higher than that for M = N = 1, for both 

cases, they are increasing with L. 

B. 	 For asymptotically large L: 

When the code is jointly designed for a large number of blocks, we can analyze 

the effect of L in the following way. Let the fractional part in the argument of 

the Q-function in Eq. (4.29) be written as 1/[±Ef=1 ~ E:=1 (1 + £!>-em)-1
]. As 

L ~ oo, we can apply the law of large numbers, and write the denominator as 
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per channel use. 
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( 4.33) 

where the last step is valid for any positive number M since the summand is a 

constant. The PDF of,\ is the marginal density which is obtainable from the joint 

PDF of the ordered eigenvalues ,\1 > · · · > AM in Eq. (4.5) by first deriving the 

joint PDF of the unordered eigenvalues and then integrating, resulting in [92] 

1 M-l kl 
p(,\) = -,\N-Me->. ~ · [LN-M(,\))2 (4.34)

M ~ (k + N - M)! k 
k=O 

where Lf-M(>.) = I:7=o (k+f:_~M) (-i;)i is the associated Laguerre polynomial of 

order (N-M) and degree k, with(~) being the binomial coefficient. Substituting 

Eq. (4.34) into Eq. (4.33), we obtain 

_ l 100 >,N-M "'2(M-1) a ,\P 
~ = - up=O P e->.d,\ (4.35)

M 0 1 +-ft>. 

where, for notational simplicity, we have re-written the square of Lf-M (>.) as a 

polynomial in ascending powers of,\ having coefficients aP. If we let x = ,\ + M, 
p 

Eq. ( 4.35) can be written as 

( 4.36) 

In the following, we analyze the diversity gain for the two cases: 

1) N = M = 1: In this case, Eq. (4.36) equals 

( 4.37) 
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where the exponential integral is defined as [50] Ei(c) ~ J~00 ~dt = / + 
ln(-f) + 2.::~ 1 ~~, with "/ being Euler's constant "/ = 0.5772157.... Therefore, 

Eq. ( 4.37) can be written as 

where the terms inside parenthesis are ordered in descending power of p. At 

high SNR, we have 

~I = p-11np ( 4.38) 
p----00 

Since z = 1/(LM~), applying the upper bound of Q-function in Eq. (4.7) 

to Eq. (4.32), and using Eq. (4.38), the upper bound on the minimum error 

probability is given by 

1 
(4.39)Pmminl ~:: ~ 2e exp (- 2:Up) 

exp(-_e__)
It can be shown that limp-+oo p-K 

21 
np = 0 for any finite positive integer K, 

and we conclude: 

Assertion 4.1 For N = M = 1 and for L ~ oo, the diversity gain of the 

MIMO system with multi-block code design tends to infinity. D 

The numerical evaluation of Eq. ( 4.32) with the sample average over L replaced 

by the expected value substituted into the Q-function is plotted in Fig. 4.5, 

and indeed confirms the above assertion. 

2) max(N - M, M -1) 2:'.: 1: Let Bpq = apMp-q ( :) . Then the term inside the 
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M=N=1, L--7= 
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Figure 4.5: Theoretical evaluation of Pmmin w.r.t. SNR for L---* oo 

braces in Eq. ( 4.36) can be integrated. Evaluating it at high SNR, we have 

q ~ 1 
( 4.40) 

q=O 

Comparing Eq. (4.40) with Eq. (4.38), we observe that the terms Eq. (4.40) 

are of higher order of p-1 than that in Eq. (4.38). Therefore, following from 

Assertion 4.1 we have, 

Assertion 4.2 For max(N - M, M - 1) ~ 1 and for L ---* oo, the diversity 

gain of the MIMD system with multi-block code design tends to infinity. D 
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4.5 	 Generation and Detection of the Optimum Multi

Block Code 

4.5.1 	 Code Generation 

There are various ways of generating space-time code matrices that satisfy the opti

mality conditions in Theorem 4.3. Here, we present a simple method based on DFT 

matrices. The basic building block of the code is the M x T matrix Cit given by 

Eq. (4.16), i = 1,2, ... ,LMT, f = 1,2, ... ,L. To construct these building blocks, 

the following simple procedure can be taken: 

1. 	 We first generate MT matrices f!mti m = 1, 2, ... , M, t = 1, 2, ... ,T, T 2:: M, 

using the following steps: 

(a) Form a T x Trow permutation matrix such that 

where Ir_ 1 is the (T - 1) x (T - 1) identity matrix. 

(b) Form the Mx M normalized DFT matrix DM = [dM(l) dM(2) · · · dM(M)], 

with dM(m) being its mth column. 

(c) 	 Generate the matrices nmt according to the following equation: 

nmt = [Diag (dM(m)) I O] pt-l, m = 1, 2, ... 'M, t = 1, 2, ... 'T 

where Diag( x) is the matrix obtained by putting the M elements of the vector 

x into an M x M diagonal matrix, and 0 is an M x (T - M) zero matrix. 

It can be easily verified that all the MT matrices nmt satisfy the unitarity 

and trace-orthogonality conditions stated in Theorem 4.1, and hence { f!mt} 

forms an optimal single-block code. 
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2. Now, generate an L x L normalized DFT matrix and denote it by DL. The set of 

optimal building block code matrices can now be obtained by 

m=l,2, ... ,M, t=l,2, ... ,T, £=1,2, ... ,L (4.41) 

where i = (mt - l)L +£and d£(£) denotes the £th column vector of the matrix 

D£. D 

We now verify that the code matrix generated by the proposed algorithm satis

fies the optimal conditions for a multi-block code in Theorem 4.3: Since Omt is a 

scaled unitary matrix and since each element of D M has equal non-zero magnitude, 

it follows that Cit is a scaled unitary matrix, and hence the second condition in The

orem 4.3 is satisfied. To simplify our verification of the first condition, we first map 

the double index mt in an arbitrary one-to-one fashion to the single index, r, where 

r = 1, 2, ... , MT. Now, for i = (r1 - l)L + £1 and j = (r2 - l)L + £2, we have 

L 

Ltr(C{iCjt) tr ( (d£(£1) ® firi)H (d£(£2) ® firJ) 
£=1 

tr ((d£(£1)Hd£(£2)) ® (n~nr2 )) 

which is the first condition in Theorem 4.3. 

4.5.2 Detection of the Optimum Multi-block Code 

For an L-block STBC, a total of LMT symbols have to be jointly processed at the 

receiver. Thus, the complexity of a given receiver is expected to be larger than that of 

the corresponding receiver for the single-block case. However, as we will show below, 

for codes with the optimal structures given in Theorem 4.3, the per-symbol complexity 
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of the linear MMSE receiver is only a little more than that of the single-block linear 

MMSE receiver. 

The computational cost of a linear (multi-block) MMSE receiver is dominated by 

the cost of obtaining the equalized signal vector 

( 4.42) 

If unitary trace-orthogonal signalling is employed, in accordance with Theorem 4.3, 

the special structure of the code matrix F can be used to reduce the cost of evaluating 

Eq. ( 4.42). First, the unitarity of F can be used to rewrite G as 

(4.43) 


where Blkdiag( ·) denotes a block diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks, and 

Eq. ( 4.43) is arrived at by using the definition of 1-l in Eq. ( 4.14) together with the 

property of Kronecker product that (C ® D)-1 = c-1 ® n-1 
. We observe that the 

expression in Eq. (4.43) contains the inverse of L matrices of size M x M, whereas 

the expression in Eq. ( 4.42) contains the inverse of a matrix of size LMT x LMT. If 

we substitute Eq. (4.43) into Eq. (4.42), the equalized signal vector can be written as 

s= lltpH'Y 

where {is an LMT x 1 vector defined by { = (('1'1y 1f, ... ,(lJILYLf)T. We will 

focus on the number of multiplications required in each operation. Computing 'Y 

requires L(8M3 /3 +2NM 2 +NTM) multiplications. Computing s requires a further 

(LMT) 2 multiplications. However if one adopts the particular code structure pro

posed in Section 4.5.1, the cost of computing s can be substantially reduced. From 
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Table 4.1: Computation comparison for two detectors in detecting MT symbols for 

M = N = T = 2, and Q-PSK. 
============================= 

Detector 


LMMSE, L = 1 


LMMSE, L = 4 


LMMSE, L = 32 


ML, single block 


Multiplications 


49 


69 


193 


5120 


the code construction algorithm in Section 4.5.1, we observe that each column of ma

trix F has ML nonzero elements, each of which is generated from two DFT matrices, 

DM and DL. As a result, each element of the equalized signals can be written as 

~~wK1mwK2£c _ ~wK2£ (~wK1mc ) (4.44)LL M L <,,m+Mf- L L L M <,,m+Mf 
f=O m=O i'=O m=O 

where K 1 :::; M - 1 and K2 :::; L - 1 are integers, and WK is the primitive Kth 

root of unity. Eq. ( 4.44) can be computed efficiently by standard FFT algorithm. 

For example, if M and L are self-composite with base 2, then computing s requires 

LMT(Llog2 M + log2 L) multiplications [21]. By exploiting the FFT algorithm in 

the computation of s, the number of multiplications required to detect each block of 

MT symbols is reduced to 8M3 /3 + 2NM2 + MNT + MT(Llog2 M + log2 L). For 

comparison, the ML detector for a single block transmission scheme with a signal of 

cardinality sizeµ requires MT(MT + l)µMT multiplications. 

To provide a concrete comparison between the computational cost of the multi-

block linear MMSE receiver with the signalling scheme provided in Section 4.5.1 and 

the ML receiver for single block communication, we consider a MIMO system with 

M = N = T = 2 and a signal constellation of size µ = 4. The number of multiplica

tions required to detect each block of MT symbols is provided in Table 4.1. From this 
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table, it can be seen that with the signalling scheme proposed in Section 4.5.1, the 

computational cost per-block of multi-block signalling grows slowly with the number 

of blocks, L, and is much less than that of the ML detector for signal block trans

mission. A performance comparison of the systems in Table 4.1 will be provided in 

Example 2 in the ensuing section. 

4.6 Numerical Experiments 

In this section, we examine the BER performance of the optimum STBC discussed 

in the previous sections by computer simulations. We present two examples. In 

Example 1, we examine the performance of single-block transmission and focus on 

verifying the theoretical analysis of the diversity order provided in Theorem 4.2. In 

Example 2, we perform experiments on the proposed multi-block transmission scheme 

to verify the properties of Pmmin discussed in Section 4.4. In this example, we also 

compare the BER performance of the multi-block transmission scheme with that of 

some other available schemes. In both examples, signals are generated by randomly 

choosing symbols from square QAM constellations in an IID fashion. 

Example 1: We evaluate the BER performance of the single-block transmission 

scheme discussed in Sections 4.2.l and 4.2.2. Here, our emphasis is on verifying the 

diversity analysis in Section 4.2.2, for a system with 4-QAM signalling. Performance 

comparisons with other STBC were provided in [61]. 

(1) 	 In the first experiment, we consider a system with M = T = 2, and hence the 

transmission data rate is R =4 bits per channel use (pcu). The averaged BER for 

N = 2, 3 and 4 receiver antennas is plotted against SNR in Fig. 4.6. The negative 

slopes of BER curves in Fig. 4.6 increase with N and are equal (N - M + 1), 

verifying the results in Theorem 4.2. 
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Figure 4.6: Single-block transmission. M = 2, N = 2, 3, 4. 
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Figure 4. 7: Single-block transmission. M = N = 2, 4, 8. 
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(2) 	In the second experiment, we fix M = N = T = n, and we examine the BER 

performance for n = 2, 4 and 8. The resulting averaged BER curves are plotted 

in Fig. 4. 7. We can observe that at high SNR, all the curves have the same slope, 

and hence, the same diversity gain. However, the larger the value of M, the 

smaller the BER that the system achieves, even though the data rate is 2M bits 

pcu. These observations verify the analysis (cf. Theorem 4.2) that showed that 

diversity gain is only related to (N - M), and that systems with larger M have 

larger coding gains. 

Example 2: In this experiment, we compare the BER performance of the proposed 

multi-block code design with the numerical evaluation in Section 4.4, and with that 

of some other available STBCs. We choose the two cases from Section 4.4, namely 

M = N = 1 and M = N = 2. In both cases, we consider 4-QAM signalling, resulting 

in transmission data rates of R = 2 and R = 4 bits pcu, respectively. The signals are 

transmitted using the STBC proposed for multi-block transmission in Theorem 4.3. 

The averaged BER curves for different values of L for these two cases are plotted in 

Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, respectively. Comparing the analytical results in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 

with the simulation results in Figs. 4.8 and 4.9, we find almost complete agreement. 

In order to provide a more comprehensive comparison, we have included in Fig. 4.9 

the averaged BER performance of certain single-block MIMO transmission systems 

with ML detection; namely, systems that transmit i) signals without a STBC (e.g., 

V-BLAST transmission scheme), and ii) signals coded with the "Golden Code" [73] 

(which possesses a constant minimum determinant and hence high coding gain). It is 

well known that the combination of the Golden code transmission and ML detection 

extracts the full diversity offered by the channel, i.e., MN = 4 in this example. 

However, the ML detector can not achieve full diversity without a STBC in general. 

The performance comparisons are shown in Fig. 4.9. We observe that at high SNR 
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Figure 4.8: Multi-block transmission performance, M = N = 1, R = 2 bits pcu. 
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Figure 4.9: Performance of different STBC, M = N = 2, R = 4 bits pcu. 
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(above 20 dB), the proposed 8-block codes with linear MMSE receiver perform better 

than uncoded single-block transmission with ML detection. Now, from Fig. 4.4, we 

can predict that for L 2 22, the diversity gain for the proposed multi-block scheme 

with linear reception will be higher than 4, which is the full diversity of the single 

block system. This is indeed the case in Fig. 4.9. In particular, the performance curve 

for L = 22 shows a slightly higher diversity gain, while a block length of L = 32 shows 

a significantly higher diversity gain, than that of the Golden code with ML detection. 

It is worth noting that these gains have been achieved with a very low cost as shown 

in Table 4.1 from Section 4.5.2. On the other hand, when systems are operated at 

lower SNR regime ( ~ 20dB), the combination of ML detection and the Golden code 

has the best performance. 

4.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we analyze the maximum diversity gain associated with a MIMO sys

tem equipped with a linear MMSE receiver for which an STBC of minimum detection 

error probability has been designed. The calculated diversity gain of (N -M+1) has 

been verified by simulations. Indeed, the same diversity gain has also been shown to 

be achievable in the simpler cases of transmitting uncoded symbols detected by ZF re

ceivers. Here, we showed that employing the optimum unitary trace-orthogonal code 

together with the MMSE receiver will not increase the diversity gain, rather, the lower 

BER is achieved by the higher coding gain acquired. To improve the performance 

of a MIMO system with a linear receiver, we consider multi-block transmission, in 

which the space-time code spans L realizations of a block-static fading channel. Such 

a scheme provides additional time diversity, and we designed an optimum STBC that 

minimizes the probability of error under linear MMSE reception. Our analysis shows 
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that the diversity order of the proposed system grows with L, while the normalized 

detection complexity is little more than that for a single-block design with a linear 

receiver. Thus, if the latency of jointly detecting L blocks of signal can be accom

modated, the multi-block code design is an attractive alternative for increasing the 

diversity gain in a MIMO system. 
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Chapter 5 

Multi-Block Transmission for 

Linear Receivers 

Multi-block transmission can provide more reliable communications compared to sin

gle block transmission by taking advantage of time diversity. When an ML detector 

is employed, the full diversity MNL can be achieved, which increases linearly with L, 

the number of independent channel realizations a code spans. However, the exhaustive 

computations in ML detection restrict its practical application. On the other hand, 

multi-block communication can be employed to improve the system performance for 

a simple linear receiver. 

In Chapter 4, the multi-block transmission scheme was discussed for systems in 

which the input signals are processed by a full rate linear STBC and received by a 

linear MMSE receiver. The achieved diversity gain d does increase with L and it 

is the maximum diversity for that transmission scheme, because the proposed code 

minimizes the detection error probability. However, the function d(L) grows slowly 

with L and looks like a "log" function. This is due to the use of a linear receiver, 

which is unable to exploit the total degrees of freedom in a MIMO system. Hence, 
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from the code design perspective, constraining the code to be a full rate linear STBC 

may have restrained the system performance for a linear receiver. 

With the aim of further improving the performance of the multi-block system 

as discussed in the previous chapter, in this chapter1 a scheme with different en

coding/decoding functions is proposed. For the same type of signals transmitted 

through the MIMO channels as was previously considered, the proposed scheme 

achieves higher diversity gain with the use of a linear receiver. The design is based 

on the observation that the diversity gain achieved by a linear receiver increases with 

(N - M), and hence a system that has a taller channel matrix renders high diversity 

gain. In the proposed transmission scheme, an equivalent channel matrix having di

mension NL x Mis constructed by employing multi-block transmission. The achieved 

diversity gain is NL - M + 1, which increases linearly with L. 

5.1 	 Transmission Scheme and System Performance 

Analysis 

Consider the same MIMO channel condition as has been examined in the previous 

chapter, through which the same input signals are to be transmitted. To further 

improve the system performance, especially the diversity gain, in this chapter we 

propose a different multi-block transmission scheme where hybrid precoders and de

tectors are employed, as shown in Fig. 5.1. As in Chapter 4, in order to utilize time 

diversity, the signals transmitted through L channel realizations are jointly processed. 

Since each channel state is assumed to remain unchanged over T channel uses, there 

are LT channel uses available, and as in Chapter 4, a total of LTM symbols are 

1The work related to this chapter has been presented in ICASSP 2008 [58] at Las Vegas, April 
2008. 
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Figure 5.1: Combined precoders/detectors for a multi-block MIMO system. 

transmitted by M transmitter antennas in these channel uses. The transmitted sym

bols { s(i), i = 1, 2 · · · , MTL} are independently selected from a constellation S of 

cardinalityµ. They are first processed by a linear combiner (the precoder in Fig. 5.1) 

to generate a new set of symbols {s(k), k = 1, 2 · · · , MT} as 

s(k) = L
L 

atsk(t')ej(\ k= 1,··· ,MT (5.1) 
f=l 

where sk(t') are chosen L at a time without repeat, from the input symbols { s(i)} to 

form s(k), and the amplitude and phase terms a" and()" are to be determined. For the 

averaged signal power to remain unchanged, L;=l ai = L. Thus, the precoder maps 

the signal symbol set {s(i)} into another symbol set { s(k)}, which is then processed by 

a linear STBC as X(s) = 2.:t1!i s(k)Ck, where Ck is an M x T matrix to be designed. 

The same coded signals X(s) are then repeatedly transmitted at different blocks of 

time slots through the channels Ht,t' = 1,··· ,L, each having independent channel 

states. At the receiver, the repeatedly transmitted coded signals are collected and 

jointly processed by a linear equalizer followed by a hard decision detector to obtain 

{s(i)}, which is then processed by the decoder (that corresponds to the precoder) to 

obtain the estimate of { s(i)}. 
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5.1.1 System Model 

We now establish the system model to describe the relation between the input and the 

output over the L realizations of the MIMO channel. Consider the space-time coded 

signal X (s) transmitted through the Rth state of the channel, He. The corresponding 

block of received signals, denoted by the N x T matrix Yc(s), can be written as 

Ye(s) = j"l;HeX(s) +We, £ = 1, ·· · ,L 

At the receiver, we wait until the transmission of all the L blocks of signals is complete 

and we stack them into a tall NL x T matrix, i.e., Y(s) = [Yf Yr 

Correspondingly, we define an NL x M channel matrix H = [Hf Hr 

and an NL x T noise matrix W = [Wf wr · · · wIJr, and obtain 

Y(s) = j"l;Hx(s) + w (5.2) 

The stacking of the received signal block matrices Yf to form Y(s) is equivalent to 

transmitting X(s) in parallel, as indicated in Fig. 5.1. To facilitate linear equaliza

tion, we vectorize the stacked matrix Y(s) in Eq. (5.2) and obtain 

y = vec(Y) = (5.3)[l;(I ® H)Fs + w 

where F = [vec(C1), vec(C2), · · ·, vec(CMr)J, "®" denotes Kronecker product, and 

w is the vectorized noise. We can now perform linear equalization followed by a hard 

decision detector on the received signal vector y to obtain an estimate of s. 

5.1.2 Design Criteria and Performance Analysis 

To analyze the performance of the scheme, let us first examine the function of the 

precoder. Suppose the original signals are selected, L at a time without repeat, from 

a constellation S of cardinality µ. Then for the signal set S generated by the linear 
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transformation in Eq. (5.1), there are µL elements. It is desired that ac and Be are 

chosen so that one element sk corresponds uniquely to one group of ordered original 

signals, { sk1 , · · • , skL}. In this way, once sk is correctly detected at the receiver, the 

corresponding L original symbols are also correctly known. Based on that, to examine 

the system performance, we will consider the error probability in detecting Sk. 

After linear equalization of the received signal y, a hard decision is made on each 

individual equalized symbol to obtain sk. In this procedure, the residual interferences 

after the linear equalization are treated as noise. For this symbol by symbol detection, 

the error probability is dominated by the pair-wise error probability (PEP) between 

the closest pair from the signal set {sk}, i.e., the worst case PEP. In general, the 

probability that a transmitted signal symbol Bk is detected as sc can be written as 

P(sk ~ sc) = Q ( d;t y'1k) (5.4) 

2
where Q(z) = vk fz00 

e-x 12dx, d%c = llsk - scll 2 
, and 'Yk is the SINR at the input 

of the kth decision device. Eq. (5.4) indicates that the PEP depends on the two 

parameters dkc and 'Yk· The distance dkf is determined by how the symbols {sk} 

are generated, i.e., it depends only on the precoder. On the other hand, 'Yk depends 

on the choice of the STBC, p, the channel states, and the linear equalizer, and is 

independent of the precoder. Therefore, dkf will affect the coding gain, and 'Yk will 

affect both the coding gain and diversity gain of the system. Due to the independence 

of the precoder and STBC, their design will be considered separately. 

We start the design by considering the choice of the STBC. For the signal set 

S, let dmin denotes the minimum distance between any two points. Like dkf, dmin 

is determined by the precoder and can be treated as a constant when the design of 

the STBC is considered. It is obvious that dkf is lower bounded by dmin· Now, in 

improving the system performance, it is desired that the detection error probability 

averaged over all symbols is kept as low as possible. Hence, we consider minimizing 
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the PEP averaged over all the signal symbols. That design can be simplified by con

sidering the upper bound generated by the minimum distance, and a design problem 

is formulated as 

min 
F 

K 

~?;EH {Q (d;" V7>)} (5.5a) 

s.t. tr (FHF) =MT (5.5b) 

where K is the total number of symbols sk transmitted through the L channel realiza

tions, and the constraint in Eq. (5.5b) is that the code matrix F maintains the power 

of the input signals at a constant. Solving Eq. (5.5), and analyzing the minimum 

error probability, we obtain the following result, 

Theorem 5.1 For the proposed multi-block transmission scheme, the optimal linear 

STEC is of unitary trace-orthogonal structure, and the achieved diversity gain is 

NL-M+l. 

Proof. For an MMSE equalizer, the SINR for the kth symbol skis [61] 

1 
(5.6)/k = [E]kk - l 

where the error covariance matrix E is defined as 

Notice here that His the equivalent channel with dimension NL x M, each element 

of which is IID Gaussian distributed. Hence, following similar derivations in [61], the 

optimization problem in Eq. (5.5) results in the optimal code matrix F being unitary 

trace-orthogonal. Applying this optimum code on the system described in Eq. (5.2), 

the diversity gain is NL - M + 1 by Theorem 4.2. D 

Remarks: Theorem 5.1 implies that the system diversity gain does not depend on 

the choice of the precoder. 
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We now consider the design of the precoder. From previous discussions, we learn 

that the error performance is dominated by the worst case PEP, which is further de

pending on dmin· Therefore, in order to have a small PEP, dmin should be maximized. 

The design problem can thus be formulated as 

max (5.7a)
{ae,8e,l=l,-·· ,L} 

s.t. (5.7b) 

The optimal ac and Be depend on the signal constellation and L, and there is no 

general solution to Eq. (5.7). An example in solving Eq. (5.7) to arrive at an optimum 

precoder for specific cases is given in Section 5.2.1. 

5.2 Design Example and Simulations 

In the previous section, a general criterion for the design of the precoder is provided 

by Eq. (5.7), and the optimal choice of the precoder depends on the structure of the 

signal constellation and the value of L. Now in this section, we provide an example 

in the design of the optimal precoder for a 4-PSK constellation and for the conjoining 

of L = 2 blocks of time slots. Since the minimum distance dmin is employed as the 

objective to be maximized, the optimal precoder designed for a 4-PSK constellation 

is also optimum for 4-QAM, because the latter is merely a rotated version of the 

former. 

5.2.1 Design Example 

For L = 2, let {Si} and { si} be the symbol elements in the signal set S and S 

respectively. The precoder maps the S into S by the linear combination: sk = 
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a1ski eJei + a2sk2eje2 , where ai + a~ = 2 and skl and sk2 are 4-PSK symbols from 

S selected to form sk. Without loss of generality, we can assume 81 = 0, (}2 = (} 

and a2 2 a1 > 0 =? a2 2 1. Thus, there are three design variables a1, a2, (} in the 

maximization of the minimum distance between any two distinct points in S. 

Since the design problem hinges on the distance, we consider the difference be

tween two points { s'Y} and {sk} in the set S, 

(5.8) 


There are two terms in Eq. (5.8), each formed by the difference of two symbols from 

a 4-PSK constellation. Now, (s'Yc - skc), £ = 1, 2 is the difference between signals 

chosen from { ±1, ±1} forming a set P = {O, ±2, (±1±1), ±21} from which the first 

term in Eq. (5.8) is constructed after scaling by a1 . This set of symbols is plotted 

as filled circular dots in Fig. 5.2. Similarly, the second term in Eq. (5.8) is selected 

from the set Q (represented by hollow circular dots in Fig. 5.2) which is the set P 

scaled by a2 and rotated by an angle (}. Sets P and Q have one common point in the 

origin. The objective now is to maxa1 ,a2 ,e : min{d;d, s.t.: a2 > a1 > 0, ai +a~ = 2, 

where d;k = lls'Y - skll 2 for/ i- k. The optimal solution is provided by the following 

theorem: 

Theorem 5.2 For signals of a 4-PSK or a 4-QAM constellation, when two (L = 2) 

signal blocks are combined for transmission, the optimal parameters for the precoder 

are a 1 = J1 - )3, a2 = J1 + )3, and (} = ;2 . The maximized minimum distance is 

0.8453. 

Proof. From Fig. 5.2, it is clear that by the symmetry of the two sets P and 

Q, we can limit (} to the range [O, Jr /4]. We first obtain the minimum distance and 

then maximize it. From Eq. (5.8), the distance djk is the norm of the sum of two 

elements, one from each of the two sets P and Q. Since the elements of both sets are 
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Figure 5.2: Plotting of s,, - sk 

symmetric about the origin, the minimum distance equals the distance between two 

neighboring points, one from each of the two sets. From Fig. 5.2, we observe that 

due to symmetry and a1 < a2, we only have to consider the distances between two 

groups of elements: {P1 = .../2a1ej7r/4
, p2 = j2a1, p3 = .../2a1ej37r/4 }; {qo = 0, q2 = 

j2a2e-j0 , q3 = .../2a2ej(37r/4-o)}. There are thus 9 distances that should be considered: 

{d10, d12, d13; d20, d22, d23; d3o, d32, d33} where dij denotes the distance between the two 

points (pi, qj). From Fig. 5.2, it is obvious that d10 = d3o < d20; d33 < d13; d22 < d32. 

Thus, there are only 5 distances that can be the minimum, i.e., d10, d12 , d22 , d23 and 

d33· These 5 distances can be easily calculated giving: 

dio 2a2
1 (5.9a) 

di2 4 + 2a~ - 4a1a2(cos()  sin B) (5.9b) 

d~2 - 8(1- a1a2cosB) (5.9c) 

43 4 + 2ai - 4a1a2(cos()+ sin B) (5.9d) 

d~3 4(1- a1a2cosB) (5.9e) 
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From Eq. (5.9), clearly d~3 ~ d§2 and d§3 < di2. Therefore, there are three possible 

minimum distances: d10 , d23 and d33 . Using the constraint ai+a§ = 2, we can compare 

them in the following, 

d~3 - d~3 2a1 ( a1 - 2a2sin B) (5.lOa) 

dio - d~3 2a2(2a1 cos e- a2) (5.lOb) 

d~3 - dio 4(1- v'2a1a2cos(~ - B)) (5. lOc) 

Those quantities in Eq. (5.10) can be either positive or negative in the feasible range 

of the variables, which means that any one di0, d§3, or d§3 can be the minimum. 

Closer examination of Eqs. (5.9a), (5.9d) and (5.9e) reveals that increasing one 

distance will cause the decrease in the others. Therefore, to maximize the minimum, 

we should make the possible minimums all equal. If such a solution exists, then the 

quantities in Eq. (5.10) must be equal to zero. Now, we set Eqs. (5.lOa) and (5.lOb) to 

be zero (and this implies Eq. ( 5. lOc) equals zero) and obtain sin B= a; ; cos e= a; •2 2 2 1 
2 2 

Squaring both sides and adding, we have _::i_ + ...'.'.'.2... = 1. Combined with the conditiona 2 4a 2
4a2 al 

that ai +a§= 2, we arrive at ai = 1 - )3 and a§= 1 + )3, and the optimal angle is 

e= tan-1a2/a2 = tan-1 v'3-1 = !I._ The minimum distance equals (2- ~3 ) = 0.8453.1 2 J3+1 12· v~ 

D 

The resulting constellation set of S is plotted in Fig. 5.3. 

5.2.2 Simulation 

In this section, we examine the performance of the multi-block transmission scheme 

with combined detectors by simulation. For the numerical experiments, we employ 

the optimal signal design provided in Section 5.2.1 in a MIMO system with M = N = 

T = L = 2. The original signals are randomly selected from a 4-QAM constellation, 

and the transmission (full) data rate is 4 bits per channel use (pcu). The signals 
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Figure 5.3: The constellation set generated from two 4-PSK. 
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Figure 5.4: Performance comparisons between single block, multi-block, and the pro

posed schemes. 
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are first processed by the optimal precoder provided in Section 5.2.1, and then coded 

by the unitary trace-orthogonal code. The received signals pass through a linear 

equalizer, a hard decision detector, and a decoder that maps sk to obtain the estimate 

of the original transmitted symbols. The resulting symbol error rate (SER) verses 

SNR/symbol is plotted as the dotted "+" line in Fig. 5.4. For comparison, we also 

provide the SER performances three other transmission schemes. The four SER 

curves in Fig. 5.4 are listed in the following: 

1. 	 Single block transmission. The signals are encoded by the unitary trace-orthogonal 

code [61] and received by a linear receiver. The SER line is blue dotted with 

circles. 

2. 	 Multi-block transmission scheme over L = 2 blocks. The code employed here is 

the optimal multi-block STBC for a linear receiver provided in Chapter 4. The 

received signals are also processed by a linear receiver. The SER line is green 

solid in Fig. 5.4. 

3. 	 We perform the simulation for the same multi-block transmission with combined 

detector but using different precoder. Here, in generating {s}, we only shifted 

the angle, i.e., s = si + ske1°, with () = 7r/8. The resulting SER line is red solid 

with stars. 

4. 	 The SER curve for the proposed design provided in Section 5.2.1. 

In comparing the four cures in Fig. 5.4, we have the following observations: 

• 	 The performance of the proposed scheme having the additional precoder and 

decoder is significantly better than those two (the first two curves) that do not. 

The negative slope of the SER curve is much steeper than those for the first 

two schemes, indicating the higher diversity. 
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• 	 Now we compare the two SER curves for the same multi-block transmission 

scheme with different precoders (method 3 and 4). From the analysis in Section 

5.1, we know that the design of the precoder will affect the coding gain but not 

the diversity gain. This is indeed the case in Fig. 5.4, where both curves have 

the same slope at high SNR, indicating the same diversity gain. The one with 

the optimal choice of the precoder has superior performance due to the higher 

coding gain. 

5.3 Alternative Choice of the Precoder 

In the proposed transmission scheme, the purpose of introducing the pecoder and 

decoder in Fig. 5.1 is to maintain the transmission symbol rate of the multi-block 

transmission scheme discussed in Chapter 4. In other words, the function of the 

precoder is to generate a denser constellation S from the original S. Correspondingly 

at the receiver end, the decoder maps the detected symbols from S to the original set 

S. 	As a result, the system maintains the same transmission data rate in bits. 

Alternatively, the same transmission date rate in bits can be maintained without 

the precoder /decoder. This can be realized by choosing the original signal symbols 

directly from known denser constellations. Consider the example examined in Sec

tion 5.2, where, we can choose 16-QAM/PSK in order to keep the same rate. These 

two constellations are plotted in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 for comparison purposes. From 

the analysis in Section 5.1, it is clear that the choice of constellations will not affect 

the diversity, but it may result in different coding gain. Now we compare the three 

constellations shown in Figs. 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6. To facilitate the comparison, we nor

malize the three constellations so that the average power for the symbol points in 

each constellation is unity. Then, the minimum distance d~in = minih : JJsi - sjJJ 2 
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Figure 5.5: 16-QAM Figure 5.6: 16-PSK 

with si and Sj being two constellation points, can be found as: 

• for the proposed constellation in Fig. 5.3: d~in = 0.4225; 

• for 16-QAM in Fig. 5.5: d~in = 0.4000; 

• for 16-PSK in Fig. 5.6: d~in = 0.1522. 

The proposed constellation has the largest mm1mum distance and hence it is 

expected to outperform the other two constellation in detection error performance. 

We perform a computer simulation to confirm the observation. Here, we consider 

the same MIMO channel as described in Section 5.2.2. The signal symbols s are 

directly chosen from a 16 point constellation so that the transmission bit rate is 

maintained to be 4 bits pcu. The resulting SER curves are plotted in Fig. 5. 7, where 

the signals are picked from the proposed new set in Fig. 5.3, a 16-PSK and a 16-QAM 

constellation respectively. From this figure, it can be observed that the three curves 

have the same slope at high SNR, indicating the same diversity gain. Among them, 

the new proposed constellation has the highest coding gain, as expected. 
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Figure 5. 7: SER comparison of the three constellations. 

More generally, a good constellation is the one for which the minimum distance is 

maximized with a constrained power [4]. How to design such a good constellation has 

been an interesting topic in communications for some time (e.g., [4]), but the rigorous 

development of contributions to that topic is out of the scope of this thesis. 

5.4 Complexity Analysis 

In the system model described in Eq. (5.2), the equivalent channel matrix is of dimen

sion NL x M, which is rank M with probability one. Hence, when a linear receiver 

is employed, the detection complexity of the linear equalizer is of order O(M3 ) [61], 

which is the same as that for a single block system with a linear receiver. 
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5.5 Conclusion and Discussion 

In this chapter, we have proposed a special multi-block MIMO communication scheme 

for a linear receiver. The system takes advantage of time diversity provided by a 

multi-block transmission and the simplicity of a linear receiver. The system achieves 

a diversity gain of NL - M + 1, which increases linearly with L. 

It is possible that for a large L, the proposed system may suffer from a low coding 

gain that results in a poor error performance at low SNR. This is due to the fact 

that a dense constellation is needed to compensate for the transmission data rate. 

However in the case of a small L, such as the L = 2 case as discussed in Section 5.2, a 

significant improvement in the error performance can be obtained with essentially the 

same computational cost as that for the single block transmission. This makes the 

proposed scheme practically attractive. A multi-block transmission with a small value 

of L is more likely to be employed in practice, since a large L requires longer delay in 

detection. Such delays are difficult to tolerate in latency sensitive applications, such 

as interactive multimedia. 

The idea of combining a linear receiver and the multi-block transmission may be 

realized in various ways. The successful application relies on the efficient utilization 

of the greater degrees of freedom embedded in a multi-block system compared to that 

of a traditional single block transmission. In spite of the significant improvement 

obtained here, the transmission scheme presented in this thesis is only one of several 

possible ways to combine linear receivers with a multi-block transmission strategy. 
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Chapter 6 

Cyclotomic STBC - a linear 

dispersion FRFD unitary 

trace-orthogonal code 

In previous chapters, the optimality of unitary trace-orthogonal code are exploited in 

the communication systems that employs a linear receiver. In fact, the application 

of unitary trace-orthogonality is not constrained to these systems. In this chapter1 , 

we design full rate full diversity unitary trace-orthogonal codes for a MIMO system 

having ML detection. Specifically, we consider linear dispersion (LD) unitary trace

orthogonal codes as defined in Eq. (2.40). 

Starting from both the information theoretic and detection error viewpoints, we 

first establish that unitary trace-orthogonality is a desirable property for general LD 

codes. By imposing the this structure on a LD code and applying cyclotomic number 

theory, we establish, for an arbitrary number of transmitter and receiver antennas, 

a systematic and simple method to jointly design a unitary cyclotomic matrix, the 

1The work related to this chapter has been published in IEEE Trans. Signal Processing [113] 
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Diophantine number and the corresponding constellation for a LD code. As a result, 

this enables us to construct full diversity rectangular cyclotomic LD codes with any 

symbol transmission rate less than or equal to the number of transmitter antennas. 

In addition, for the case when the number of transmitter antennas is greater than 

the number of receiver antennas, by taking advantage of the delay, we also arrive at 

the design of a special trace-orthonormal full diversity cyclotomic space-time block 

code. For the number of transmitter antenna being equal to 2m, the code can be 

proved to minimize the worst case pair-wise error probability of an ML detector 

for a µ-ary QAM signal constellation and therefore, achieves optimal coding gain. 

Computer simulations show that these codes have bit-error performance advantages 

over currently available codes. 

6.1 Introduction 

To achieve good performance and good transmission rate in MIMO communications, 

Hassibi and Hochwald [37] proposed LD codes in which the transmitted codeword is 

a linear combination of certain weighted matrices. The key to LD code design is that 

the basis matrices are optimized such that the resulting codes maximize the ergodic 

capacity of the LD coded MIMO system. Unfortunately, for the LD codes proposed 

in [37], good error probability performance is not strictly guaranteed. To bridge the 

gap between multiplexing and diversity gains, Heath and Paulraj [39] proposed a LD 

code design using frame theory which typically performs well in terms of both ergodic 

capacity as well as error performance. However, their design still cannot guarantee 

full diversity. 

More recent research [65, 22, 64, 85] based on number theory has shown that it is 

possible to design full rate full diversity (FRFD) linear space-time block codes which 
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are also information lossless (i.e., the ergodic capacity of the space-time coded MIMO 

channel is equal to that of the original MIMO channel). For this type of design, there 

are two important issues: 

1. 	 Design in different layers - The purpose in space-time coding is to transform 

the original information symbols to be transmitted each time by multiplying the 

M symbols by a rotation matrix to generate a code matrix. This code matrix 

may be scaled by a Diophantine number 1/Jn [22] and then further multiplied by 

a circulant matrix to form various layers of transmission. Therefore, the joint 

design of the rotation matrix, the signal constellation, and the Diophantine 

number for an arbitrary number of transmitter antennas and receiver antennas 

becomes an important issue. The rotation matrix in [22, 64] was originated 

from [32], where the number of transmitter antennas is restricted to 2m3n (m 

and n being integers), and the corresponding constellations are limited only to 

PAM or QAM. Recently, Wang [100] et al have obtained a result for cyclotomic 

linear diagonal space-time block code design in which a systematic method 

to jointly design a generating matrix and corresponding constellation set was 

proposed. However, the resulting optimal generating matrix is not unitary, and 

the number of transmitter antennas is limited only to a specific rational integer. 

2. 	 Restriction on the number of transmitters and channel uses - the signal matrix 

in [22, 64] is square, i.e., the number of channel uses T must be equal to the 

number of transmitter antennas. This is particularly restrictive in the case 

when the channel is not known to either the transmitter or the receiver, since, 

under this condition, a non-coherent receiver which needs a non-square space

time code design (e.g. [42]) has to be employed. Several examples of non-square 

coding matrices for non-coherent MIMO systems are given in [46], but how 
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these codes were obtained was not shown. 

In this Chapter, both of the above issues will addressed. We develop a systematic 

and efficient method to jointly design the rotation matrix, the constellation, and the 

Diophantine number for an arbitrary number of transmitter antennas and receiver 

antennas. We also generalize the signal matrix to a rectangular matrix so that the 

severe restriction on the number of channel uses is relaxed. Since there is a large 

number of parameters to be considered for the design (particularly if the numbers of 

transmitter antennas and channel uses are large, and/or the constellation is sizable), 

it will be very much more efficient to confine our consideration to only the possible 

necessary conditions satisfied by a good space-time code so that the parameter space 

can be dramatically reduced. To this end, we first establish the architecture of a good 

LD code from the viewpoints of information theory and detection theory, and then 

focus our design around such structures with the aim of developing a systematic and 

efficient way of finding a good space-time code. 

6.2 Channel model with linear dispersion codes 

Consider a LD code as introduced in Chapter 2 

X(s) = L
K 

Aksk + L
K 

Bks~ (6.1) 
k=l k=l 

wheres denotes a K x 1 transmission symbol vectors= [s1, s2, · · · , sK]T containing 

the K information symbols selected from an alphabet S to be transmitted within the 

T time slots, and Ak and Bk each denotes an M x T matrix. 

At the receiver, the received signal can be written as 

Y=~HX(s)+W (6.2) 
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Y and W denote the N x T received signal and noise matrices, respectively. An 

equivalent model can be established by vectoring both sides of Eq. (6.2) resulting 

vec(Y) = flt 1i (As+ Bs*) + vec(W) (6.3) 

where 1i =Ir® H, and 

A= [vec(A1), vec(A2), · · · , vec(AK)] 

B = [vec(B1), vec(B2), · · · , vec(BK)] 

Combining Eq. (6.3) and its conjugate, and applying a transformation matrix T 

to the combined equation results in a model which involves only real multi-inputs and 

real multi-outputs such that 

(6.4) 

I 1 	 )where 	the unitary transformation matrix is defined as T = ~ J . , the 
( I -JI 

A B 	) _ _
precoder 	matrix is given by :F = , the matrix 1i is defined as 1i = 

( B* A* 
diag(H., 1i*), and [·]re and [·hm denote the real and imaginary parts of a quantity, 

respectively. Eq. (6.4) is useful in the analysis of the detection performance of an LD 

code at the receiver as well as the ergodic capacity of the LD coded channel. 

6.3 	 Good structures for LD codes: Unitary trace-

orthogonality 

In this section, we examine the structure of an LD code used in MIMO communi

cations. From an information-theoretic viewpoint, we found that a good LD code 
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should have an inter-unitary structure, while from a detection error viewpoint, we 

establish that a good LD code should have an intra-unitary structure. We called a 

code having the combined inter-unitary and intra-unitary structure a unitary trace 

orthogonal LD code [109, 110]. 

6.3.1 An Information-theoretic Viewpoint 

In the design of space-time LD codes, it is important that the ergodic capacity of the 

equivalent channel of Eq. (6.4) employing the LD code be made as close as possible to 

that of the original uncoded MIMO channel. Now, the ergodic capacity of the channel 

without space-time coding [92] is given by C = E [logdet(JN + ~ HHH)], whereas, 

for the channel of Eq. (6.4), the corresponding ergodic channel capacity has been 
- -H 

evaluated [37, 39] and is given by Cwc = max AE [log det(12K +-fl 1i:F:FH1i )].
:F 

A code is said to be capacity optimum if it renders the same ergodic capacity of the 

coded channel as that of the original uncoded channel. Now, in obtaining such an 

optimal :F, we have the following assertion: 

Theorem 6.1 Let K = MT (i.e., consider full symbol rate transmission). Then, 

subject to the power constraint: ~~=l tr(AkAf + BkBf) = NIT, :F is capacity

optimal if and only if :F is unitary, or equivalently, the following conditions hold 

tr (AkA~ + Bk'Bf) <5(k - k') (6.5a) 

tr (BkA~ + Bk'Af) 0 (6.5b) 

fork, k' = 1, 2, · · · , K, where <5(k - k') is the Kronecker delta. • 
It must be pointed out here that several authors [81, 39, 37, 55] have noted the 

importance of the above conditions in Eq. (6.5). When a linear STBC was consid

ered, that :F being unitary is both necessary and sufficient for optimal capacity in 
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Theorem 6.1 was shown in [55]. 

6.3.2 A Detection Error Viewpoint 

We now establish a structure of the code necessary to minimize the detection error. 

For the development of the analysis, we assume that ML detection is employed at the 

receiver. 

Given a channel realization H, the probability of transmitting s and deciding in 

favor of s' =/: s by the ML detector is given by 

P (s--+ s'IH) = Q (~), s =/: s' (6.6) 

where Q(z) = (1/v'21f) fz= e-( 
2 
f 2d( and v is the Euclidean distance between the 

received code words 1-l:Fs and 1-l:Fs' which is a function of e = s - s', i.e., 

~ tr [XH (e)HH H X(e)] 


~[vec(H)]H [X*(e)XT(e) ®IN] vec(H) (6.7) 


with the coding matrix X(·) defined in Eq. (6.1). 

To evaluate the probability in Eq. (6.6), we invoke an alternative expression for 

12the Q-function [12], [87], Q(z) = ~ f0 exp (- 28::2 8 ) dB, (z 2:: 0).1r 

Applying this in Eq. (6.6) and taking the average over the Gaussian-distributed 

random vector vec(H), we obtain the average pair-wise error probability at the ML 

detector as 

117r/2 d(} 
p (S --+ s') = - N (6.8) 

7r o <let (IM+ BM~n20 X(e)XH(e)) 

Eq. (6.8) yields an expression of the exact pairwise error probability, which can be 

employed as a design criterion to obtain good space-time codes [91]. In the following, 

we explore the properties of a good code by establishing the lower bound of the worst 
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case pair-wise error probability and then by examining the necessary code structure 

for the lower bound to be reached. 

Let us first define the minimum distance of the constellation S as Vmin(S) = 

min Is - s'I where s be an element of s. The following theorem [110] provides
s,s'ES,sf=s' 

us with an expression on the universal lower bound of the worst case pair-wise error 

probability for any linear dispersion code: 

Theorem 6.2 Let Sre and Sim denote two constellations consisting of, respectively, 

the real and the imaginary parts of the elements in constellation S. If S satisfies the 

following geometrical property, 

(6.9) 


then, for any LD code :F with a power budget tr(:F:FH) :=::; MT, the lower bound of 

the worst case pairwise error probability of the ML detector is given by 

max PF(s---+ s') 2'.: J (pTv!in(S)) (6.10) 
s,s'ESK,sf=s' 8MK 

where J(a) is given by J(a) = ~ f07r
12 (1 + si:2 0rMN dB for a> 0. Furthermore, a 

necessary condition for the lower bound to be achieved is that the pair of matrices, Ak 

and Bk, associated with each individual symbol must satisfy the following conditions 

H H T H H
AkAk + BkBk =KIM, AkBk + BkAk = 0 (6.11) 

• 
Proof. Define M x M coding matrices as F k = Ak +Bk and F K +k = j (Ak - Bk) for 

k = 1, · · · , K. Then, [Af Bf]T = ~T*[Ff F~+k]T where Tis the transformation 

matrix mentioned in the Section 6.2. With this relationship, it is easy to verify that 

the conditions in Eq. (6.11) are equivalent to: 

(6.12) 
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Consider the case when the error is lek'I = llmin(S) and ek = 0, k = 1, 2, · · · , K, k-::/: 

k', the denominator in the integral of Eq. (6.8) can be written as 

<let (l + pX:r-(e)X1j(e))=det(l + pv!in(S)Fk'Ff!,) (6.13)
8M sin2 

{) 8M sin2 
{) 

Using Hardamard's inequality [43] and then employing the relationship between the 

arithmetic mean and the geometrical mean, we have 

<let (l + pv!in(S)Fk1Ff!,)<fi(l + pv!in(S)[Fk'Ff!,]u) 
8M sin2 

{) -l=l 8M sin2 
{) 

pv!in(S)tr(Fk1 F~))M
<1+----~-- (6.14)
- ( 8M2 sin2 {) 

where, respectively, equalities in the first and second parts of Eq. (6.14) hold if and 

only if: 

(i) Fk'Ff!, is a diagonal matrix, and 

(ii) [Fk1Ff!,]u = [Fk1Ff!,]mm, for f, m = 1, 2, · · · , M. 

The upper bound on the right side of Eq. (6.14) is still a function of the design 

parameters Fk'· Now, if in particular, this coding matrix is the one which has been 

allocated the minimum power among all the coding matrices {Fk}, i.e., let F mo be 

the coding matrix such that tr(Fm0F;;0) =min [tr(FkFf)], 1 ::; k ::; 2K, we then 

have 

(6.15) 

where the last part of Eq. (6.15) is due to the power constraint. Equality in (6.15) 

holds if and only if the following condition is satisfied 

for k = 1,2,··· ,2K (6.16) 

Combining Eq. (6.15) with the upper bound on the right side of (6.14) yields 

l + pv!in(S)tr(FmoF~0))M<(l + pTv!in(S) )M (6.17)
( 8M2 sin2 

{) - 8MK sin2 {) 
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for which equality holds if and only if the condition in Eq. (6.16) holds. 

The upper bound in Eq. (6.17) is now independent of the design parameter and is 

therefore the maximum value attainable by det(J + pv?'r,~'iJl:;(2°t;;,0 ) for the coding 

matrix allocated the lowest power. On the other hand, we note that Conditions (i) 

and (ii) above as well as Eq. (6.16) are simultaneously satisfied if 

H T
Fk'Fk' =-IM for k' = 1 2 · · · 2K 	 (6.18)

K 	 ' ' ' 

which, due to the fact that Conditions (i) and (ii) are met, will render the upper bound 

on the right side of Eq. (6.14) attainable for all the coding matrices Fk, k = 1, · · · , 2K. 

As stated before (see Eq. (6.12), these conditions of Eq. (6.18) are equivalent to the 

conditions that AmA~ + BmB~ = fIM and AmB~ + BmA~ = 0. Hence, by 

substituting this upper bound value in Eq. (6.17) into Eq. (6.8), the probability of 

the particular case of error when \em\ = Vmin(S) and ek = 0, k = 1, 2, · · · , K, k =/= m 

is lower bounded by J eT:h~(S)). Therefore, we can conclude that the worst case 

pairwise error probability is bounded by2 

max P:F(s-----+ s') ~ J (pT v~in(S)) 
s,s'ESK,s=fs' 	 SMK 

D 

Theorem 6. 2 establishes from a detection viewpoint that each individual code matrix 

of a good LD code should have an intra-unitary structure. The following comments 

on the result should be noted: 

1. 	 For the lower bound of Eq. (6.10) to be valid, the constellation S has to satisfy 

Eq. (6.9). If the real and imaginary parts have different powers, then, when two 

2We note that a similar lower bound for a linear space-time block code based on the Chernoff 
bound was given in [15]. 
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real symbol errors occur, it will not be possible for us to claim that the worst 

case pair-wise error probability is lower-bounded by the error caused by the two 

corresponding unitary matrices. 

2. 	 The square q-ary QAM satisfies the condition in Eq. (6.9), whereas non-square 

µ-ary QAM and q-ary PSK constellation {exp( 2kq1fj)}%::~ do not. Although the 

constellation for LD codes is limited to satisfy the condition in Eq. (6.9), from 

the proof of Theorem 6.2, we see that in the case of linear STBC, Theorem 6.2 

is true for any constellation. 

3. 	 It can be verified that under the condition of an allowable symbol rate, orthog

onal STBC can achieve the lower bound in Eq. (6.10). In Section 6.6, we will 

design a family of high symbol rate linear STBC achieving this lower bound. 

6.3.3 Unitary Trace-orthogonal LD codes 

Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2 above together suggest that from the information

theoretic and the detection error viewpoints, we should strive for both inter-unitary 

and intra-unitary structures in the design of an LD code. We call the such structures 

of an LD code unitary trace orthogonality [54, 109, 110] which can be formally defined 

as: 

Definition 6.1 Let T 2: M. A sequence of M x T matrices Ak and Bk, k = 

1, 2, · · · , K and K ~ MT, is said to constitute a trace-orthonormal LD code if the 
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following conditions are satisfied, 

AkAf +BkBf 
T 
-IM
K 

(6.19a) 

AkBf +BkAf 0 (6.19b) 

tr (AkAf, + Bk'Bf) MT 6(k- k')
K 

( 6.19c) 

tr (BkAf, + Bk1 Af) 0 (6.19d) 

for k, k' = 1, 2, · · · , K. In particular, when K = MT, it is said to constitute a 

trace-orthonormal LD code of full transmission symbol rate. • 

Remarks: 

1. 	 The conditions for designing complex orthogonal space-time block codes are [1, 

94, 30, 90, 29]: 

AkAf, +Bk'Bf T 6(k - k')IM
K 

BkAf, + Bk1 Af 0 

These conditions do not imply, but are implied by, Eqs. (6.19a), (6.19c) and 

(6.19d). Thus, trace-orthonormal LD codes can be viewed as a generalization 

of complex orthogonal STBC. 

2. 	 The space-time codes in [22, 64] are trace-orthonormal linear STBC. 

3. 	 Eqs. (6.19c) and (6.19d) are equivalent to :F being column-wise orthonormal 

and thus, by Theorem 6.1, a trace-orthonormal full dimension LD code is infor

mation lossless [39,37, 17]. 

4. 	 Eqs. (6.19a) and (6.19b) ensure that the LD code satisfies the necessary condi

tions of being intra-unitary as required in Theorem 6.2. 
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5. 	 The conditions of Eqs. (6.19a) - (6.19d) ensure that the signal transmission 

power for each symbol is evenly allocated, and simultaneously ensure that the 

output interference and noise power of each subchannel after the linear equalizer 

(zero-forcing or minimum mean square error) are evenly distributed if N ~ M 

and K =MT [55,54,61]. 

6.4 Construction of trace orthonormal LD codes 

Since unitary trace orthogonality is desirable for an LD code, in transforming the 

information symbols, we aim to arrive at a code with such a structure. In this section, 

we develop a scheme for the construction of trace-orthonormal LD codes. First, we 

introduce the following definition: 

Definition 6.2 Let T = LM, where L is a positive integer. A 2T x 2T unitary 

matrix V satisfying 

(6.20)v~(:. :.) 
is said to be of V-structure if: 

a) 	 The entries of the T x T matrices 8 and~ satisfy 

L-1 L-1 

'""" 2 '""" 2 1 	 (6.21)L..t j(}(Mn+m),tl + L..t l</J(Mn+m),tl = M 
n=O n=O 

fort= 1,-·· ,T; m = 1,-·· ,M. 

b) 	 The cross terms between 8 and ~ satisfy 

L-1

L (B(Mn+m),t</J(Mn+m),t + B(Mn+m),t</J(Mn+M),t) = 0 (6.22) 
n=O 
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fort = 1, · · · ,T; m = 1, · · · , M, where e(Mn+m),t and ¢(Mn+m),t are the {(Mn+ 

m), t }th elements of E> and <I> respectively. • 
The following is an example for a V-structured matrix: 

Example 6.1 For M = 2, L = 1 and T = 2, a 4 x 4 V-structured matrix can be 

constructed as 

cose cose -j sine j sine 

sine sine j cose -j cos e
V=-1 

V2 jsine -j sine cose cose 

-j cos e j cose sine sine 

cos e cos e) (- j sine
where E> = and <I> = j sine ) It can be verified that 

( sin e sin e j cos e -j cose 

both Eqs. (6.21} and (6.22} are satisfied. • 
That V-structured matrices are closed under the Kronecker product operation and 

that a new V-structured matrix with a larger dimension can be generated from a given 

V-structured matrix with a smaller dimension are stated in the following proposition: 

Proposition 6.1 Let T1 = L1M and T2 = L 2T1 . If V 1 is a 2T1 x 2T1 V-structured 

matrix formed with 8 1 and <1> 1 according to Eq. (6.20} and satisfies Eqs. (6.21} and 

(6. 22), then, for any L2 x L2 unitary matrix U, the following matrix V 2 is a 2T2 x 2T2 

V-structured matrix, 

(6.23) 


• 
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We now present two methods for the systematic construction of such a V-structured 

matrix, which can be easily verified by Definition 6.2 of a V-structured matrix. 

Construction 6.1 Let U denote an M x M unitary matrix with all its elements 

having equal magnitude. Let U(m: n, :) denote a matrix formed by taking row m to 

row n of U, while retaining all its columns. We now form the T x T matrices 8 and 

4> such that 

(6.24) 

where the nonnegative integers Mi and M2 satisfy Mi + M2 = M. Then, the matrix 

V defined by Eq. (6.20) with such 8 and 4> is of V-structure. • 
Construction 6.2 Let 8 and 4> denote a pair of M x M real matrices satisfying 

the conditions i) (}km+ <Pk m = l/M, fork, m = 1, 2, ... , M, ii) eeT + <I><I>T =IM,
' ' 

and iii) 8<I>T + 4»T8 = 0. Then, the matrix V given by 

8 j<I> )V= (6.25)
( -j4> 8 

is a 2M x 2M V-structured matrix. • 
As mentioned in Sections 6.1 and 6.2, different "layers" can be generated by 

multiplying a code matrix by a circulant matrix P so that the appropriate symbols 

of the coded signal vectors can be selected to be transmitted at a given time instant. 

An important property of a circulant matrix is stated in the following lemma which 

will be useful in the ensuing sections: 

Lemma 6.1 For any P x P circulant generator matrix P, the diagonal entries of its 

mth power pm are all zero, i.e., 
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1or m = 0 1 · · · P - 1 and p = 1 2 · · · P
JI ' ' ' ' ' ' • • 
PROOF: First we notice that P can be decomposed as P = Dlj,ADp, where A= 

• j2-rr j2(P-1)-rr . •
diag(l,e----r, ... ,e--P-) and Dp denotes the P x P discrete Founer transform 

matrix. Then, the pth diagonal element of its mth power is given by 

D 

With a V-structured matrix constructed as above, together with different circulant 

matrices to create the different layers of transmission, we are now in a position to 

present the systematic generation of unitary trace-orthogonal LD codes. This method 

applies when the number of time slots T is a multiple of the number of transmitter 

antennas M and the total number of information symbols K is a multiple of the 

number of transmission time slots T. 

Theorem 6.3 Let T = LM, and K = RT with R ~ M. Suppose we have R V-

structured matrices Vr, r = 1, · · · , R, each of dimension 2T x 2T and each of form 

given by Eq. (6.20). 

By taking the t-th column vectors of the component matrices Br and «I>r in Vr, 

we now form the matrices IIt and ~t, each being an alignment of L diagonal sub-

matrices, such that 

Bt,1 Bt,(M+l) Bt,(L-l)M+l 

Ilt 

Bt,M Bt,2M I I Bt,LM 

<l>t,l ef>t,(M+l) I I ef>t,(L-l)M+l 

~t 

ef>t,M ef>t,2M ef>t,LM 
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for r = 1, · · · , R and t = 1, · · · ,T. Let two sequences of matrices Ar,t and Br,t be 

given by 

A fMTpr-1rr B fMTpr-1 A 	 (6.26)r,t =VT M t1 r,t= VT M ~t 

then, the matrix family {Ar,t, Br,t} constitutes a unitary trace-orthogonal LD code 

with a symbol rate R per channel use. • 
The proof of this theorem is shown in Appendix C. It should be noted that Theo

rem 6.3 is applicable to any type of modulated symbol. In the following, an example 

is provided in employing the above theorem to generate a unitary trace-orthogonal 

LD code: 

Example 6.2 Using the V-structured matrix in Example 6.1 and employing Theo

rem 6. 3, we have 

1 ( cos(}
Au = A22 = J2 O 

A 12 = A21 = 	 __!.._ ( O 
J2 cosO 

j (-sinO
Bu= -B22 = J2 O 

j ( 0B12 = -B21 =
J2 -sinO 

It can be seen that the family of matrices {Ar,t, Br,t} constitutes a trace-orthonormal 

LD code with a symbol rate R = 2 per channel use. 
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6.5 	 Design of full diversity LD codes 

In this section, we consider the design of full diversity LD codes using the construction 

of unitary trace-orthongonal LD codes developed in the previous section. We will 

show how the V-structured matrices can be applied to generate full diversity unitary 

trace-orthogonal code. The following fundamentals of algebraic number theory will 

be employed in this section. 

6.5.1 	 Some basic definitions and results in algebraic number 

theory 

For completeness of the exposition, we begin by briefly introducing some definitions 

and results extracted from [8,32,6,66,31, 71, 7], which are the key to the design of full 

diversity LD codes. 

Definition 6.3 (The Euler Function). For a rational positive integer n, i.e., n E 

{1, 2, · · · } , the Euler function cp(n) is defined as the number of all positive rational 

integers that do not exceed n and are prime to n. • 
Lemma 	6.2 The Euler function has the following properties: 

1. cp(l) = 	1; 

2. cp(pa) 	= pa-l (p - 1), where p is prime and a is a positive rational integer; 

3. 	 (Multiplicative Property) If gcd(m, n) = 1 where "gcd" stands for the greatest 

common divisor, i.e., if m and n are relatively prime rational integers, then 

cp(mn) = cp(m)cp(n); 

4. 	 Let m = Il~=l p~k where Pk are prime and ak are positive rational integers. 

Then, cp(m) = mIT~=1 (1- :k). 
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We denote the rational integer ring {O, ±1, ±2, · · · , } by Z, the Gaussian integer 

ring, {a+ jb; a, b E Z} by Z[j], and the Eisentein ring, {a + (3 b; a, b E Z} by Z[(3 ] 

with (n = exp(j 2:). We also denote the corresponding quotient fields by Q, by 

Q(j), i.e., Q(j) = x + jy; x, y E Q, and by Q((3), i.e., Q((3) = x + (3 y; x, y E Q, 

respectively. (Here, we use square brackets for rings and parentheses for fields). 

Definition 6.4 An nth "order" cyclotomic polynomial is defined as 

n-1 

<I>n(x) = (x - (~)II 

k=l,gcd(n,k)=l 

The degree of <I>n(x) is the Euler function {66}, <p(n). Furthermore, Q((n) is called a 

cyclotomic field and its integer ring Z[(n] is called a cyclotomic ring. • 
In the following, we use Tin to collectively denote Z, or Z[j], or Z[(3] and use OC to 

collectively denote their respective quotient fields, Q, Q(j), or Q((3). 

Definition 6.5 (Algebraic Number and Algebraic Integer) A field lL is said to be 

an extension of field OC provided that OC is a subfield of lL. An element e E C is 

said to be algebraic over OC provided that e is a root of some nonzero polynomial 

f(x) = L:=O atXl E IK[x], the ring of polynomials with coefficients in IK, and e is 

not a root of such a polynomial of degree less than d. Such a polynomial is called 

a minimal polynomial. If f(x) can be chosen monic (having the coefficient of the 

highest power term being unity), with coefficients in Tin, the number e is said to be 

integral over Tin. • 
Definition 6.6 (Trace and Norm). Let e be algebraic over OC with a degreed. Let <Jt 

for f = 1, 2 · · · , d be d automorphisms of OC in C that fix OC pointwise (i.e., <Ja = a). 

Then, the trace Tr(O) and the norm Nr(O) of e from OC are defined, respectively, as 

Tr(O) = L:=l <Jt(O) and Nr(O) = rr:=l <Jt(B). • 
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We state the results of the following two lemmas which are presented in [16] 

and [100], respectively and are important to the development of the ensuing materials 

of this chapter. 

Lemma 6.3 Let 0 be the set of elements of lK which are integral over IIn. Then, 0 

is the number ring (subset of integer ring) of lK over IIn and both the trace and norm 

of e E 0 \ {O} belong to IIn \ {O}. As a result, ITr(B)I, Nr(B)I > 1. (Here, 0 \ {O} 

denotes the set 0 minus the element 0). • 
Lemma 6.4 Let P = LJ and Lt = ~iij. Then, all the Lt automorphisms <Yi, 1 ~ 

i ~Lt, of field <Q((p) which fix subfield <Q((L) can be represented by <Yi((p) = (~+P;L 

for 1 ~ i ~ Lt, where .?;, 1 ~ i ~ Lt, are the integers that satisfy 0 = P1 < P2 < 

· · · < PLt ~ J - 1 and 1 + PiL and P are co-prime for 1 ~ i ~ Lt. Furthermore, 

if we let G LJ denote a generating matrix such that [GLJ]mn = { <Ym((f;)hsm,nSLt and 

x = [x1,X2, ... ,XLt]T = GLJS, wheres E zLt[(LL then, the generating matrix GLJ 

is of full diversity over zLt [(LL i.e.) rr~:l Xk -1- 0 for any nonzero symbol vector s 

belonging to Z,Lt [(L]. • 
For a properly fixed positive rational integer Lt, Wang et al [100] optimized Land 

J such that the resulting cyclotomic lattice is as dense as possible. Unfortunately, 

the resulting optimal generating matrix is not unitary and the number of transmitter 

antennas, Lt, is limited to be a specific rational integer. Nonetheless, in this chapter, 

Lemma 6.4 forms the basis of the joint design of a cyclotomic rotation matrix, the 

corresponding constellation and the Diophantine number such that our resulting LD 

code guarantees full diversity. Here, we employ Lemma 6.4 together with the following 

lemma, whose proof is provided in Appendix D: 

Lemma 6.5 Let M = fl~=l p~k, where each Pk is prime and ak 2:: 1. Then, for a 
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positive rational integer P = LM, its Euler number <p( P) = M <p( L) if and only if 

L = L 1 f1~=1 p~k, where each f3k ~ 1 and L 1 is prime to M. • 
Jointly applying Lemma 6.5 and Lemma 6.4 immediately results in the following full 

diversity cyclotomic rotation matrix and a corresponding cyclotomic ring3 
: 

Corollary 6.1 Let M = f1~=1 p~k, where each Pk is prime and ak ~ 1, and let 

P = LM, where L = L 1 f1~= ~k, f3k ~ 1 with L 1 being prime to M. The matrix1 
Ro= DZ.diag(l, (p, · · · , (jf-1

) is unitary and is of full diversity over the cyclotomic 

ring Z[(£]. • 
Proof. Using Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5, where J = M, P = LM (and thus Lt= M due to 

the property of the Euler function in [66,106]), we obtain P;, = i-1fori=1, 2, · · · , M, 

since in this case, 1 + (i - l)L is prime to P. As a result, O"m((p) = (~+(m-l)L and 

hence, R0(P,M) = DZ.diag(l,(p,··· ,(jf-1
). D 

Using Corollary 6.1, for a fixed M, we can choose L as small as possible such that 

1. L = f1~=1 Pk if M =f. 2n for any rational positive integer n; 

2. L = 4 or L = 6, if M = 2n for some rational positive integer n. 

It has been shown [8, 32, 6, 31, 7, 14] that a unitary rotation matrix can be obtained 

for the particular case of M = 2m3n_ Here, we see that we can apply Corollary 6.1 to 

the Gaussian integer ring Z[(4] or the Eisentein integer ring Z[(6] and arrive at the 

same result of a unitary rotation matrix. Hence, we can conclude that Corollary 6.1 

is a generalization of the available result for the particular case of M = 2m3n. 
3Corollary 6.1 appears similar to the proposition given in [65]. However, Corollary 6.1 not only 

shows the existence of, but also provides us with an explicit and flexible choice of the cyclotomic 
ring from which the transmitted symbols should be selected. In addition, along with Lemma 6.4, 
Corollary 1 provides an explicit and flexible choice of the Diophantine number. The latter remark 
can be further seen in Theorem 6.4. 
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6.5.2 Design of full diversity LD codes 

We are now in a position to design a full diversity unitary trace-orthogonal LD code. 

First, the following result of matrix theory [43] is introduced to proceed with the 

design: 

Lemma 6.6 For M x M nonnegative definite matrices !11 and !12 

For !11 being positive definite, equality in (6.27) holds if and only if !12 = 0. • 

The main result for the design of a full diversity code is presented as follows: 

Theorem 6.4 Let K = RT with T = ML and 0 < R :::; M. Also, let M 

fl~=1 q~m fl~:::1 P~k, R = fl~=l qt';: rr:~1 :/ft and L = Lo fl1=1q;;; fl~:::1 Pkk rr:~1 P/, 
where qm, Pk and Pe are primes, ak, f3e, /i, Pe 2 1 and Lo is prime to both M and R. 

If we choose the V-structured matrices in Theorem 6. 3 as follows: 

(6.28a) 

(6.28b) 

for r = 1, · · · , R, where M1 + M2 = M, M1 , M2 2 0, U is an arbitrarily given L x L 
unitary matrix and Ro is the unitary rotation matrix defined in Corollary 6.1, then, 

the resulting signal matrix X (s) provides full diversity over any constellation carved 

from zK[(L] with a symbol transmission rate R symbols per channel use. • 
The proof of Theorem 6.4 is provided in Appendix E. 

Remarks on Theorem 6.4: 
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1. 	 When M2 = 0, the resulting code reduces to a full diversity linear space-time 

block code [22, 64]. 

2. 	 (~"R~2 in Eq. (6.28) scales the rotation matrix and is thus a Diophantine number. 

Therefore, Theorem 6.4 not only provides a unified framework to systematically 

design a full diversity cyclotomic LD code at any symbol transmission rate less 

than or equal to the number of transmitter antennas, but also provides a method 

to properly select the rotation matrices and the corresponding Diophantine 

number. 

3. 	 Different V-structured matrices result in different coding matrices X (s) and 

hence, different coding gains. How to choose a V-structured matrix such that the 

resulting coding signal matrix has a good coding gain is still an open problem. 

4. 	 If R = M, our resulting LD code is information lossless and provides full rate 

and full diversity. The case of N < M will be considered in the following 

section. 

6.6 	 Design of full diversity linear space-time block 

codes for N < M 

The design of LD codes provided in the previous section requires the number of 

receiver antennas to be larger than or equal to the number of transmitter antennas 

to maintain full rate and full diversity. In this section, we examine the design of 

linear space-time block codes for N < M. We propose the unitary trace-orthogonal 

linear cyclotomic space-time block codes by taking advantage of the delay. The symbol 

rate here equals N symbols per channel use. In particular, when the number of the 

transmitter antennas is equal to 2m, we show that our proposed code minimizes the 
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worst case pair-wise error probability of the ML detector for an µ-ary QAM signal; 

i.e., the optimal coding gain is achieved. The conditions and results of the design are 

stated in the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.5 Let M = fI~=i p~k, L =Li fI~=i p~k, where each Pk is prime, ak, f3k 2 

1 and Li is prime to M. Also, let gcd(M, N) = D, K = NT, T = M£1 and 

T2 = Np with Ti r(~-=-ikDl. If we let Rm = [diag(Ro[:, m]), OMx(T-M)] for 

m = 1, 2, · · · , M, where R 0 [:, m] denotes the m-th column vector of matrix Ro = 

DMdiag(l, (p, · · · , (:;1-i) defined in Corollary 6.1 of the previous section, and At,m = 

{¥RmP~i fort = 1, 2, · · · , T2 , where Pr is a T x T circulant matrix, then we 

have the following three statements: 

1. 	 The matrix family {At,m} constitutes a unitary trace-orthogonal linear triangu

lar space-time block code with a symbol rate N per channel use. 

2. 	 The resulting coding signal matrix provides full diversity over any constellation 

carved from a cyclotomic ring Z[(L]. 

3. 	 In particular, when the number of transmitter antennas is equal to 2m, the so 

designed code minimizes the worst case pair-wise error probability for µ-ary 

QAM; i.e., 

A= arg min max P:F(s --ts') 
tr(:F:FH) 5_K s,s' ESK ,so/=s' 

min max P:F( s --t s') = J 2p vmin ) 
(tr(:F:FH)5_K s,s'ESK,soj=s' 	 8MN 

• 
Proof. 

1) The proof of Statement 1 follows that of Theorem 6.3. 

2) For Statement 2, it suffices to prove that the code matrix X(e)XH (e) is invertible 
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for any nonzero vector e E zK[(L], where e = s - s'. Since e =/= 0, there exists some 

layer i for 1 :::;: i :::;: T2 such that ei = [eM(i-1)+1 eM(i-1)+2 · · · eM(i-l}+MV =/= 0. By 

code construction, we can always assume that Xi = V ei is located in the diagonal 

line of the triangular submatrix, say, X 1(e), consisting of the first M columns of the 

signal coding matrix X (e). If this is not the case, then we permute the column or row 

of X (e) to obtain this placement. This permutation does not change the determinant 

of X(e)XH (e). In other words, without loss of generality, we can always assume that 

X(e) can be written as X(e) = [X1(e): X 2(e)] where X 1(e) is a triangular matrix 

with non-zero diagonal entries [X1(e)]k = ai(k) =/= 0 fork= 1,2,-·· ,M. Together 

with this structure as well as Lemma 6.6 in the previous section, we obtain 

det(X(e)XH (e)) = det(X1(e)Xf(e)+X2(e)Xf(e)) 

~ det(X1(e)Xf (e))+det(X2(e)Xf (e)) 

~ det(X1(e)Xf(e)) 
M

=II 1ai(k)J2 > o (6.29) 
k=l 

where equality in both inequalities holds iff X 2(e) = 0. This completes the proof of 

Statement 2. 

3) We now prove Statement 3. Let us first establish an upper bound of the worst 

case pair-wise error probability for this code. To that end we apply Minkowski's 

inequality [43, p.482] which states that if !l1 and !l2 are both M x M positive definite 

matrices, then, 

(6.30) 

where equality holds if and only if 0 2 = c!l1 for some constant c. Now, putting !l1 = 

IM and 0 2 = X(e)XH(e) in Eq. (6.30) and applying Eq. (6.29) and Lemma 6.3, we 
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obtain, for any nonzero vector e and nonzero e in the interval [O, 7r /2], 

det (1M + ~ X(e)XH(e))l/M
8Msm2 e 

2:1+ ~ det(X(e)XH(e))l/M28Msm e 
> 

1 
+ p\Nr(ei)\ 2

/M 

- 8MN sin2 e 
Pv2 

> 1 + min (6.31)
- 8MN sin2 e 

Here, the first equality holds iff X (e )XH (e) is a scaled identity matrix and the second 

equality holds iff X 2 (e) = 0. Therefore, both equalities hold iff sands' are neighbor 

points, i.e., l!s-s'I! = Vmin· We conclude from this that det (IM+ SMsin2 8 X(e)XH(e)) 2: 

( 1 + 8,:;~J~2 8 ) M which results in 

(6.32) 


where the equality holds iff !Is - s'll = Vmin· Combining (6.32) with Theorem 6.2 in 

Section 6.3B yields 

pv2. )
min max P:F(s-+ s') = J ~ (tr(:FH :F)::,_K s,s'ESK 8MN 

sofas' 

This completes the proof of Statements 3 and hence, Theorem 6.5. D 

6. 7 Design examples and simulations 

In this section, we present some examples of unitary trace-orthogonal space-time 

code designs and examine their performance in comparison to other codes available 

in literature. 

Example 1: In this example, we consider a MIMO system having two transmitter 
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antennas and two receiver antennas. We design an information lossless full rate full 

diversity linear dispersion code over Gaussian integer ring Z[i]. A coded signal matrix 

is given by X(s) = ~ ( Xu, x
12 

) where 
X21, X22 

Xu= (81 + 82) Cose+ (82 - 8i) sine, X12 = e.if ((83 + 84) sine+ (8,4 - 83) Cose), 

X21 = e 
1
: ((83 + 84) cose + (83 - 8,4) sine), and X22 = (81 +82) sine+(8i-82) cose. 

Thus, we have 

2 det(X(e)) = (81+82)2 - (8i - 82)2 sinW 
2 

+(81+82)(8~ - 8~)cosW 

(83 + 84)
2 

- (83 - 8,4)2 . . 
- JSlll 20 

2 

-(83 + 84)(8; - 8:)j cos W 

Now choosing sin W = Jg and cos W = Jg, we have 

4 v'sdet(X(e)) = (81+82+2(8t-82))2-5(8i-82)2-j ((83 + 84 + 2(83 - 8,4))2 - 5(83 - 8,4)2). 
2 2 2Let S1 = (81 + 82 + 2(8i - s2)) , S2 = (si - s2) , S3 = (s3 + s4 + 2(83 - s,4)) and 

2S4 = (s3 - s,4) , then, 4 v'sdet(X(e)) = Si - 5Si - j (Sj - 5Sl) = (Si - jSj) 

5(Si - jSl). It can be easily verified by checking the remainders of 5 dividing Sf that 

det(X(e)) = 0 iff e = 0. On the other hand, since ((Si - jSj) - 5(Si - jSl)) 

((Si - Si) - j(Sj - Sl)) is divisible by 4, while both Si - Si and Sj - Sl are 

divisible by 4, we conclude that 4 J5 det(X(e)) is divisible by 4. As a result, 

14 v'sdet(X(e))I 2:: 4, which4 implies ldet(X(e))I 2:: Jg. Fig. 6.1 shows that the 

error performance comparison of our code with those proposed in [1, 17, 107, 5). 

Example 2: For three transmitter antennas and three receiver antennas, we can 

directly apply Theorem 6.4 to design an information lossless full rate full diversity 

linear space-time block code. In this case, the determinant of a signal matrix is 

4More recently, Dayal and Varanasi [19], Belfiore, Rekaya and Viterbo [5] constructed a linear 
space-time block code that has the same coding gain with a non-vanishing determinant. 
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, ______M_=N_=_T=_2_,R~=-4_bit_s_pe_r_ch_a_nn-•l_u_se_____~ 
10 

10-' · · Alamouti's code 
,...._ Hasslbl and Hochwald's code 
- - Daman, Tewflk and Belfiore's code 
-¢- Yao and Wornell's code 
- Our new code 

1o~L'======="""============'---~---~-l__I 
15 200 10 

SNR(dB] 

Figure 6.1: The error performance comparison of our new code with the current 

available codes in [1,37, 17, 107]. 
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w 

iD 

t 
~ 10-3 

M=N=3, R=6 bits per channel use 

10 11 

o Ma and Giannakis's code 
_.,. Heath and Paulraj's code 
+ Gama! and Damen's code 
- Our code 

12 13 14 
SNR(dBJ 

Figure 6.2: The error performance comparison of our new code with the current 

available codes in [39, 22, 64]. 
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simple to evaluate. Thus, we can first take care of the coefficients of the expan

sion of its determinant and then apply Theorem 6.3, where the V-structured ma

trices are chosen as V 1 = Dfjdiag (1, (9, (~), V 2 = ( 27P 3Dfdiag (1, (9, (~), V 3 

(i7P~Dfjdiag (1, (9, (~). The resulting coding signal matrix is 

X(s) = (21823 812 

(i1832 (21821 

where sk = [3k1,8k2,3dT = Dfdiag(l,(9,(~)sk with Sk = [s3k-2,S3k-1,S3kf for 

k = 1, 2, 3. Its determinant is given by 

det(:E(s)) = 811812813 + (9821822823 + (~831832833 

-811821831 - 812822832 - 813823833 

where fh = S3k-2 + S3k-1(9 + S3k(~ fork= 1, 2, 3. Since Sk E Z3[(3], by Lemma 6.3, 

both the norm Nr(sk) and the trace Tr(sk) belong to the Eisentein ring Z[(3] for k = 

1, 2, 3. By Lemma 6.4, {1, (9, (g} is independent over the Eisentein cyclotomic ring 

Z[(3]. Therefore, det(X(s)) is nonzero over any constellation carved from Z9[(3] \ 0, 

and hence, X (s) provides full rate full diversity without information loss over any 

constellation carved from Z[(3]. Such designed code has the Diophantine number 

with a smaller degree than that constructed by directly using Theorem 6.4. An error 

performance comparison of our code with those in [39, 22, 64] is shown in Fig 6.2. It 

can be seen that the performance of our code is slightly better than those in [22, 64]. 

This is because the choice of the full diversity rotation matrix and the Diophantine 

number affects performances. However, it is difficult to determine the choice of the 

rotation matrices and the Diophantine numbers to yield better performance. 
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g 

M=3, N=2, T =6, R=4 bits per channel 
10-'r--~~~-~---,==========;i 

-o- Gamal and Damen's code 
- Our new code 
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UJ -4

ill 10 

t 
10-5 
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10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

SNR [dB] 

Figure 6.3: Comparison of our code with the code in [22]. 
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of our code with the code in [64]. 
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Example 3: For a MIMO system having three transmitter antennas and two re

ceiver antennas, we design a full diversity linear space-time block code with a symbol 

rate being equal to two symbols per channel use. The code is shown as follows 

Xu 0 

X(s) = J2 
2 

where 

1 1 1 

1 (3 (j 

1 (j (j 

for i = 1,2,3,4. It can be shown that det(X(e)XH(e)) =J. 0 for any constellation 

carved from Z[(3] \ 0. An error performance comparison of our code with that in [22] 

is provided in Fig 6.3, where it can be observed that the performance of our code is 

better. This is obtained with a longer decoding delay. 

Example 4: In this example, we compare our code with the code presented in [64] for 

a MIMO system having four transmitter antennas and four receiver antennas. Both 

codes employ the same rotation matrix in each layer, however, the proposed code 

adopts the Diophantine number according to Theorem 6.4, which is different from 

that in [64]. Simulation results are shown in Fig. 6.4. 

6.8 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we examine the design of LD space-time codes applied to a MIMO 

communication system from both the information-theoretic and detection error view

points. We arrive at the conclusion that a good LD code should have a unitary 
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and trace-orthogonal structure. This desirable structure has prompted us to come 

up with a method to construct such a code family by the way of the V-structured 

matrix. Furthermore, by applying cyclotomic field theory, we have developed a sys

tematic method to jointly design the rotation matrix, the Diophantine number and 

constellation. This has led us to arrive at an efficient design of full diversity rectan

gular LD code at a symbol transmission rate less than or equal to the number of the 

transmitter antennas. In particular, when the number of the transmitter antennas 

is M = 2m, and the number of the receiver antennas is less than M, we proposed a 

linear space-time block code design that minimizes the worst case average pair-wise 

error probability of the ML detector for a QAM signal. As a result, this code achieves 

the optimal coding gain. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Work 

7.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis, the design of STBCs for MIMO communication systems has been 

addressed. More specifically, a family of unitary trace-orthogonal codes has been 

considered and its performance in a variety of communication applications has been 

analyzed. In particular, codes from this family were shown to be optimal in a number 

of senses. 

The combination of unitary and trace-orthogonal structures was first proposed as 

the optimal structure for a full rate STBC to achieve the minimum detection error 

probability for a linear receiver when the MIMO system has N 2:: M as reviewed in 

Chapter 2. In [61, 55], the unitary trace-orthogonal condition was proved to be both 

necessary and sufficient for optimality. Furthermore, when the communication system 

is studied from information theory point of view, trace-orthogonality was proved [55] 

to be the condition for a STBC to be information lossless. 

For a MISO communication system, a general criterion for designing full diversity 

STBCs for a linear receiver was presented in Chapter 3. Also in this chapter, a 
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member from the unitary trace-orthogonal family, the Toeplitz code was proposed 

as the first non-orthogonal full diversity code for linear receivers. The proposed 

code is superior to orthogonal STBC in that its symbol transmission data rate is 

higher than orthogonal code (for M 2 3) and can asymptotically approach unity. 

In addition, the proposed Toeplitz STBC was proved to asymptotically approach the 

optimal diversity v.s. multiplexing tradeoff curve with the use of square QAM signals. 

When applied to a system having correlated channel fading coefficients, the structure 

of the Toeplitz code enables an efficient computation of the optimal beamforming 

matrix that minimizes the detection error. This is realized by transforming the direct 

formulation of the design problem into a convex optimization problem. 

For a general MIMO system with N 2 M, a linear receiver cannot extract full 

diversity. Since a linear receiver achieves its minimum detection error with the use 

of the unitary trace-orthogonal code, the associated diversity gain is therefore the 

maximum achievable diversity gain for a linear receiver. By analyzing the expression 

of the error probability, this maximum diversity gain was shown to be equal to N 

M + 1 in Chapter 4. This result provides a theoretical measure of the performance 

gap between the optimal ML receiver and the simple linear receiver. 

To improve the performance of a linear receiver, a multiple block transmission 

scheme was studied in Chapter 4. In that scheme, the signal symbols are coded so 

that they span several (block) channel realizations, and as such, it enjoys more degrees 

of freedom than a conventional signal block scheme. However, the application of an 

ML detector to this system incurs an extremely high computational cost. On the 

other hand, a linear receiver can be applied here for its simplicity. By minimizing the 

detection error probability of a linear receiver applied with a multiple block scheme, 

the optimal full rate code was derived in Chapter 4. The optimal code is a multi

block version of the unitary trace-orthogonal code. Additionally, it was proved in 
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Chapter 4 that the achieved minimum error probability is an decreasing function of 

L, the number of blocks that a code spans. Further studies showed that the diversity 

gain grows with L. The analysis in Chapter 4 also showed that the special structure 

of the multi-block unitary trace-orthogonal code reduces the detection complexity to 

the same order as that for single block transmission. Hence, a low cost linear receiver 

and a multi-block transmission scheme may outperform an ML detector with single 

block transmission. The compromise here is the increased decoding delay. 

By relaxing the code from the constraint of full symbol rate transmission, a multi

block transmission scheme specially designed for a linear receiver was proposed in 

Chapter 5. Noticing that the diversity gain for a linear receiver is increasing with 

N - M, the proposed scheme therefore constructs a "tall" (N > M) equivalent 

channel matrix. It was proved in Chapter 5 that the proposed system has significantly 

improved diversity gain than the single block or multi-block systems with full symbol 

rate. Since the equivalent channel matrix maintains the same number of columns as 

the single block channel, the detection complexity remains almost the same as that 

of the single block case. 

All the above-mentioned work was focused on the application of the unitary trace

orthogonal structure to linear STBCs and linear receivers. In fact, the structure 

can also be extended to more general codes (e.g., linear dispersion codes), and to 

more complicated detectors, e.g., ML detectors. When LD codes were considered in 

Chapter 6, the unitary trace-orthogonal structure was also shown to be the optimum 

from points of view of both information theory (information lossless) and detection 

error probability. For a MIMO system having an ML detector, a properly designed 

STBC is able to extract full diversity. However, designing such codes is generally 

complicated due to the existence of a huge number of design parameters. In Chapter 6, 

by constraining the code to be unitary trace-orthogonal code, the number of unknown 
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parameters was reduced. As a result, a systematic method in generating full diversity 

ML code was presented. 

7.2 Future Work 

The best STBC for ML detection: In designing STBC with the aim of minimizing the 

detection error probability for an ML detector, there are two gains to be optimized: 

diversity gain and coding gain. The maximum diversity gain equals MN and it has 

been achieved by numerous STBCs. The coding gain (for ML detectors) is associated 

with the determinant of the STBCs. Fruitful results have been presented in designing 

a STBC with non-vanishing determinant. However, the best achievable coding gain is 

still unknown. For example, when the signals are chosen from a constellation having 

integer points, e.g., QAM constellations, the minimum distance is equal to one. For 

such a constellation, does there exist a full diversity code that enables the minimum 

determinant to be equal to 1? If it exists, it is the best code. 

The best communication strategy for linear receivers: In this thesis, the optimal 

full rate STBC was designed for linear receivers with the optimality proved to be 

both necessary and sufficient in minimizing the detection error probability. Further, 

when the system has a full rate transmission, the maximum achievable diversity gain 

by a linear receiver was analyzed. On the other hand in Chapter 5, the full rate con

straint was relaxed, and a much more reliable transmission scheme for linear receivers 

was proposed. This leads to the following question: What is the best transmission 

scheme for a linear receiver? The answer to this question is strongly influenced by 

the fact that due to its simplicity, a linear receiver cannot take advantage of the full 

degrees of freedom offered by a MIMO system .. This is the key factor in understand

ing the improved system performance obtained by relaxing the full rate constraint. 
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More importantly, does there exist a fundamental tradeoff for linear receivers that is 

analogous to the diversity v.s. multiplexing gain tradeoff for optimal receivers? 

Code design for Ricean fading channels: The channel conditions studied in this 

thesis are assumed to be Rayleigh fading. However in general scenarios, the channel 

mean may not be perfectly zero, and this renders a Ricean fading model. Recently, 

emerging research [44,67,68,99,69,97,45,2, 70] has been carried out for such a model. 

Due to the complicated mathematical formulations, the code design problems for this 

model are hard to dealt with. In [59], two problems for Ricean fading channels have 

been considered: i) the optimal input covariance that achieves the ergodic channel 

capacity, and ii) the optimal beamforming that minimizes the MSE at the output of a 

linear MMSE equalizer. For both problems, the conditions in achieving the optimality 

have been proposed and proved. However, these conditions are expressed in the form 

of the expectation over complicated random functions, which can not be easily applied 

in obtaining the optimal parameters. Furthermore, obtaining the expected values 

of these functions is mathematically intractable. In [59], the close approximations 

for both functions have been presented by employing Taylor series expansion, which 

enables a fast computation of the design parameters numerically. However, the closed 

form solutions to the original problems are still unknown. These solutions could be 

obtained by analyzing and simplifying the optimal conditions proposed in [59] to 

reduce the complexity in evaluating the expectations. 
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Appendix A 

Proof of Theorem 4.2 

Substituting the PDF of the eigenvalues in Eq. ( 4.5) into the RHS of Eq. ( 4.8) and 

denoting it by ry(p), we have 

The proof of the theorem requires successively integrating Eq. (A.1) by parts. In the 

following, we examine the result of each stage of integration by parts and select the 

non-zero term which has the lowest order of p-1
. To proceed, we first introduce the 

following function sequences to simplify the notation. For 1 ::; m ::; M, we define 

(A.2a) 

2
( 
_____M_/_----~1 + (M - m + 1),\m) (A.2b) 
µm-1 + (M - m + 1) (1 + -f:I,\m)

m-1 
A~-M)(M-m+l) II (Ai - Am)2(M-m+l) with 81 = ,\iN-M)M (A.2c) 

i=l 
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From Eq. (A.2b), we have ¢/m(Am) = (( ( p(M-)+l)/2 )2 + (M - m + 1)),
µm-1 1+f:7..\m +(M-m+l) 

where ( · )' denotes the first derivative w.r. t. Am. Since <P'm is also a function of other 

eigenvalues Ai, i :::; m, we define 

'l/Jmi(Ai) = p(M - m + l)/2 + (M - m + 1), for i :::; m (A.3) 
(µi-1 (1 + -f:t,\i) + (M - i + 1)) 2 

Since the lower limit of integration is Am = 0, we examine the values of <Pm and 

<P'm at this limit. From Eq. (A.2b), we have <Pmlo = Cm-d-7LLm+l)). Now, the 

eigenvalues are ordered by strict inequality such that A1 > A2 > · · · > AM. Therefore, 

for i < m, Ai is finite and at high SNR, (1 + -f:tAi)-1 is negligible with respect to 1. 

Hence, µm-11..\m=O ~ 0 and therefore we have exp (-<Pm) lo= exp (- M~~2+1) + o(l). 

Similarly, (<P'm)-1 l..\m=O = 2(M -m+ l)p-1 +o(p-1
) for a finite number of transmitter 

antennas. 

To evaluate Eq. (A.1), we use "integration by parts" such that for general functions 

<I> and e of A, 

(A.4) 


6. 	 - 7
e-<I> elA2 d I 6. JA2 

1 
-<I> {) ( 1 e) d'where A = - an = A e a..\ <I>' - /\. The proof of the theorem now 

A1 

follows the procedure as outlined below: 

a) 	N - M = 0: Let JM1 denote the inner-most integral in Eq. (A.1). Integrating JM1 

by parts we have, 
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the difference of the two terms obtained by substituting the upper and lower limits. 

For the upper limit AM= AM-1, eM always contains the factor (AM-1 -AM-1) and 

is therefore zero. For the lower limit AM = 0, eM contains the factor Ax:-M) I . 
AM=O 

If N - M = 0, since 0° = 1, then we have BM' = Il~~ 1 
AT. Substituting 

AM=O 

e-<PMI and <P'.w(AM)I ' we have AM1 = ~exp (-1;1) rr~~l AT+ o(p-1).
AM=O AM=O 	 p 

Further integration w.r.t. AM-l, · · · , A1 will not increase the order of p-1 in this 

term and thus this contains the lowest order of p-1. If (N-M) =/= 0, then AM1 = 0 

and we have to examine I M 2. 

b) 	 (N-M) > 0: In this case, for Eq. (A.5), AM1 = 0 and we examine IM2· Integrating 

IM2 by parts, 

(A.6) 

where 

>-M-1 

(A.7a) 

(A.7b) 

The last step of Eq. (A.7a) is obtained by observing that the first term is zero for 

both limits, since eMI = eMI = o. Now, 
0 >-M-1 

M-1 
e:w/:M-1 = -(N - M)Ax:-M-1>/o II A; (A.8) 

i=l 

where this result is due to the fact that the other terms of the differential all vanish 
,\M-1

after the limits are substituted, i.e., B'.w is only non-zero in the limit AM ---+ 0.l0 
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Thus, using Eq. (A.8) in Eq. (A.7a), we have 

AM2 = G)' exp (-~) (N - M) [,\~-M-l)lo fi\;] + o(p-2
) (A.9) 

2which contains (p-1
) . Similar to the case of AM1 , if N - M - 1 = 0, then AM2 

contains the lowest order of p-1
. Further integration w.r.t. )q, · · · , >.M-l will not 

change the order of p-1 . However, if N - M -1 > 0, then AM2 = 0 and we have 

to integrate IM3 in Eq. (A.7b) by parts, i.e., 

IM3 = AM3 + IM4 

where 

where Eq. (A.lOa) is obtained by observing that both ()Mand ()Mare equal to zero 

at the upper and lower limits under the condition N - M - 1 > 0. Now, 

eMlo = 
AM-1 

[(N-M)(N-M-l)A~-M-Z)loTI' Ai]+ [2,\~~lM) TI(A, - ,\M_i)'] (A.11) 

Eq. (A.11) is the result after the limits have been substituted into the second 

derivative. Here, ()M lo consists of two terms. If N - M - 2 = 0, then the first 
AM-1 

term is independent of p. From Eq. (A.lOa), the factor (e-<l>M(o) /(</>M(0))3 ), which 

contains the factor (p-1)3, is independent of >.M-l or any other eigenvalues and 

the order of p-1 will not increase upon further integration w.r.t. AM-l, · · · , >. 1 . 

Hence, this is the lowest order of p-1 . On the other hand, if N - M - 2 > 0, the 

first term in Eq. (A.11) is zero. Now, we can obtain the lowest order term in two 

different ways: 
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i) Consider JM4 of Eq. (A.lOb) and perform integration by parts. Here, we focus 

on reducing the power index of A~-M-2 to zero so that the integration has 

non-zero result at AM = 0. The order of p-1 will not increase upon further 

integration w.r.t. the other eigenvalues. 

ii) 	 When the upper limit AM= AM-l is substituted, the second term in Eq. (A.11) 

is non-zero. Putting this term back in Eq. (A.lOa), together with the factor 

[e-4>111 /(¢~)3J/.x111 =.X 111 _ which is a function of p and AM-l, this whole quan1 
tity of AM3 has to be further integrated w.r.t. AM-l, · · · , A1 , and therefore 

increasing the order of p-1 . 

Thus, the problem of seeking the lowest order of p-1 has been reduced to the 

following questions. Is it the terms in Step i) for which, in integrating JM4 by 

parts, the index of AM / is reduced to zero after differentiation w.r.t. AM? Or is it 
0 

the term in Step ii) which yields the term involving the lowest order of p-1 after 

all the integrations w.r.t. AM-l, · · · , A1? We will examine the questions in parts 

c) and d) below. 

c) 	 The order of p-1 by Step i): The first integration of JM1 in Eq. (A.5) yields 

(¢~ )-1 together with eM which involves no reduction in the index. The sec

ond integration I M2 yields ( ¢~)-2 together with e~ and reduces the index by 

1. 	 Thus, to reduce the index of AM/ from (N - M) to zero, we need to dif
0 

ferentiate the function eM (N - M) times. This yields ( ¢~ )-(N-M+l), which 

contains the SNR term p-(N-M+l). The non-zero component of the integration 

is [(N - M)!(2/p)N-M+le-41- f1~~1 AT], which is independent of AM· Substituting 

this non-zero term into Eq. (A.1), we obtain the term in 77(p) containing the lowest 
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order of p-1, namely 

a(M N)exp(-M-1) (2)N-M+l ro ('1
Ao= (N - M)! ' 2 2 p lo d)q lo d>.2 ... 

>. 2 ( M-1 ) M-1 M-11M- exp - ~Ai g>.f-M+2 g(>.i - Aj)2d>.M-1 (A.12) 

where a(M, N) was defined in Eq. (4.5). Observe that the integration in Eq. (A.12) 

1will not increase the order of p- . Now, multiplying both the numerator and 

denominator of Eq. (A.12) by a(M - 1, N + 1), we can write 

a(M N)exp(-M-1) (2)(N-M+lt 	 100 1>.1
A0=(N - M)! ' 2 

- a(M - 1, N + 1) d>.1 d>.2· · · 
2a(M - 1, N + 1) p o o 

>. ( M-1 ) M-1 M-1 }·1M-2 exp - L )..i 11 >.f-M+2 n(>.i - >.j)2d)..M-1 (A.13a) 
0 i=l i=l •<J 


= (N - M)!a(M, N) exp(-¥) 2N-M p-(N-M+l) 
 (A.13b)
a(M -1,N + 1) 

The last step in Eq. (A.13b) is obtained by observing that the integrand inside 

the braces of Eq. (A.13a) is the same PDF as Eq. (4.5), and thus its integration 

1results in unity. From Eq. (A.13b), we observe that for high SNR the order of p

is given by 

di =N -M + 1 (A.14) 

This is thus the lowest order of p-1 contained in the term obtained when the lower 

limit AM = 0 is substituted. 

d) 	 The order of p-1 obtained by Step ii): Putting the second term of Eq. (A.11) into 

Eq. (A.lOa) and then the result into Eq. (A.l), and taking the terms involving 

>.1, · · · , >.M_2 outside, the integral w.r.t. >.M-l is 

i
>.M-2 e-rPM-1 

J(M-1)1 = 2 (1/J (>. ))3 OM-1 d)..M-1 (A.15) 
O M(M-1) M-1 
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where </>M-l and eM-l have been defined in a general form in Eqs. (A.2b) and 

(A.2c), respectively. We note that the indices of the factors AM-l and (A.i -A.M-l) 

in eM-l have increased by one extra fold and by 2, respectively, in comparison to 

the corresponding indices in BM. Eq. (A.15) has a similar structure to Eq. (A.5), 

and hence integrating Eq. (A.15) by parts follows a similar pattern, i.e., 

J(M-1)1 = 2(A(M-1)1 + J(M-1)2) (A.16) 

-exp(-ef>M-1) IAM-2
where A(M-l)l eM 1(1fiM(M-1)(AM-1)) 3 q\~-1 - O 

1 

fAM-2 -q\M 1( lh.1 - 1 ) d' D t h t fand I(M-1)2 =Jo e - (Vi (:>.. ))3ef>' /\Af-1· ue o t e proper y o 
M(M-1) M-1 M-1 

eM_ 1 /~M-2 = 0, we only have to examine the effect of J(M-l)2 on the index of p-1. 

Again, applying integration by parts of Eq. (A.4) to J(M-l)2, we have 

J(M-1)2 = A(M-1)2 + J(M-1)3 (A.17) 

e-¢M-l ( 1 )' IAM-2where A(M-l)2=--q1-, - (Vi (:>.. ))3ql' eM-l and 

I 
- fAM-2 -q\A:~l( 1 M((M-1) M-1 1 M-1 e o )')'d' Th t A 

(M-1)3- Jio e -;:;---- (.1. (:>.. ))3"'' M-1 /\Af-1· e erm (M-1)2
'i-'M-1 'l-'M(M-1) M-1 'i-'M-1 

is zero since e~_ contains the term 4A.~~~M)(A.M_2 -A.M_ 1 ) 3 which yields zero at1 
either limit of 0 or AM_2. A non-zero result is obtained from J(M-l)3 at the limit 

of AM-l = AM_2 by having three more steps of integration by parts on J(M-l)3, 

each involving the differentiation of (A.M_2 - AM_1)3 and resulting in the power 

index being reduced to zero. This non-zero term is given by 

2 · 4!e-4>M- 2 BM-2 
(A.18) 

Further integration of Eq. (A.18) w.r.t. AM-2 , • • · , A.1 repeats the same procedure 

as in Eq. (A.15) and reveals similar structures, i.e., each time the factors in the 

denominator increases by (</>~) 2(M-m+l)+l and the subscript of g reduces by 1. 

Continuing the procedure until the integration w.r. t. A.1, we have, 

00 (rr~~1 (2i)!) e-4>1(>..1) 
(A.19)11=1 B1 dA.1 

0 (1/JM1(A.1))3(1/J(M-1)1(A.1)) 5 ···1/J21(A.1)2(M-l)+l 
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where, from Eqs. (A.2b) and (A.2c), </>i(-\i) = G+ (2*1 + M) -\i) and 8i = 

AlN-M)M. We note that e-<Pi(.Xi) 1.xi=oo = 0, and the non-zero result of integrat

ing Ii comes only from the lower limit Ai = 0. Again, this term is arrived at by 

repeated integration by parts until the index of the term AlN-M)M in 8i reaches 

0. 	 The resulting non-zero term with minimum steps of integration by parts is 

Now, we can evaluate the power index of p-i in Eq. (A.20). We observe that each 

'l/J or</>' contains p (unity power index). Thus, ignoring the constant coefficients, 

the power index of p-i in Ai is the sum of the exponents of the functions 'l/J and 

</>' in the denominator of Eq. (A.20), i.e., 

M-i

L 	(2i + 1) + (N - M)M + 1 =MN £: d2 (A.21) 
i=i 

Eq. (A.21) provides the order of p-i obtained by continuing the integration of 

l(M-i)i w.r.t. AM-i, · · · , Ai. 

e) 	 We now compare the two lowest orders di and d2 established respectively m 

Eqs. (A.14) and (A.21). We note that d2 - di = MN - (N - M + 1) 

(N + l)(M - 1) 2 0 since N, M > 0. Therefore, di is the lowest order of p-i 

in the result of evaluating TJ(p) of Eq. (A.l), and is therefore the diversity order 

for the single-block MIMO system. D 
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Appendix B 

Proof of Theorem 4.3 

We can prove Theorem 4.3 by first deriving several consecutively achievable lower 

bounds on the error probability given in Eq. ( 4.23) until we reach a minimum in

dependent of the design parameters. This is followed by examining the conditions 

required on the optimal F for reaching each of the lower bounds. 

B.0.0.1 First lower bound 

Using the convexity property of the Q-function [61] in Eq. (4.23), we obtain the first 

lower bound on Pem by employing Jensen's inequality [9], i.e., 

(B.la) 

(B.lb) 

where Vse is the symbol error covariance matrix given by Eq. (4.19). Eq. (B.lb) 

holds due to tr(V) = tr(2Vse), as shown in Eq (4.22). Equality in (B.la) holds iff 
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the diagonal elements of V are all equal, i.e., all the MSE of the bits are equal. Since 

we are transmitting 4-QAM symbols having symmetry in both real and imaginary 

parts, this is equivalent to 

V i,j = 1,· ·· ,LMT (B.2) 

B.0.0.2 Second lower bound 

The following two lemmas [43] are provided here to facilitate the development of the 

second lower bound: 

Lemma B.1 For any square matrix r we have tr ((I+ rrH)-1) = tr ((I+ rHr)-1) 

• 
Lemma B.2 For any nonsingular Hermitian symmetric positive semi-definite (PSD) 

z12
matrix Z = [ Zu ] we have 

Z~ Z22 

where equality holds i.ff Z 12 = 0, i.e., i.ff Z is block diagonal. • 
Lemma B.2 can be repeatedly applied to extend to a nonsingular Hermitian symmetric 

PSD matrix partitioned into multiple submatrices. 

Applying Lemma B.1 to the error covariance matrix Vse in Eq. (4.19) yields 

(B.3) 


where we define S ~ (1iH1i) 2
1 

. From the definition of 1i in Eq. (4.14), we can 

see that S is an LMT x LMT block diagonal matrix. Each diagonal block St {}. 

[Ir®(HfHt)t], £ = 1,. .. ,L, is also block diagonal of dimension MT x MT, 

containing T identical M x M sub-blocks of St~ (Hf He)t. 
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Now, writing B = F pH in Eq. (B.3), we note that this LMT x LMT nonsingular 

Hermitian symmetric PSD matrix can be partitioned into 1 2 blocks of MT x MT 

submatrices Bi1, i, j = 1, · · · , MT. Denoting by Bu the eth MT x MT submatrix 

on the diagonal of Band applying Lemma B.2, a lower bound for tr(Vse) in Eq. (B.3) 

can be obtained, namely 

(B.4) 

Equality in Eq. (B.4) holds iff Bij = 0, for i, j = 1, · · · , L, i -:f. j. But each B££ can 

be further partitioned into T 2 submatrices B~{, i,j = 1, · · · ,T, of dimension M x M. 

Denoting by B~~ the tth M x M submatrix on the diagonal of Bee and applying 

Lemma B.2 to each of the bracketed term in Eq. (B.4) results in 

L T ( 1)
tr(Vse) ~LL tr (IM+ ~Be B~~ s:1)- (B.5) 

e=l t=l 

where equality in Eq. (B.5) holds iff 

B~~ = O for i,j=l,···,T, i-:f.j, (B.6) 

i.e., B = FFH is block diagonal having non-zero M x M diagonal submatrices. 

Furthermore, for any positive definite matrix Z, tr(z-1
) is convex with respect 

to Z [9]. Thus, applying Jensen's inequality to this convex function in the inner sum 

of Eq. (B.5) and employing Lemma B.1 leads to 

~ t, tr ( (rM + ~B,BliBiir') 2 tr ( (IM+ ~B,B,,ai'f) (B.7) 

where Bee£~ L,'{'=1 B~~· Equality in (B.7) holds iff all B;; are equal, i.e., 

tt 
Bee= Bee for t = 1, 2, · · · ,T (B.8) 
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Combining Eq. (B.5) with Eq. (B. 7) results in 

(B.9) 

with equality holding iff Eqs. (B.6) and (B.8) are satisfied. Since the function f (x) = 

Q (Jx- 1 - 1) is monotonically increasing with x, substituting Eq. (B.9) in Eq. (B.lb) 

establishes the second lower bound for the average asymptotic BER Pem such that, 

(B.10) 

Again, equality in (B.10) holds iff the conditions in Eqs. (B.6) and (B.8) are met 

simultaneously. 

B.0.0.3 Final lower bound 

Eq. (B.10) still depends on the design variable F and therefore needs to be further 

minimized to obtain a constant achievable lower bound. We observe that the elements 

of the channel matrix H £ are of IID distribution, hence the stochastic properties of 

Ht remain unchanged by the multiplication of a unitary matrix. By pre- and post

multiplying permutation matrices to the eigenvalue matrix of Bu in Eq. (B.10) and 

following similar procedures of averaging over all M! permutations, as in [92, 61], we 

arrive at 

(B.11) 


with equality holding iff 

Ba = I, .e = 1, · · · , L (B.12) 
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The lower bound in Eq. (B.11) is independent of the design matrix P and is, therefore, 

a genuine lower bound on the value that can be achieved by a designer, in the sense 

that it can be computed prior to the design. 

B.0.0.4 Optimal Linear STBC 

The minimum BER given in Eq. (B.11) can be achieved iff the four conditions in 

Eqs. (B.2), (B.6), (B.8) and (B.12) are satisfied simultaneously. Eqs. (B.6), (B.8) 

and (B.12) jointly imply that B = P pH = I, i.e., P must be unitary. Eq. (B.2) 

requires all the diagonal elements of Vse to be equal, i.e., 

(B.13) 

and this must hold for any channel realization. 


Now, Eq. (4.19) can be re-written as Vse = (pH P + -fiPH1-lH1-lP)-l =pH (I+ 

~1-lH?-l)-lP, where we have used the condition that P must be unitary. Thus, the 


ith diagonal element of v se is 


IVwlii ~ ti' (hMT+ ;HHHf 1, ~tr (t,c;: (1M+ ;HfH,fcil) 
tr (t, (1M +; H{'H,)-I cilc{J) (B.14) 

where Ii is the ith column of the coding matrix P and Gil: is the coding submatrix 

in the £th block for the ith symbol. The second step in Eq. (B.14) is possible because 

of the relationship between Ii and Cu in Eq. (4.16). On the other hand, the right 

hand side of Eq. (B.13) can also be written as 

(B.15) 
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Substituting Eqs. (B.14) and (B.15) respectively into the left and right sides of 

Eq. (B.13), the condition becomes 

tr (t (1M +; HfH,r C,,C{f) = ~L tr (t (1M +;HfH,r) 
(B.16) 

Thus, for any channel realization Ht, the condition in Eq. (B.2) holds iff CitC:f = 

D 
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Appendix C 

Proof of Theorem 6.3 

First we note that 

tr (Ar,tA~,t') 

(C.l) 

where in the last step of Eq. (C.1) we have used the fact that IltII{! is a diagonal 

matrix. Similarly, we have 

M 

tr (Br1 ,t1 B~t) = 7 L[Pft.t
1 

]kk[AtA{!]kk (C.2) 
k=l 

Combining Lemma 6.1 and Eq. (C.2) with Eq. (C.1) yields 

tr (Ar,tA~,t' + Br',t'B~t) = 7 b(r - r')8(t - t') 

where 8(n - m) denotes the unit impulse function, and we have used the fact that 

each matrix V r is V-structured. Similarly, we can obtain 
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Appendix D 

Proof of Lemma 6.5 

First we prove the sufficient condition. Suppose that L = Li Il~=i p~k, where gcd(pk, Li) = 

1 for k = 1, 2, · · · , r. Then, in this case, employing the multiplicative property of the 

Euler function yields rp(P) = rp(Li) Il~=i rp(p~k+/3k) = (rp(Li) Il~=i p~k-i (Pk - 1)) (fl~=i p~k) 
rp(L)M, which gives the proof of the sufficient condition. 

Now we prove the necessary condition. Suppose that rp(P) = rp(L)M. Then, we 

claim that L and M are not coprime. Otherwise, if L and M were coprime, then, using 

Result 1 would result in rp( P) = rp( L )rp( M). By the definition of the Euler function, 

we know that rp(M) < M if M > 1. This would lead to rp(P) = rp(L)rp(M) < rp(L)M 

for M > 1, which would contradict with the assumption. Therefore, L and M are 

not coprime. Let pi,p2 , · · · ,Pt (t ~ 1) be the common prime divisors of L and M; 

i.e., L and M can be decomposed as L = Il~=i Pkk Li and M = Il~=i p~k Mi, where 

t ~ 1, ak, '"'/k ~ 1, each Pk is coprime to both Li and Mi, and gcd(Li, Mi) = 1. Hence, 
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cp(P) = (cp(L1) i!Pi'~'(p, -1)) (i!p~'cp(M1)) 
cp(L) (i!p~'cp(M1)) 

< cp(L) (i!p~'M1) = cp(L)M (D.J) 

where the equality in Eq. (D.1) holds if and only if M1 = 1. Therefore, in this case, 

L = L1 f1~= p~k. This completes the proof of Lemma 6.5. 1 
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Appendix E 

Proof of Theorem 6.4 

By Theorem 6.3, the LD code constructed in Theorem 6.4 is trace-orthonormal. In 

the following, we prove that such resulting signal coding matrix X (s) provides full 

diversity. To this end, first generate the DAST code. Let 

Ro[l: Mi,:] ) ( 0M1 xM ) * 
O"r k = Sr k + 	 Sr k

(, OM 
2 

xM , R()[M1 + 1 : M, :] ' 

where Sr,k = [s(r-l)T+(k-l)M+l, · · · , S(r-l)T+(k-l)M+M]T. Then, the DAST code is 

generated by the matrix V(sr,k) ~ diag(o-r,k)· By circularly placing stream data of 

each DAST code, we form the following matrix 
R 

X(sk) = Lpr-l'D(sr,k) fork= 1 2 ... £ 	 (E.1)
' ' ' 

r=l 

where sk = [s[k, s[k, · · · , s1-,kJT. A signal matrix X(s) can be built by Theorem 6.3 

(E.2) 


where s = [sf, sf, · · · , sfV = [ s1, s2, · · · , srMV and the kth sub-signal matrix X k (s) 

is given by 

L 

Xc(s) = 	L uk,cX(sk) for £ = 1, 2, · · · ,L (E.3) 
k=l 
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We have from Eq. (E.2) and Eq. (E.3) that 

l l 
X(e)XH (e) = L Xe(e)X~ (e) = L X(ek)XH (ek) (E.4) 

k=l 
where ek = sk - s~ and e = [ef, ef, · · · , eiJT. This shows that, if we construct the 

V-structured matrix using Construction 1 and then use it to obtain the signal matrix 

X (s) through Theorem 6.3, then the autocorrelation matrix X (e)XH (e) does not 

depend on the choice of the unitary matrix U. Now it suffices to prove that for any 

point e there exists at least one k such that X( ek) is of full rank. Since e =f. 0, there 

exists at least one k such that ek =/. 0 and as a result, there exists the maximum r 

such that er,k =/. 0. In other words, er,k = 0 for r :S: r :S: R, but er,k =f. 0, where 

er,k = sr,k - s~,k· Therefore, <let ('D(er,k)) =/. 0. Now following the proof in [22, 

64], where the Diophantine numbers are chosen as 'l/;1 = 1, 'l/;2 = (LRM2 · · · , 'l/JR-1 = 

(fJi}112, and expanding the determinant of X(ek) according to the power of (LRM, we 

have that det(X(ek)) = L:;=1 ce(fRh, where ce E Z[(LM] for£= 1,2,··· ,f. By 

Corollary 6.1, Cr= <let ('D(sr,k)) =/. 0. In addition, by Lemma 6.4 and the properties 

of Euler functions, we know that 1, (LRM, (iRM, · .. , (fiik is linearly independent 

over Z[(LM] and as a result, we claim that the determinant of X(ek) is not zero. 

Therefore, using Lemma 6.6, we conclude from Eq. (E.4) that <let (X(e)XH(e)) = 

<let (2=~=1 X(ek)XH(ek)) 2 L~=l <let (X(ek)XH(ek)) > 0 for any e EzK[(L] \ {O}. 

This completes the proof of Theorem 6.4. 
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